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ABSTRACT
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
Rochester Institute of Technology
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy

Program: Microsystems Engineering

Author’s Name: George Thomas Nelson IV
Advisor’s Name: Dr. Seth M. Hubbard
Dissertation Title: Native and Radiation-Induced Defects in III-V Solar Cells and Photodiodes
Photodiodes made of III-V materials are ubiquitous with applications for telecommunications, photonics, consumer electronics, and spectroscopy. The III-V solar cell, specifically, is
a large-area photodiode that is used by the satellite industry for power conversion due to its
unrivaled efficiency and wide range of available materials. As a device driven by its minority
carrier diffusion length (MCDL), the performance of a photodiode is sensitive to crystallographic defects that create states in the forbidden energy gap. Defects commonly arise during
growth of the crystal and during device fabrication, and they accumulate slowly over time
when deployed into the damaging environment of space. Defect-assisted carrier recombination leads to lower MCDL, higher dark current, reduced sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio,
and, in the case of solar cells, reduced power conversion efficiency. Consequently, the development of photodiode technology requires techniques for detection, characterization, and
mitigation of defects and the inter-bandgap states they create. In this work, III-V material
defects are addressed across a variety of materials and devices.
The first half of the work makes use of deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) to deduce the energy level, cross-section, and density of traps the InAlAs, InAlAsSb, and InGaAs
lattice-matched to InP. An in situ DLTS system that can monitor defects immediately after irradiation was developed and applied to InGaAs photodiodes irradiated by protons. Evidence
of trap annealing was found to occur as low as 150 K. The second half begins with development of GaSb solar cells grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs substrate intended
for use in lower-cost monolithic multi-junction cells. Defect analysis by microscopy, dark
lock-in thermography, and dark current measurement, among others, was performed. The
best GaSb-on-GaAs cell achieved state-of-the-art 4.5% efficiency under concentrated solar
spectrum. Finally, light management in III-V photodiodes was explored as a possible route
for defect mitigation. Textures, diffraction gratings, metallic mirrors, and Bragg reflectors
were simulated by finite difference time domain for single- and multi-junction GaAs-based
cells with the aim of reducing the amount of absorber material required and to simultaneously
reduce MCDL requirements by generating carriers closer to the junction. The results were inputted into a device simulator to predict efficiency. A backside reflective pyramidal-textured
grating was simulated to allow a GaAs cell to be thinned by a factor of >30 compared to a
conventional cell.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The III-V semiconductor photodiode is a solid-state device that converts incident electromagnetic radiation into an electric signal. As a photodetector, the photodiode will detect light
within a certain wavelength range or spectral bandwidth and the output signal is useful for
many purposes including imaging [14], remote sensing [15], spectroscopy [16], and optical
communication [17]. As a solar cell, the photodiode will convert sunlight for power generation. For these purposes, many photodiodes operate within the wavelength range from
middle ultra-violet to long-wavelength infrared, or 0.2 µm to 15 µm, as this range begins with
the solar spectrum and extends to most of the spectrum for room-temperature blackbody
radiation.
The III-V crystalline semiconductor is well-suited to photodiode applications because of a
combination of excellent optical and electronic properties. Different group III and V elements
may be combined to obtain bandgap values well-suited to the wavelength range mentioned
above. Figure 1.1 is a chart of bandgap vs. lattice constant for well-developed III-V materials.
As seen, the available bandgaps start at 7.3 µm for binary InSb (5.5 µm under cooled conditions [18]) and stretch to 0.55 µm for GaP. The lines connecting binary III-V’s are for ternary
materials, like AlGaAs, which allow for intermediate bandgaps between binary materials.
Furthermore, bandgap engineering is available via nanostructures like quantum wells (QWs)
or quantum dots (QDs), which allow for even longer wavelengths at a specific lattice constant.
Superlattices of InAs/GaSb are at the forefront of long-wavelength infrared detection and can
detect at 10 µm and beyond [18].
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Figure 1.1: Lattice constant vs. bandgap chart with many popular group IV and III-V semiconductors.
Plot by Dr. Michael Slocum edited by the author.

Because of the silicon complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) industry, it is
a tempting candidate for photodiode material due to ease of integration with existing technologies. Silicon is also abundant in the Earth’s crust and is low-cost compared to III-V’s.
However, its bandgap limits its usefulness to below 1.1 µm. Therefore there are many applications where silicon is not appropriate, such as thermal imaging or infrared optical communication in the 1.30 µm to 1.55 µm range. For these purposes, III-V InGaAs and extended
InGaAs photodiodes, with respective bandgaps of 1.7 µm and 2.6 µm, have seen commercial
success and can be purchased from many vendors.
III-V’s have also been tremendously successful, in terms of efficiency, in the solar cell industry. According to National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) (see Figure 1.2), the
highest efficiency for a single-junction (1-J) terrestrial non-concentrator cell belongs to a
GaAs cell by Alta Devices at 29.1% [19]. The flexibility of III-V’s allows them to be easily
integrated with each other to create cells with multiple junctions connected in series by tunnel junctions. The AM1.5g record for a III-V multi-junction non-concentrator cell is 39.2% by
NREL [2]. The record for silicon is only 26.6% by Kaneka [20]. However, due to cost, it is silicon that dominates the terrestrial market. Figure 1.3 shows dollar-per-watt values for silicon
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Figure 1.2: Record solar cell terrestrial efficiencies for crystalline silicon and III-V materials. Sourced
from NREL efficiency chart [2].

cells compared to III-V technology from cost analyses assembled by Woodhouse et al. and
Horowitz et al. [3, 4]. While silicon modules available today are only 17% efficient, they cost
less than 0.40 USD/W, and this is a moving target as improvements to silicon modules will
continue to be made. GaAs 1-J cells, III-V multi-junctions, and even III-V-on-silicon hybrid
cells are all at least an order of magnitude more expensive at present. Even after extensive
optimization, 1-sun III-V technology cannot be reduced below 1.00 USD/W.
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Figure 1.3: Dollar-per-watt values of silicon and III-V technologies. The value in parentheses is the
efficiency used in the calculation. “Today” refers to the year above the blue bars, which was the cost
at the time of the analysis. “Optimized” is the cost after presently attainable optimizations to the
manufacturing process such as increased substrate re-use and improvements that come with massproduction. Values from Woodhouse et al. and Horowitz et al. [3, 4].

Accordingly, much of the current research in III-V solar cells is in cost reduction. Many
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techniques already exist to increase the cost-competitiveness of III-V solar cells. Concentrator
cells take advantage of low-expense optics to capture sunlight over a wide area and focus it
onto a small but highly-efficient multi-junction III-V cell. This has an added benefit of improving the cell’s efficiency over the un-concentrated case by increasing the free carrier density
which leads to higher voltages. The result of concentration systems is higher efficiency cells
with lower material cost because of the smaller areal coverage, a combination that greatly
increases III-V marketability. Figure 1.2 shows that the absolute highest efficiency cell is a
46% concentrator multi-junction tested under 508 times the power density of the sun (508
’suns’) [21]. The cost analysis from Figure 1.3 claims that concentrator technology could reduce cost 0.30 USD/W in the future, but while this is a promising result since it is competitive
with silicon, the concentrator industry has thus far not has not gained significant market
share [22]. Other active areas of cost-reduction research include, but are not limited to, novel
materials for increased efficiency [23], reducing substrate cost through lattice-mismatched
growth [24], virtual substrates [25], or substrate re-use [26], and high-speed growth [27] and
light management [28] to reduce epitaxial growth expenses.
One field where high-efficiency III-V solar has already been successful is the space industry. Here, the high material and manufacturing costs are acceptable compared to the cost
of launching a greater mass of lower-efficiency cells. As well, there are surface area limitations on satellites that are not a concern for terrestrial use. Returning to III-V photodetectors,
these are also used on satellites, with applications for hyperspectral imaging [29], monitoring
of Earth’s atmosphere [30], and astronomy [31].
The excellent electronic properties of the III-V photodiode are owed to its crystalline quality. Two key metrics for photodiodes impacted by crystalline quality are the responsivity and
dark current.
The responsivity is defined as the output current divided by the total incident optical
power and the spectral responsivity (SR) is the responsivity as function of wavelength. High
SR is desired over a spectral bandwidth determined by the application. Absorption coefficient, absorber size and thickness, and light management all affect responsivity. The spectral
bandwidth and absorption coefficient are determined mostly by the material and its bandgap
4
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(discussed above).
The dark current is the current that flows when no light shines on the device and arises due
to thermal generation of carriers. In many cases it defines the noise floor of the photodetector
and will limit the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), so the lower the dark current, the better the
sensitivity. For solar cells, low dark current allows for higher output voltage.
Both responsivity and dark current are ultimately limited by the material’s ideal crystalline structure. However, in practice they are often limited by crystallographic defects that
facilitate carrier generation, recombination, or tunneling via inter-bandgap states called deeplevels or traps.
Many of the mentioned cost-reduction techniques in III-V solar, such as novel materials (see Chapter 3) and lattice-mismatched growth (see Chapter 5), will lead to higher deeplevel concentrations in the short-term as the techniques will not be mature enough to result
in low-defect material. Deploying solar cells or photodetectors into the space environment
will also lead to the creation of radiation-induced deep-levels, as, without Earth’s protection,
high-energy ionized particles bombard the material causing atomic displacement (see Chapter 4) [32, 33]. Whether defects are crystal growth-related or radiation-induced, a set of tools
that can characterize both the physical and electronic properties of the defects are required
because such characterization is an important step in understanding the (lack of) performance
of the photodiode. The procedure of identifying defects, the inter-band states they create, and
their impact on performance tie together the chapters of this work. Key tools used throughout
this work are capacitance-based defect spectroscopy and dark current measurements.
Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) is a method of defect spectroscopy that measures capacitance transients in the photodiode junction capacitance as a function of temperature. The transients are related to emission of carriers from deep-levels, or traps, in the material. With this method, the location of the trap energy within the bandgap can be determined,
along with the carrier capture cross-section (analogous to the capture cross-section in nuclear
physics) and the trap density. DLTS is regularly used to compare the trap profiles of different
III-V crystal growth techniques [34, 35] or to obtain trap profiles caused by irradiation of the
material by high-energy ions [5]. DLTS spectra for an electron-irradiated GaAs photodiode
5
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with InAs QDs is shown in Figure 1.4, where each set of peaks represents a detected carrier
trap. The trap characteristics found by DLTS can be used to predict the dark current of the
photodiode [36] by using the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination model [37], where,
as-mentioned, the dark current is a critical aspect of photodiode performance.
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Figure 1.4: DLTS spectra obtained from a GaAs photodiode irradiated with 1 MeV electrons. The data
was obtained with the MFIA-based system developed specifically for this dissertation work. This was
the same sample as used by Sato et al. [5], though the data here is unique. Defect peaks are labeled
according to Sato et al.. The rate constants are explained in Chapter 2.

The final section of this work examines integrated light management as a path to reduce
the impact of deep-levels on device performance. In has been shown that light management
can be used to improve radiation tolerance of III-V photodiodes, leading to extended mission
lifetime in space applications [38, 39]. To achieve this, light management is used to maintain
or improve the responsivity of the device while simultaneously reducing the thickness of
the active region. Thinner photodiodes are defect-tolerant for reasons that are explained in
Chapter 6. A model was created using numerical optical and electronic solvers to predict
device performance single- and multi-junction III-V solar cells for different cell thicknesses
and light management structures.
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1.2

Approach

The general theme of this dissertation was to study the relationship between defects and device performance for a variety of III-V photodiodes. These defects may have been growth- or
processing-related, as was the case for the novel approaches to the III-V solar cell in Chapters
3 and 5, or radiation-induced, which occurred for InGaAs photodetectors in Chapter 4. Figure
1.5 is a flow chart of the dissertation, explaining for each topic the motivation, the cause of the
defects, and the techniques used to measure the defects and their impact on the device. The
final topic describes how light management and thinning the device can be used to improve
the performance of a photodiode.
Terrestrial III-V Solar

III-V Photodiode in Space

(Efficiency and Cost)

(Radiation Tolerance)

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Novel Material InAlAsSb for
InP-based Multi-junction Cells

InGaAs Photodiodes for
Radiation Tolerance Testing

GaSb Solar Cells for
III-Sb Multi-junction Cells

Crystallographic Defects and Deep-levels Arising From:
Miscibility Gap,
Contamination

Irradiation-induced
Atom Displacement

Lattice Strain,
Unpassivated Sidewalls

Characterization and Analysis By:
DLTS, Dark Current

DLTS, Dark Current,
Admittance Spectroscopy

DLTS, DLIT, EPD, SEM,
QE, Dark Current

Chapter 6
Light Management Model for
Thinned Cells, Nanostructured
Cells, Radiation Tolerance

Figure 1.5: Flow chart of the dissertation. The chapters cover III-V photodiodes used for terrestrial or
space applications. For the chapters covering experimental work, the source of defects is identified
and the techniques used to characterize the defects or their impacts on device performance are listed.
A final chapter covers a light management model that could be applied to any of the other projects to
and was focused on thinning absorbing layers to mitigate the impact of defects or reduce cost.
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The first half of the work focuses mostly on DLTS and dark current measurements. These
were applied to detect as-grown trap levels in InAlAsSb, a novel solar cell material useful as
the top-junction of an InP-based triple-junction cell (Chapter 3). Growth of the material had
to overcome a mascilibility gap which favors the creation of InSb [40]. By creating a profile
of traps in the novel material, a more-optimized growth condition could be developed. For
instance, traps levels can be detected as a function of growth temperature, III-V ratio, and
precursor species as part of a growth optimization campaign.
Following that is an in situ DLTS method that is able to better measure the effect of the
defect-inducing space environment on devices than what is conventionally practiced (Chapter 4). Sample irradiation and the following testing are both typically performed at room
temperature or above. If they are irradiated at low temperature, they are typically exposed
to room temperature before DLTS is performed. It is known that, at this temperature, many
defects are not stable as the displaced atoms can diffuse back into their vacancies [8]. By
controlling the irradiation temperature and performing in situ testing, two outcomes can be
achieved. One is that the device can be irradiated and tested at the temperature it is expected
to operate under to better reflect deployed conditions. Two is that the sample can be irradiated and tested at very low temperatures to ensure the stability of defects in order to gain a
better understanding of the principle of defect creation in that particular material. The material tested here was In0.54 Ga0.46 As lattice-matched on InP, which has a number of applications
as a photodetector in space including infrared astronomy [31], infrared phenomonology and
remote sensing [41], and hyperspectral imaging [42].
The next chapter covers development, fabrication, and defect analysis of highly latticemismatched GaSb solar cells (Chapter 5). This work was meant to establish a platform leading
to a variety of inexpensive, monolithically-grown, III-Sb multi-junction cells. When growing
lattice-mismatched, the key concern for solar cell performance is the lattice strain leading
to creation of threading dislocations which lower efficiency via increased trap-assisted recombination. Cycles of growth, fabrication, and testing led to the conclusion that a variety
of defects were leading to poor performance, including voids, sidewall states, and threading
dislocations. Testing driven by dark current analysis was able to quantify the performance
8
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loss due to each type of defect, information that will help direct the next generation of experiments.
Finally, light management structures that enhance the efficiency of and mitigate the deleterious effects of trap levels in nanostructured cells and space cells were explored (Chapter
6). A variety of models predict that the addition of a textured mirror to the backside of a
III-V cell can lead to high efficiencies, however, the field has struggled to replicate this in
experiment, achieving less than 20% efficiency in textured GaAs 1-J cells. A precise model
was developed to examine why this is the case. Many of the published models do not implement arbitrary structures and instead relied on thermodynamic arguments or pre-determined
reflection parameters of the backside mirror. The model developed here was able to calculate path length or absorption enhancement for arbitrary cell structures, and many structures
that may be realistically fabricated were simulated. The path length is a ray-optics concept of
how many ’passes’ light makes through the cell, and with higher path lengths the absorbers
could be thinned. It is known that thinner cells are defect-tolerant and therefore radiation
tolerant [38, 39]. With this in mind, the model was then applied to multi-junction space cells
to develop light management specifically for radiation tolerance.

1.3

Objectives

The objectives of this work and some of the original contributions are listed below:
• Fabricated In0.19 Al0.81 As0.72 Sb0.28 Schottky diodes for defect spectroscopy
• Created trap profiles for In0.52 Al0.48 As and InAlAsSb
• Developed unique deep-level transient spectroscopy system with all-custom software
that can be used with in situ irradiation experiments
• Performed in situ defect spectroscopy and dark current analysis on InGaAs didoes
• Created fabrication process for GaSb solar cells and photodiodes
• Fabricated GaSb-on-GaSb and GaSb-on-GaAs solar cells with state-of-the-art metrics
9
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• Created GaSb-on-GaAs triple-junction (3-J) solar cell model in Sentaurus by fitting own
GaSb-on-GaAs data
• Developed code to integrate Synopsys RSoft with Sentaurus for combined numerical
optical and electronic simulation ability
• Developed 1-J GaAs light management model to optimize the rear mirror
• Developed 3-J space cell model to increase radiation tolerance of middle subcell

1.4

Organization of Dissertation

Chapter 1 motivates the research by highlighting the advantage of III-V solar cells in terms of
efficiency and the need to reduce III-V cell cost. The motivation to improve the radiation tolerance of III-V photodiodes is also covered. The effect of defects on photodiode performance
and how defects are characterized is briefly introduced.
Chapter 2 provides background on general photodiode and solar cell physics. As well,
many of the important concepts and experimental techniques necessary to understand the
work in later chapters are explained. These include dark current analysis, how dark current
is affected by crystallographic defects through trap states, and defect spectroscopy via DLTS.
Because of frequent use of the device simulator Synopsys Sentaurus, a section on the principles behind modern device simulators is included. Modern III-V solar cell technologies are
introduced to give context to the contributions of this work discussed in the later chapters.
Chapter 3 presents a trap state analysis of two materials: In0.52 Al0.48 As and the rare
In0.19 Al0.81 As0.72 Sb0.28 . Diodes were fabricated from these materials for dark current measurements and DLTS. Several traps of moderate concentration were detected in the novel
InAlAsSb diodes and the dark current was high. Growth of many control InAlAs samples
allowed for a study of InAlAs traps comparing different methods of epitaxy and different
chemical precursors. InAlAs solar cells of all varieties were found to have low trap concentration with low dark current, with cells grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) containing
the highest trap density when compared to growth by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).
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Chapter 4 describes a system built to perform in situ DLTS and dark current measurements
on samples irradiated at low temperature. The application in this instance was In0.54 Ga0.46 As
on InP substrates irradiated by 2.0 MeV and 3.5 MeV protons. The InGaAs diodes were designed and fabricated specifically for this purpose. To perform faster temperature scans,
a custom DLTS system was created with an unconventional capacitance meter and driven
by software written by the author. After irradiation at 100 K, annealing of the dominant
radiation-induced trap in InGaAs began around 150 K. Defect annealing experiments were
also performed to connect dark current to certain traps. The shallow traps of the cell and
their effect on the junction capacitance were examined using admittance spectroscopy.
Chapter 5 evaluated a lattice mis-matched growth technique for growing GaSb directly on
GaAs that could potentially lead to a new cost-effective multi-junction solar cell technology.
GaSb 1-J cells were grown on GaSb substrates natively and on GaAs substrates using the
interfacial misfit (IMF) array growth technique. A fabrication process was developed that
led to state-of-the-art GaSb-on-GaSb cells. Evidence of sidewall recombination and shuntcausing voids were found in the GaSb-on-GaSb cells by dark current analysis and dark lock-in
thermography (DLIT), indicating that even the native solar cell was prone to performancelimiting defects. The GaSb-on-GaAs cell was concluded to be limited mostly by threading
dislocations due to failure to form the ideal IMF array during growth. DLTS was performed
on these samples, and more traps were found in the GaSb-on-GaAs sample. A 3-J model of
InGaP/GaAs/GaSb was developed based on the GaSb-on-GaAs results.
Chapter 6 discusses numerical light management modeling used to develop new light
management designs for single- and multi-junction cells. The models used Synopsys RSoft
for optical simulation and Synopsys Sentaurus for device simulation with python code for
integration. A model was applied to thin GaAs and nanostructured GaAs 1-J cells to optimize
the rearside optical reflector, including the reflector texture. The best rear reflector lead to
path lengths >30 that could be achievable with standard wet etching and deposition. Another
model was developed to radiation-harden 3-J space cells. The results indicated that an interstitial structure could be used to thin the middle subcell for excellent radiation tolerance at
the cost of slightly reduced efficiency at beginning of life.
11
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Conclusions and future work for each topic are discussed at the end of their respective
chapters.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Solar Cell General Principles

According to Nelson, a solar cell must meet three requirements to generate usable work from
sunlight [43]. Those requirements are charge generation, charge transport, and charge separation. Charge generation is the ability of materials to absorb photons of sufficient energy
to excite electrons from one orbital, or energy level, to a higher energy state. The key to useful charge generation is for the material to have available occupied and unoccupied electron
states with a difference in energy comparable to the photon energies output by the sun. Next,
for charge transport to occur, there needs to be a way for the excited electron to move around
within the material in order to be collected by the device terminals. In addition to this, the
transport must be done in a way that preserves electric potential of the excited electron. Finally, charge separation demands that the material have an asymmetry such that the excited
electrons are preferentially collected at one terminal and not the other. The resulting potential difference between the terminals can be used to force current flow through an external
load.
A crystalline semiconductor material is able to perform all three of these prerequisites.
The range of forbidden energy levels in a crystalline semiconductor, known as the bandgap of
the material, is both large enough to prevent immediate relaxation of excited charge carriers
from conduction band to valence band (due to a lack of phonon states with this energy), and
yet small enough to be within the useful range of photon energies output by the sun (ie. visible
light). The current rectifying behavior of a p-n junction diode provides a low resistance path
for electrons (holes) to the n-type (p-type) terminal, thus providing charge separation through
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a spatial asymmetry. Figure 2.1 shows that when a p-n junction generates an electron-hole
pair from absorbed light, the built-in junction and carrier-selective contacts provide the means
to separate the charges, which can then be driven through the external load.

Figure 2.1: Band diagram of p-n junction with absorbed photon generating an electron-hole pair which
then separate and travel to opposite contacts.

The Beer-Lambert law describes how a material with a uniform absorption coefficient,
such as a crystalline semiconductor, absorbs photons and thus attenuates the intensity of a
normally incident beam of light of wavelength λ [43]. The intensity at a given depth x, I(x),
is defined by,
(

)
−4π kx
I(x) = I0 exp(−α x) = I0 exp
,
λ

(2.1)

where I0 is the intensity just inside the surface of the material, α is the absorption coefficient,
and k is the imaginary part of the refractive index, also called the extinction or attenuation
coefficient. Figure 2.2 contains a plot of absorption coefficient values for relevant photon
wavelengths for semiconductor materials covered in this dissertation. The slower increase in

α starting from the bandgap for Si and Ge compared to the III-V semiconductors is a consequence of the indirect bandgap of Si and Ge versus the direct band gap of the III-V materials.
Absorption in an indirect bandgap material is a two step process that involves a photon to
promote the carrier’s energy and a phonon to supply the necessary momentum. As such,
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absorption becomes dependent on the product of the probability distributions of both photon
and phonon absorption. In a direct bandgap material, like GaAs, only photon absorption is
needed.
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Figure 2.2: Absorption coefficient versus wavelength for semiconductor materials mentioned in this
work. GaAs and InGaP data measured by ellipsometry, all others obtain from TFCalc or Sentaurus software database.

The absorption properties of a material have a critical impact on the cell’s design. The low
absorption of photons near the bandgap of Si means that cells made from this material are
commonly in the 100’s of µ m thick in order to absorb most of the solar spectrum, an entire
two orders of magnitude thicker than a typical GaAs cell. This can be affirmed by using the
values found in Figure 2.2 in conjunction with Equation 2.1.
From the absorption, the photo-generated current density (JPh ) can be obtained for a simple absorber. The carrier generation rate (G) is required, which is defined as,
G(λ , x) = α N0 exp(−α x),

(2.2)

where N0 is the photon flux just inside the absorber surface for that wavelength. Assuming
perfect collection efficiency (all carriers reach the junction), the current generated from that
wavelength can then be calculated,
∫ xf

JPh = q

0

Gnet (x)dx,
15

(2.3)
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where x f is the thickness of the absorber layer. For more than one discrete wavelength,
the generation rates for each wavelengths can be summed to obtain the net generation rate
and the total JPh . For a continuous spectrum, the photon flux density must be replaced with
spectral flux density and the right-hand side of Equation 2.2 will be integrated with respect
to wavelength, keeping in mind that absorption coefficient is also wavelength-dependent.
In reality, perfect collection is not obtained. To determine the current, the SR is found
experimentally and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) is calculated. As mentioned, SR is
the current obtained from the cell for a given amount of incident optical power density. EQE
is the ratio of carriers collected to incident photons on the device, and is calculated from SR
by,
EQE(λ ) =

hc
SR(λ ),
qλ

(2.4)

where h is Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light. To determine the short-circuit current
density (JSC ), which is the current of the cell at zero bias, the following can be used,
∫

JSC =

SR(λ )ϕSpectrum (λ )d λ

(2.5)

where ϕSpectrum is the desired incident spectrum. JPh is the same as the measured JSC in most
cases, and only diverges when the series resistance (RS ) is abnormally large. To obtain high
SR or EQE, carriers must be generated within the depletion region or else within a minority
carrier diffusion length (MCDL) of the edge of the depletion region. The MCDL is statistically
the distance that a carrier will travel before recombining. It depends on the carrier lifetime
and the mobility (discussed later). An EQE plot can be found in Chapter 5.
Charge transport through a crystalline semiconductor depends heavily on the resistance
encountered in each layer and interface of the device. High doping values (>1017 ) are used
to ensure low sheet resistance so that carriers may travel to the contacts either vertically
or laterally without loss of voltage. High doping will also increase the junction’s built-in
voltage, which drives the output voltage. However, there is a trade off between doping and
MCDL because more dopant atoms in the lattice increase the amount of electron scattering
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and decrease the carrier drift velocity and mobility. For this reason, one half of a conventional
solar cell’s junction will be highly doped, yet thin layer (the emitter), while the other half will
be lightly doped and account for the large majority of the cell’s thickness (the base). The
thick layer is almost always needed in order to fully attenuate the incoming light (this is the
concept of ’optically thick’, see Equation 2.1). The asymmetrical p-n junction thus allows for
high voltage, low resistance, and full absorption with good collection efficiency.
Carrier collection and output voltage are related and this relationship is determine by measuring the current density vs. voltage (J-V) response of the cell. This is performed by holding
the terminals at specified voltages and measuring the resulting current, and can be done in
either the absence of light (dark J-V) or under illumination from a desired spectrum. To understand or model the relationship between the applied voltage and the measured current
through a p-n junction diode, the Poisson equation, the current transport equations, and the
continuity equations must be understood and solved as a self-consistent system. A detailed
derivation of p-n junction current transport is given in Appendix B. The Poisson equation
models the electrical potential across the junction as a result of the fixed charge (dopant atoms,
applied bias) and the mobile charge (free carriers). The current transport equations explain
that transport is driven by free carrier response to electric fields (drift current) and concentration gradients (diffusion current). The continuity equations ensure charge preservation.
With some assumptions, a closed form solution to these equations is the ideal diode equation.
The ordinary ideal diode equation can be modified to make it a more robust model for a wider
variety of solar cells, called the double diode equation with parasitic resistances [43–45],
(
[
])
(
[
])
q(V − JRS )
q(V − JRS )
V − JRS
J(V ) = JPh − J01 exp
− 1 − J02 exp
−1 −
(2.6)
n1 kB T
n2 kB T
RSh
where q is the elementary charge, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the cell temperature, and
V is the potential difference between the two cell terminals. Note that JPh only depends on
the incident photon flux density and is independent of the cell bias, V, using what is known
as the superposition assumption. It is common practice to quantify a solar cell’s performance
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using many of the terms in (2.6). These terms are the recombination current density in quasineutral regions (J01 ), the recombination current density in depletion region (J02 ), the ideality
factors n1 and n2 , the series resistance RS , and the shunt resistance (RSh ). Other important
parameters that describe the J-V curve but are missing from (2.6) are the open-circuit voltage,
the short-circuit current, the fill-factor, the maximum power point, and the cell conversion
efficiency.
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Figure 2.3: An example of a J-V curve. There is also power vs. voltage to show the MPP.

The voltage of the cell under open-circuit conditions, or open-circuit voltage (VOC ), is the
voltage across the cell terminals under illumination when the cell is attached to an infinite
load resistance [43]. Under this condition, no current flows through the device, so excess
charge carriers (∆n, ∆p) accumulate until they recombine in the cell. It is a useful metric as it
represents an upper limit of carrier potential. Similarly, the JSC is the current output by the
cell if the terminals are attached to one another with no load resistance. This represents the
upper limit achievable by the cell’s photo-generated current. As power is voltage multiplied
by current, to better relate VOC and JSC to actual cell output and efficiency, the fill factor (FF),
is used,
FF =

VMPP JMPP
VOC JSC

(2.7)

where the maximum power point (MPP) is the cell’s operating point where the voltage at the
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MPP (VMPP ) and the current density at the MPP (JMPP ) are defined. The FF is a ratio of the
usable power to the upper limit of power defined by VOC and JSC . The MPP can be found by
plotting JV versus V and finding the voltage that gives the highest power, as seen in Figure
2.3. Besides recombination currents, which can be minimized but not avoided, other factors
that reduce FF are the parasitic resistances, RS and RSh [44]. Series resistance is resistance to
any current flow within the device and becomes more problematic as current increases. A
common method to improve a cell is to reduce RS . Typical sources of RS besides the sheet
resistances of the device layers include the contact point with the grid fingers and resistance
in the grid fingers themselves. A shunt in the cell is a path from one terminal to the other
that avoids the junction, such as a short-circuit about the perimeter of the cell. A high RSh
prevents this from occurring, and therefore a good cell will have as high a RSh as possible.
The recombination currents J01 and J02 and ideality factors n1 and n2 describe the degree and type of recombination that occurs in the cell. Recombination, the reverse process
of charge carrier generation, is when an electron in the conduction band loses energy as it
combines with a hole in the valence band. The three relevant types of recombination are
radiative, defect- or trap-assisted, and Auger recombination. Radiative recombination is the
opposite of photo-generation and occurs when the mobile electron meets a mobile hole (electron vacancy) in the lattice and results in the emission of a photon near the bandgap energy.
Thermodynamically speaking, some amount of radiative recombination is unavoidable and
is one of many reasons why a conventional cell’s conversion efficiency cannot be 100%. As
in photo-generation, radiative recombination in an indirect semiconductor is a two-step process and is usually not the dominant recombination mechanism. However, in direct semiconductors, radiative recombination is considerably more prominent and can lead to a voltage
increase through the phenomenon known as photon recycling (discussed in Chapter 6). In
indirect semiconductors, the dominant process is usually trap-assisted or Auger recombination. Trap-assisted recombination, also called SRH recombination, can occur anywhere in
the cell and may be separated into categories: quasi-neutral region (QNR), depletion region,
and surface or interface defect. The last category refers to the edges of a crystal where atoms
will have missing neighbors, leading to the “dangling bond” phenomena. Dangling bonds
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are recombination centers with very high concentration. If these defects are not passivated,
charge carriers generated within a diffusion length of the surface have a very high chance
of recombining. SRH recombination in general is avoidable through higher quality crystal
growth in combination with effective interface passivation. Auger recombination is band-toband recombination not unlike radiative, except the energy is not give off as a photon but
instead is given to another electron in the conduction band. It is typically only influential
under high-injection conditions, especially for direct semiconductors.

Figure 2.4: A circuit model representing a solar cell with a two diodes and parasitic resistances.

To return to the two diode model, the equivalent circuit of the model is shown in Figure
2.4. Each of the circuit components has already been described at this point. The effect of
each on the J-V curve, in both the light and in the dark, is shown in Figure 2.5. In parts a
and b of the figure, the different between an J01 - and J02 -dominant diode are shown for a
hypothetical GaAs solar cell. The J02 diode reduces the VOC and, even more so, reduces the
FF. The parasitic resistances shown in parts c through f also mostly affect the FF, though a
low RSh mostly affects the JMPP while high RS primarily lowers VMPP .
The recombination currents J01 and J02 and the ideality factors n1 and n2 describe the
degree and type of recombination as previously stated. The reason for two diodes (in parallel)
is that the depletion region recombination usually dominates at lower voltages while at higher
bias the bulk effects take over. According to Equation 2.6, J01 is a pre-exponential factor for
a voltage-dependent generation-recombination, or diffusion, current that arises from an n1
type of recombination. For an abrupt p+ n junction under low injection, it is,
J01 =

qD p pn0
.
Lp

20

(2.8)
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Figure 2.5: Example J-V curves of a hypothetical GaAs cell demonstrating the effect of each of the
components in the double-diode model. a) J-V for J01 and J02 diodes under illumination and b) in the
dark (JPh = 0). c) The effect of RSh on the illuminated and d) dark J-V. e) RS effect on J-V in the light
and f) in the dark.

This recombination type is corresponds to an ideality of n1 =1 due to a dependence in the
derivation upon only the minority carrier concentration and can be considered to be recombination that removes a single useful carrier. This occurs in the bulk regions of the emitter
and base.
J02 is the pre-exponential for recombination that removes n2 =2 useful carriers, which occurs in the depletion regions where the free hole and electron concentrations are on the same
order. Assuming a mid-gap trap, it can be approximated to be,
J02 ≈

qWD
σ vth Nt ni ,
2

(2.9)

where WD is the depletion region width, σ is the defect capture cross-section, vth is the carrier
thermal velocity, Nt is the trap density and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.
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The dark current of a Schottky diode is similar to a p-n junction but with different preexponential. J01 becomes J0S ,
)
qΦB qWD
J0S = A T exp
σ vth Nt ni ,
kB T
2
∗∗ 2

(

(2.10)

where A∗∗ is the Richardson constant and ΦB is the Schottky barrier height. Once carriers
thermally emit over the Schottky barrier, there is no need for recombination rates or diffusion
lengths like for the p-n diode case because the other side is a metal. Instead, the current is
more dependent on barrier height, density of states, and majority carrier effective mass.
Finally, the conversion efficiency of the cell is defined as,

η=

VMPP JMPP
,
PS

(2.11)

where PS is the incident light power density and is defined by the solar spectrum. The standard spectra used are the air-mass 0 (AM0) spectrum for space, which has a power density
of 136 mW/cm2 , and the air-mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G) terrestrial spectrum, which is 100
mW/cm2 [46].

2.2

Photodetector Metrics

A photodiode-based photodetector is a similar device to a solar cell and the physics describing
a p-n junction from the previous section will also apply to other photodiodes. In the language
of the field, a photodetector can be judged using three criteria, those being responsivity, dark
current, and response time [47].
The responsivity is defined by the output current divided by the total incident power and
the SR is the responsivity as function of wavelength. High SR is desired for a spectral bandwidth appropriate for the application. Absorption coefficient, absorber size and thickness,
and light management all affect responsivity. The spectral bandwidth and absorption coefficient is determined mostly by the material and its bandgap.
Dark current is the current that flows when no light shines on the device and arises due
to thermal generation of carriers. In many cases it defines the noise floor of the photodiode
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and will limit the SNR, so the lower the dark current, the better the sensitivity. Dark current
is ultimately limited by the material’s band structure. Dark current of a photodiode was was
described in the previous section.
Unlike a solar cell, a photodetector does not need to produce power and can instead be a
device powered from a separate power source. Therefore the photodiode detector does not
need to be operated under forward bias like a solar cell does, and are instead operated under
zero-bias or reverse bias. Recall from the previous section that, to collect a carrier, that carrier
must be within a MCDL of the edge of the depletion region. One way to increase the volume
over which carriers can be collected, then, is to increase the depletion region by increasing
the reverse bias. This allows greater collection probability over a larger absorber volume
and will increase the responsivity, especially for weakly-absorbed light. There is a trade-off,
however, as increasing the reverse bias may also increase the dark current for a diode with
SRH recombination-generation centers or a diode prone to tunneling.
Increasing the depletion region is also taken into account during the design of the device
layers. Unlike a solar cell, which requires high doping in the base to produce high voltage, a
photodiode detector can use an undoped absorber layer to maximize the depletion across it
as current, not voltage, is the important part of the output signal.
Finally, the response time of a photodetector is related to the rise time or signal bandwidth
of the device, and is determined mostly by the carrier transit time and the junction capacitance. Short transit-times and small junction capacitance allows for the high-speed operation
required for modern fiber-optic communications and favors small devices.

2.3

Crystallographic Defects and Trap States

Imperfections in the crystal structure of solids are known as crystallographic defects. Such
a defect may have an impact upon the electronic properties of a semiconductor, such as reduced carrier mobility by impurity scattering. When a defect introduces an electronic state
in the forbidden energy region of the bandgap, that state may be considered a trap state.
Doping is the well-known process of purposely introducing shallow-level traps that change
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the Fermi-level of the solid and can lead to the creation of n-type and p-type semiconductors. Deep-level traps lie closer in energy to mid-gap and are often undesirable as they lead
to reduced conductivity and/or high rates of SRH recombination. The relationship between
crystallographic defects, electronic trap states, and solid-state device performance are often
complex and difficult to predict [48].
Crystalline defects can be categorized by their dimensionality. In increasing order, those
categories are point, line, planar, and bulk defects [49].
Point defects include vacancies, anti-sites, intrinsic and extrinsic interstitials, and substitutions by impurities. These are difficult to detect physically due to their size, but they are
always present and in sufficient concentration they may have a substantial effect upon the
electronic properties of a semiconductor. Doping is an example of a substitution defect where
a host atom is replaced by an impurity. Impurity concentration (substitutions, extrinsic interstitials) can be physically detected by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), however,
this measurement cannot detect intrinsic point defects (vacancies, anti-sites, intrinsic interstitials), where all atoms involved are part of the host crystal. To find these defects, electronic
testing such as Hall effect or depletion-capacitance defect spectroscopy are typically used, as
shown in Chapters 3 and 4. Another point-defect measurement of note is Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy, where a sample is exposed to infrared radiation and chemical bonds
absorb light at certain frequencies.

Figure 2.6: Simple depiction of crystallographic point defects.

Line defects include edge dislocations, screw dislocations, and dislocation loops. In III-V
epitaxy, threading dislocations are of particular interest as their formation is due to strain
relaxation when lattice-mismatched materials are grown, discussed in see Chapter 5. For
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defects of this size and larger, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is frequently used to
observe or count the defects [50]. Etch pit density (EPD) tests are also used to determine the
cross-sectional density of threading dislocations [51].
Planar defects include anti-phase boundaries, grain boundaries, twins, and stacking faults.
Boundaries between different phases of the material can result in dangling bonds and these
defects may have been responsible for effects observed in InAlAsSb diodes in Chapter 3.
Bulk or macroscopic defects include cracks, voids, and inclusions. Just a single of these
types of defects can degrade solid-state device performance, as seen in Chapter 5.
The effect of a point defect upon the electronic properties of a semiconductor depend on
many factor besides its concentration. Not all impurities will have an apparent electronic
impact, even in high concentration. In Czochralski-grown silicon wafers, it is well known
that oxygen atoms contaminate the lattice upwards of 1018 atoms/cm3 [52]. Some of these
incorporate in the lattice as substitutions, which can be measured by an increase in the lattice
constant using X-ray diffraction (XRD). However, interstitial oxygen, measured by FTIR, is
also present and has shown to be electrically inert or inactive. Annealing the wafer activates
these interstitials and results in midgap states, where different states form at different annealing temperatures. Determining the exact physical reason behind phenomena such as this, or,
in other words, the link between the atomic configuration and resulting electronic effects,
is a difficult and complex problem to solve. The most proven approach is density functional
theory (DFT) with psuedopotentials [53, 54].
DFT is a quantum mechanical modeling technique where different defect configurations
are modeled until one is found that best replicates the results from experiments such as defect
spectroscopy. There a number of compounding complications which cannot be measured with
accuracy, such as interaction of the defect with other surrounding defects or the defect charge
state and its interaction with localized electric fields [48]. The DFT model combined with
defect spectroscopy, therefore, is a potentially powerful tool and was used to understand the
behavior of interstitial oxygen in silicon mentioned above [53]. DFT modeling is not covered
in this work but awareness of it is important context to the study of defects in III-V crystals.
Higher dimensional defects may create defect bands in the bandgap and tend to efficiently
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facilitate nonradiative recombination for carriers less than a diffusion length away. These
defect may also lead to shunting. There are techniques to mitigate or passivate them, such
as hydrogen passivation of dangling bonds in silicon [55]. The sidewalls of mesa-isolated
devices represent a boundary defect which can dominate performance for devices with area
in the 1 mm2 range. There are a plethora of techniques developed to mitigate this boundary
for a wide range of materials and device types, and sidewall passivation is an active area of
research (see Chapter 5).
The effect of trap-assisted recombination on III-V solar cell performance is decreased carrier lifetimes and an increase in the dark current. This reduces both the current and voltage.
Current is lost if the MCDL of a generated carrier is lower than the distance the carrier must
travel to the junction. The MCDL is related to the carrier lifetime by,
MCDL =

√
Dτ ,

(2.12)

where D and τ are the minority carrier diffusion constant and the lifetime, respectively. The
diffusion constant can be modeled using the Einstein relationship to be,
D=µ

kB T
,
q

(2.13)

where µ is the carrier mobility.
The inverse of the carrier lifetime in Equation 2.12 can be represented in terms of the
various recombination mechanisms as,
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
≈ A + BN +CN 2 ,
τ τSRH τrad τAuger

(2.14)

where τSRH , τrad , and τAuger are the SRH, radiative, and Auger carrier lifetimes, respectively,
and A, B, and C are the SRH, radiative, and Auger recombination coefficients, respectively.
From the right of Equation 2.14, it is seen that to the SRH lifetime normally does not depend
on the majority carrier concentration, largely because the SRH lifetime is determined by the
mid-gap trap density, Nt . The recombination coefficients B and C are material dependent, as
they depend on the band structure, and can be found in databases. The SRH recombination
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rate or lifetime can be inferred from device performance by using the above equations when it
is known that the carrier lifetimes are SRH-limited, and assuming low-injection and mid-gap
traps is equal to,

τSRH =

1
1
=
.
A σ vth Nt

(2.15)

The basic SRH-driven dark current under forward bias was explained previously in Equation
2.9, and is related to τSRH by,
J02 ≈

qWD ni
.
2τSRH

(2.16)

The cell’s voltage depends on the dark current, which from Equation 2.16 is roughly inversely
proportional to the SRH lifetime assuming an abrupt junction, low-level injection, and a midgap trap.

2.4

Deep-level Transient Spectroscopy

DLTS is a form of defect spectroscopy that is widely used to identify and characterize electrically active defects in a semiconductor. It was pioneered in 1974 by D. V. Lang at Bell Labs [56]
and has since been used to electronically identify and characterize the common deep-levels
or ’traps’ caused by lattice defects in Si, GaAs, and many other semiconductor crystals. It
is often used for point defects, but has been applied to boundary and threading defects, as
well [57, 58]. Among some of the defects it has characterized are the gold donor and acceptor
states in silicon [59], and the defect-donor (Dx) recombination center in AlGaAs [60].
Generally, DLTS has the following requirements material requirements: 1. Sufficient material quality and fabrication ability to create a Schottky or p-n junction diode. 2. The diode
depletion region is well-behaved and understood and its width can be modulated by a change
in magnitude of the reverse bias. 3. The particular defect concentration is high enough to
cause a measurable change in the diode capacitance, typically 10−5 times the doping concentration is the minimum [48].
The experimental procedure of DLTS begins with fabrication of a p-n or Schottky diode.
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DLTS is a measurement of capacitance transients, and the capacitance that is measured is
the junction capacitance. The is the capacitance formed across the junction depletion region
as a result of dipole formation across the junction from the ionized dopant atoms. The drift
field that forms depletes the region of carriers leading to dielectric-like conductance. The
steady-state junction capacitance can be modeled as a parallel plate capacitor,
C=

εA
,
Wd

(2.17)

where C is the junction capacitance, ε is the semiconductor permittivity, and Wd is the depletion width, which for a p-n junction is,
√ (
)
2ε 1
1
Wd =
+
(Vbi −Va ).
q Na Nd

(2.18)

In Equation 2.18, q is the elementary charge, Na is the acceptor density in the p-type semiconductor, Nd is the donor density in the n-type semiconductor, Vb i is the built-in voltage of
the junction, and Va is the applied bias.
From Equations 2.17 and 2.18, it is apparent that the junction capacitance is a function of
the applied bias. A change in the applied bias leads to a change in the voltage drop across the
junction and a change in the depth of the drift field into the semiconductor on either side of the
junction. In DLTS, the junction capacitance is perturbed from steady-state by applying a bias
pulse. By switching between one applied bias to another the depletion region will expand or
contract. However, the change in depletion width is not instantaneous because the carriers in
the region require a finite amount of time to react to the applied potential. While free carriers
react too quickly (picoseconds or less) to measure, thermal emission of carriers from deeplevel trap states in the depletion region is a much slower process. This slow emission from
traps in the depletion region leads to the capacitance transient that is measured by DLTS (see
Figure 2.7).
A general DLTS procedure begins with a Schottky diode or a one-sided p-n diode from the
material to be tested. The ’steady-state’ reverse bias, Vr , is applied corresponding to the first
diagram in Figure 2.7. Next, the voltage pulse is applied such that Vp > Vr . The width of the
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Figure 2.7: The three stages of the applied bias and the trap filling/emission behavior during each
stage. From left to right: a) Behavior under steady-state reverse bias. b) Voltage pulse allows traps to
be filled. c) Pulse ends and filled traps thermally emit carriers causing capacitance transient. From top
to bottom: Shape of the voltage pulse applied to the contacts, spatial diagrams of the depletion region
and trap behavior, and band diagram representation of the same depletion region and trap behavior.

voltage pulse must be long enough in time to allow the deep-levels to trap carriers that have
diffused into the previously-depleted region (second diagram of Figure 2.7). Once the traps
are filled with carriers, the steady-state reverse bias is restored (the pulse ends) and carriers
will emit from the traps and the drift field will remove them from the depletion region, leading
to the measurable transient (third diagram of Figure 2.7). In conventional DLTS, this process
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is repeated and the capacitance transient is processed as a function of temperature in order
to extract the trap parameters of activation energy, capture cross-section, and trap density.
A simple capacitance transient from a single trap level can be modeled using exponential
decay,
C(t) = C∞ + ∆C0 exp (−ent),

(2.19)

where C∞ is the steady-state capacitance and ∆C0 is the amplitude of the transient. The exponential decay rate here is the carrier emission rate, which for electrons (en ) and holes (e p )
are,
Ec − Et
,
kB T
Et − Ev
e p = σ p v p,th Nv exp −
,
kB T
en = σn vn,th Nc exp −

(2.20a)
(2.20b)

where Nc and Nv are the density of states in the conduction and valence bands, respectively.
The emission rates in Equation 2.20b can be derived from Fermi statistics for trap occupancy as a function of temperature and the principle of detailed balance. They indicate
that emission rate is a function of temperature, and this relationship is taken advantage of
in conventional DLTS to extract trap parameters. Rearranging leads to ln(T 2 /en ) as a linear
function of 1000/T with activation energy and cross-section determinable from slope and
and intercept, respectively,
(

)
(
)
(
)
T2
Ec − Et 1000
1
log
=
+ log
,
en
1000KB
T
γ n σn
( 2)
(
)
(
)
T
Et − Ev 1000
1
log
=
+ log
,
ep
1000KB
T
γ pσ p

(2.21a)
(2.21b)

where γ is a collection of constants that depend on the effective mass of the carrier and properties of the bandgap. To obtain the slope and intercept, the emission rate at a number of
temperatures must be determined. The capacitance meter will output time-series data that
should roughly follow the form of Equation 2.19 for a given temperature. This data can be
fitted to the model using standard curve fitting, however, if more than one defect is present
the model will fail to represent the data accurately. A Laplace transform of the data is a more
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effective approach, but this is numerically a difficult problem and requires very high signalto-noise (SNR) ratio. The proven technique, definitive of conventional DLTS, is to use a filter
with a weighting function, W ,
Sout =

1
tc

∫ td +tc
td

W (t, en )Sin (t)dt

(2.22)

where td is the starting time of the filter and tc is the duration. Typically, tc ≈ 2/en with a fixed
ratio of td /tc ≈ 0.05, though the optimal values change depending on the choice of weighting
function [61].
Many DLTS weighting functions have been developed but the one used most in this work
is the shifted exponential,
(

)
2[t − td ]
+ [exp(−2) − 1] /2,
W (t, en ) = exp
tc

(2.23)

where W is a function of en through the choice of tc . The main point is that the weighting
function in Equation 2.23 is chosen by the experimentalist to have a pre-determined, semiarbitrary emission rate. This exponential with a known emission rate constant (sometimes
’rate window’ is used) is then multiplied by the measured transient data and integrated, as in
Equation 2.22, and a maximum Sout occurs when the emission rate of the data matches the
emission rate constant of the weighting function. To find this maximum, the temperature of
the sample is swept to alter the thermal emission rate of the measured data. The DLTS spectra
itself is Sout as a function of temperature, where the peaks indicate a known emission rate at
a known temperature, and these values are used to create a single data point in the Arrhenius
plot of Equation 2.21b. To find more data points to create a line, the same measured data is
filtered by more weighting functions of different pre-determined emission rate constants.
Equations in 2.21b assume that there is no temperature-dependence of the capture crosssection, when often this dependence will exist. If the cross-section changes with temperature,
the capture cross-section should be determined by other methods, and the extracted activation energy will be a sum of the capture cross section activation energy, ∆Eσ , and the trap
activation energy. Nevertheless, the sum is still valid for trap identification and this is the
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value that is typically reported, even if it may not represent the true trap energy level.
The final trap parameter, Nt , is not found by the Arrhenius plot but by the height of the
peaks on the spectrum,
∆C0
Nt
≈
.
C(∞) 2Nd

(2.24)

The trap density can be found from the doping, the steady-state capacitance, and the total
amplitude of the transient. An assumption made in the derivation of Equation 2.24 was that all
traps in the depletion region are filled at t = 0 and emit their carriers to become empty at t = ∞.
This is only valid for a large reverse bias where the depletion width is much larger than the
transition region, λ . This region is due to the interaction between Et , EF , and band bending.
During the bias pulse, there is still some band bending and the traps near the depletion edge
are never filled. The never-filled traps are within x1 = x0 − λ of the junction where x0 is
the depletion width during the pulse. After the pulse is over, the traps near the edge of the
depletion layer remain filled as Et < EF over the λ region. If Wd is the steady-state depletion
width, then traps only emit carriers if they are within x2 = Wd − λ of the junction. Therefore,
the trap density must be corrected to be a density over x1 < x < x2 rather than over Wd .
The corrected trap concentration can be found by introducing a position-dependent charge
density to the derivation of Equation 2.24, resulting in,
∆C0
1 x2 − x2 Nt
= 1 22 .
C(∞) 2 Wd Nd

(2.25)

In summary, DLTS is a technique to detect the electronic properties of small yet numerous point-like defects in a semi-conductor crystal lattice. It requires fabrication of a diode
and material quality sufficient to pulse a reverse bias without excessive dark current. The
technique is capable of identifying or characterizing majority and minority deep-level states
by their activation energy, carrier cross-section, and density.

2.5

Device Simulation Principles

There are two common approaches to solar cell device modeling. One is by self-consistently
solving the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) and Poisson’s equation, while the other uses
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the thermodynamic principle of detailed balance. This work makes use of the former. The
detailed balance model is popular, however, the thermodynamic approach has some inherent
disadvantages and overestimates the efficiency of real devices as a result. For example, the
model by Miller et al. [62] had no concept of diffusion length, and thus the thickness of the
cell could be increased without losing collection efficiency. The effect of this can be seen in
the JSC and efficiency data, which increase for all cells with cell thickness even up to 100 µm.
This is an unrealistic diffusion length for direct-bandgap material.
The BTE-based device simulator Synopsys Sentaurus is used throughout this dissertation
to model III-V diodes. The model begins with the BTE (in one dimension for simplicity) [63–
65],
f − f0
δf
δ f qE δ f
+v
+ ∗
=−
,
δt
δx m δ p
τ

(2.26)

where f is the distribution function defining the probability of finding a particle within the
small distance dx and within the small momentum-space d px at time t. The second term
in Equation 2.26 includes the effect of diffusion, while the third is the effect of an external
electric field, E. The right hand side is from carrier colliding and indicates that during some
time after a collision, τ , the distribution is compelled to move back towards the equilibrium
distribution, f0 .
The method of moments can be applied to the BTE to obtain conservation rules in carrier
count (0th moment), carrier momentum (1st moment), and carrier energy (2nd moment). The
carrier conservation rule becomes the continuity equations,

δ n δ (nv)
+
= Gn − Rn ,
δt
δx

(2.27)

δ p δ (pv)
−
= G p − R p,
δt
δx

(2.28)

where G and R are the generation and recombination rates, respectively.
The second moment results in the drift-diffusion equations, or more generally the current transport equations. The full current density equations (in three dimensions) used by
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Sentaurus are [66],
(
)
Jn = µn n∇E + kTn ∇n + fntd kn∇Tn − [3/2]nkTn ∇ ln mn ,

(2.29)

(
)
Jp = µ p p∇E + kTp ∇p + f ptd kp∇Tp − [3/2]pkTp ∇ ln m p ,

(2.30)

where fn:p are the carrier thermal diffusion coefficients. The first term on the right is the drift
contribution, the second is from diffusion, the third is from carrier thermal gradients, and the
fourth is due to spatial difference in the effective mass.
Another set of flux equations for carrier energy is used by Sentaurus but are not shown
here due to their complexity. These fluxes keep track of energy destroyed and created by
carrier generation and recombination and also account for any hot carrier effects. A more
rigorous solution for the BTE and an example of the energy density equations are given in
Appendix B.
Besides the above, another equation is required to solve the device model. This is Poisson’s equation, which is used to calculate the external field, E, used in all the other equations.
Maxwell’s equations are the fundamental equations of classical electromagnetism. In differential form for external sources in a vacuum [67], they are,
∇ • εE = ρ,

(2.31)

∇ • B = 0,

(2.32)

δB
= 0,
δt
δE
∇ × B − 2 = µ0 J,
c δt
∇×E+

(2.33)
(2.34)

where B is the magnetic field, ρ is the charge density, and ε is the permittivity.
The electrostatic potential, V , is defined by,
E = −∇V.

(2.35)

In a semiconductor, the charge density, ρ , can be expressed as a sum of the free carriers and
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ionized lattice sites,

ρ = q(p − n + Na − Nd ).

(2.36)

The equations above can be combined to give Poisson’s equation for a semiconductor,
∇2V =

)
q(
n − p + NA− − ND+ .
ε

(2.37)

The continuity equations (B.13), the current equations (2.29), the energy equations (not
shown), and Poisson’s equation (2.37) represent a set of equations that must be solved by
the simulator self-consistently. A cursory solution is as follows. Begin by discretizing the
continuity equations (containing the current and energy flux equations) by a method such as
finite differences on a fine mesh with spacing below the Debye length [68]. Then, Poisson’s
equation is solved for each mesh point using initial guesses for the carrier densities (typically
the given doping concentration). The resulting potentials are inputted into the continuity
equation to solve for the currents, energies and new, more accurate, carrier densities on each
grid point. In an iterative scheme such as Grummel’s method, the new carrier densities are
used to re-compute Poisson’s equation and the new potentials are again used to recompute
the currents, energies and carrier densities, and so on. This is repeated until the residuals are
reduced below a set tolerance defined by the convergence condition. The convergence condition sets the desired accuracy, where greater accuracy requires more computational power.
For current-voltage data, an applied voltage term can be added to Poisson’s equation.
Carrier generation and recombination rates are incorporated into the simulation via the
continuity equation, i.e. the right side of Equation 2.27. Carrier generation can occur via
thermal generation, electrical injection via the contacts, or optical injection. Optical injection, which is due to absorption of a photon above the bandgap, is clearly a critical aspect of
simulating solar cells. To calculate the optical generation rate at each mesh an additional electromagnetic simulation is required and this will be referred to as the the optical simulation
step of the solar cell model. The typical optical model available to Sentaurus is the transfer
matrix method (TMM), which uses an analytical solution for Maxwell’s equations across a
series of material interfaces and is derived similarly to the Fresnel Equations.
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The BTE is a classical formulation, but quantum mechanical transport models are available
in Sentaurus. These are used in tunneling simulations but are not critical to this work and are
not covered in detail [69].

2.6

State-of-the-art III-V Multi-junction Solar Cells

Currently, the space industry is powered by all-lattice-matched 3-J In0.48 Ga0.52 P/GaAs/Ge
cells, where the Ge junction is created via thermal diffusion of dopants into a Ge substrate
prior to epitaxial growth of GaAs and InGaP subcells. This combination of materials has come
to the forefront of solar power in space despite not having the highest possible efficiency
because it is currently the easiest to grow and fabricate within the tier of highest efficiency
cells. The specific choice of materials for this cell - Ge, GaAs, and InGaP - can be explained by a
limited availability of substrate types, a limited number of well-developed III-V materials that
can be grown epitaxially on said substrates, and the requirement that the chosen materials
have a bandgap combination that is well-suited to the solar spectrum. The InGaP/GaAs/Ge
cell is grown on a Ge substrate (which itself is a subcell), the InGaP and GaAs subcells are
lattice-matched to Ge (thus they can be grown strain-free), and the bandgap combination (1.84
eV, 1.44 eV, 0.73 eV) has been proven to be capable of high efficiency (over 30% AM0 in full
production by Spectrolab [70]).
However, it is well-understood that the InGaP/GaAs/Ge bandgap combination does not
result in the highest possible efficiency for a triple-junction cell [6]. The Ge subcell is not
current-matched to the top cells (the bandgap is too low) so there is some voltage and therefore efficiency to be gained with other material combinations. Furthermore, it is clear that
a multi-junction cell with four or more junctions could also outperform the Ge-based triplejunction. Why, then, are these materials used? The answer can be found in the lattice constant
vs. bandgap chart in Figure 1.1. This chart visualizes the three considerations outlined in the
previous paragraph. Some available substrates are Si, Ge, GaAs, InP, and GaSb. The materials
available to be grown on each substrate without introducing strain can be found by matching
the lattice constant to the substrate. As seen, a substrate with well-developed material that
spans the desired direct bandgap range (roughly 0.65 eV to 2.1 eV) does not currently exist.
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Faced with this realization, the Ge-based cell was a straightforward decision despite not having any material options between 0.70 eV and 1.44 eV. Chapter 3 explores the possibility of a
lattice-matched 3-J cell using InP as the substrate.
Other approaches exist beyond standard lattice-matched epitaxial growth that attempt to
make better bandgap combinations possible. The first challenge with other approaches is
to make the theoretical efficiency boost a realistic possibility, and this is done by somehow
combining lattice-mismatched material without introducing efficiency-limiting defects. The
second challenge is to make the efficiency boost worth the extra cost caused by the increased
manufacturing complexity. The most promising next-generation technology is the inverted
metamorphic (IMM) cell, where lattice-mismatched subcells with bandgaps better-matched to
the solar spectrum are grown through the use of compositionally graded buffer layers [71–73].
Growth of a typical 3-J IMM starts with a GaAs (lattice constant 5.66 Å) substrate and latticematched GaInP and GaAs top and middle cells, and, because a well-developed lattice-matched
bottom cell is not available, a several micron-thick transparent metamorphic buffer is grown
to grade the lattice constant to 1.0 eV In0.3 Ga0.7 As (5.77 Å) [71, 72]. The buffer is a stepped
sequence of Gax In1−x P, where each step is grown with conditions that cause partial relaxation
of the compressive stress and with the intention of reducing the threading dislocation density
(TDD) after the grade [71, 74]. However, not all threading dislocations can be eliminated
and reduction of the TDD is an active area of research [75, 76]. The ability to grow latticemismatched material increases and the bandgap parameter-space and this has allowed the
IMM to achieve record efficiencies. In 2013, Sharp Corporation reported an efficiency of 37.7%
under 1-sun AM1.5g and 43.5% under 306.3-sun AM1.5G illumination with the triple junction
IMM approach [72]. Recently, the focus of IMM technology has shifted to a four-junction (4-J)
design with InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs(1.0 eV)/InGaAs(0.7 eV), with a second metamorphic grade
from 1.0-eV InGaAs to 0.7-eV InGaAs (5.88 Å) [73, 76, 77]. The 4-J IMM design has achieved
efficiencies as high as 43.8% under concentration [73]. Chapter 5 is an investigation into an
alternate lattice-mismatched growth technique that would give a potential multi-junction cell
buffer-free access to both the GaAs and GaSb lattice constants.
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3.1

Summary

A novel material for solar cells, InAlAsSb, would enable a high-efficiency and all-latticematched triple-junction solar cells to be grown on InP substrates. Diodes made of InAlAsSb
and lattice-matched ternary InAlAs were grown by MOCVD, fabricated, and tested. Dark
current and capacitance testing, including DLTS, were performed to examine the trap profile
of the new material.
This chapter is organized into two main parts. First, the InAlAsSb samples are addressed
with InAlAs results included as a basis for comparison. Second, a section dedicated InAlAs
alone, comparing different epitaxial growth methods and different MOCVD growth precursors. There are five main topics:
1. InAlAs and InAlAsSb sample growth and fabrication.
2. InAlAsSb J-V and capacitance vs. voltage (C-V) results.
3. InAlAsSb DLTS results.
4. InAlAs Schottky diodes dark current and DLTS.
5. InAlAs solar cell dark current and DLTS.

3.2

Motivation & Background

3.2.1

Motivation

The InP material system gained interest as a pathway to high efficiency multi-junction solar
cells at competitive costs [6, 7, 78]. Simulations by Gonzalez et al.indicated that, for air-mass
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1.5 direct (AM1.5D) conditions, a 3-J cell could achieve record conversion efficiencies with a
top sub-cell at 1.74 eV, a middle subcell of 1.17 eV, and a bottom subcell with bandgap 0.70 eV
(Figure 3.1) [6]. This is possible with an all-lattice-matched cell grown on InP substrates. As
shown in Figure 3.2, realization of this cell would require the quaternary material InAlAsSb as
the top subcell. Lattice-matched InGaAlAs or InGaAsP would be used for the middle subcell
material, while the 0.70 eV bottom subcell could be obtained with strain-balanced InGaAs
quantum well layers [7].

Figure 3.1: Highest triple-junction efficiencies for both AM0 and concentrated AM1.5D as a function
of topcell bandgap. The other two bandgaps were allowed to float to get the maximum efficiency for
each topcell bandgap. Reprinted with permission from [6].

Previous works with InP-based cells have used the developed and lattice-matched
In0.52 Al0.48 As as the top-junction, but this material has a bandgap (1.45 eV) that is too far
below that of the ideal top subcell. As there is no familiar material that has the ideal 1.74
eV bandgap and is also lattice-matched to InP, the novel quaternary In0.22 Al0.78 As0.74 Sb0.26
(bandgap 1.8 eV) had to be developed to fulfill this role [6]. This chapter focuses on the
fabrication and testing of devices using InAlAsSb, the stoichiometry of which was near this
stated target.
If the material could be grown into successful solar cells, then an all-lattice-matched InPbased 3-J could achieve higher efficiencies than conventional III-V 3-Js and without the need
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Figure 3.2: A chart of lattice constant vs. bandgap with highlighted ideal bandgap ranges for top,
middle, and bottom subcells [7]. The grey vertical line corresponds to the InP lattice constant.

for a growth-intensive and expensive graded buffer. The cost of the InP substrate could be
mitigated by using an epitaxial lift-off (ELO) process and re-using substrates.
3.2.2

Background

A consequence of the novelty of InAlAsSb on InP is the relatively unknown parameter space
and a lack of widely-validated growth procedures. A few research groups have studied the
growth of lattice-matched material by MBE. Lumb et al. attempted to make photovoltaic devices from In0.42 Al0.58 As0.91 Sb0.09 grown at 450 ℃, and settled for Schottky diodes created
with Ti and Pt Schottky contacts. From ellipsometry, they found that the bandgap was 1.5
eV, however, the material radiatively emitted photons at considerably lower energies, and l
long defect tail was found in the absorption spectrum [79]. Annealing the material raised the
emission energy from 1.33 eV to 1.42 eV, but did not eliminate the Urbach tail completely [80].
A photoluminescence (PL) study of other lattice-matched compositions of InAlAsSb found
similarly low peak energy, but lowering the growth temperature and increasing excitation
laser power density was able to raise the emission closer to the expected value [81]. The
suspected cause was compositional variations, and atomic probe topography found In- and
Sb-rich nanometer-scale volumes that may have been acting as radiative recombination centers with lower bandgap than the nominal material [40].
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As for MOCVD, Yokoyama et al.performed what they believed to be the first study of
growth rates of InAlAsSb on InP [82]. They discovered that, when injecting the group III
and V precursors simultaneously, the growth rates decreased as trimethylantimony (TMSb)
flow increased. From this, they hypothesized that this was due to Sb atoms on the surface
stabilizing the aluminum precursor, trimethylaluminum (TMAl), in its alkyl form.
Attempts to create a successful epitaxial growth of InAlAsSb on InP have thus far seen significant hurdles, such as those found by Yokoyama et al., due increased complexity of growing
a relatively unknown quaternary alloy. Among the many concerns are phase segregation (see
Section 2.3) caused by a miscibility gap that favors formation of InSb [40], which may lead
to increased SRH recombination and poor MCDL. The material quality of the InAlAsSb top
subcell is essential because poor quality present in just a single junction will have a limiting
effect on the conversion efficiency of the entire cell [83]. In order to create a competitive
multi-junction cell, the ideal growth condition leading to low trap densities must be found.

3.3

InAlAsSb Sample Growth and Diode Fabrication

Growth of In0.22 Al0.78 As0.74 Sb0.26 by MOCVD proved to be a challenge [84, 85]. Initial attempts began with In0.52 Al0.48 As, grown with trimethylindium (TMIn), TMAl, and arsine
(AsH3 ), as a template but could not incorporate Sb effectively using TMSb. A gas-phase reaction was suspected to be depleting Sb before it could reach the substrate. To avoid this, the Al
and As precursors were substituted with the alternate precursors tritertiarybutylaluminum
(TTBAl) and tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs), respectively, and the growth temperature was lowered. Rather than begin with the lower bandgap lattice-matched ternary InAlAs and attempting to incorporate Sb, the growth template was switched to the alternate lattice-matched
ternary, AlAs0.46 Sb0.54 , and addition of In was attempted via TMIn. Incorporation of In was
possible by increasing the V/III ratio from 1-2 used to grow AlAsSb to 5.2. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the difficulty with Sb incorporation with the combination of TMAl/AsH3 precursors and that
this problem was resolved by switching to TTBAl/TBAs and lower growth temperatures.
As XRD was only able to determine the lattice constant, and there exists a wide range of
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Figure 3.3: Incorporation of Sb for various InAlAsSb growths. The line represents the target composition to achieve the desired bandgap and lattice constant (matched with InP). Figure by Dr. Michael
Slocum

InAlAsSb that is lattice-matched to InP, other methods were required to determine the stoichiometry of the epitaxial growth. SIMS was turned to as the primary technique for finding
material composition. An example of the SIMS results can be seen in Figure 3.4. To make
more effective use of and better comparisons from SIMS, several epitaxial layers of InAlAsSb,
separated by InGaAs, were grown on the same substrate but with different growth conditions.

Figure 3.4: SIMS results of an InAlAsSb composition-calibration sample showing the stoichiometry as
a function of sample depth. This sample had 4 InAlAsSb layers with different stoichiometry, separated
by 3 InGaAs buffer layers and grown on an InP substrate. The In and Sb compositions of the 4 layers
are labeled.

Of the many InAlAsSb growths, the most promising sample with composition closest to
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the target was made into Schottky diodes for DLTS and other electronic testing. This sample was grown with conditions confirmed by SIMS to produce In0.19 Al0.81 As0.72 Sb0.28 using
TMIn/TTBAl/TBAs/TMSb precursors. This material was slightly strained as it was not perfectly lattice-matched to InP. In addition, a control sample consisting of a lightly n-doped
InAlAs layer was grown for fabrication of Schottky diodes. All samples were grown epitaxially using a 3x2” Veeco D125LDM multi-wafer MOCVD reactor. Precursors used for doping
n-type and p-type materials were disilane (Si2 H6 ) and diethylzinc (DEZn), respectively. Samples were grown on 350 µm thick S-doped InP substrates. The growth temperatures and V/III
ratios of the samples are shown in Table 3.1, and other growth information is available in
Slocum et al. [84].
Table 3.1: Select growth parameters for the Schottky diode samples used in the InAlAsSb DLTS experiment.
Material

Growth Temperature (Tg )

V/III Ratio

InAlAs

610° C

100

InAlAsSb

520° C

5.24

The fabricated sample structures are shown in Figure 3.5. The InAlAs Schottky diode
sample consisted of a 1500 nm-thick lightly Si-doped n-type InAlAs grown on top of a thin
InP buffer layer [86]. The InAlAsSb was another Schottky diode device with a 750 nm-thick
unintentionally doped (uid) InAlAsSb layer on an undoped buffer layer. For both samples,
an alloyed back contact of Ge/Au/Ni/Au was deposited and then annealed at 390° C for 90 s.
Schottky contacts were created from Pd/Au and Pt/Au (30/300 nm) the InAlAs and InAlAsSb
samples, respectively.

3.4

InAlAsSb Diode Testing and Analysis

Electrical characterization was performed using an Agilent B1500A Semiconductor Analyzer.
Dark J-V curves for the InAlAs and InAlAsSb diodes are shown in Figure 3.6. Most apparent
was that the InAlAsSb diode had poorer rectification ratio than the InAlAs. To quantitatively
compare the two diodes, the dark J-V data were fitted using the diode equation using nonlinear least-squares fitting (Equation 2.6, see Appendix A for fitting software). Generally, only
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a)

b)

Figure 3.5: Layer structure for the fabricated a) InAlAs Schottky diode and b) the InAlAsSb Schottky
diode.

the forward bias data could be fit to the model as the reverse bias behavior of the diodes,
the InAlAsSb especially, demonstrated carrier transport outside of the typical drift or diffusion mechanisms derived in the ideal diode equation. The mechanisms could have been
trap-assisted tunneling (TAT), as this depends on electric field which increases under reverse
bias [87]. The procedure followed for fitting was to first examine if there was ohmic behavior
near the zero-bias point. If there was, RSh was used as a fit parameter. If no ohmic behavior
was present, the shunt part of the model was omitted. Next, the ideality factor n1 was set to
1, while n2 was allowed to float as a fit parameter. If an n = 1 region could not be fit, then
a single-diode model with J02 was used instead. Excellent fits were obtained for both diodes
this way.
The dark J-V fit results are shown in Table 3.2. The InAlAsSb sample did not have a J01
region (diffusion current over the Schottky barrier), but was limited by J02 (trap-assisted recombination in the depletion region) with an ideality factor of 1.6. The relatively high J02 was
indicative of higher trap concentration in the novel material (see Equation 2.9). This diode
also exhibited low RSh . As for the InAlAs Schottky diode, it turned on faster and at a later
bias than the InAlAsSb diode despite its bandgap disadvantage. This was because as it was
mostly J01 -limited and it was not shunted. It could be fit with two diodes but both ideality
factors were close to 1. Thus the control diode was well-behaved for a Schottky diode, which
is a device that is expected to have higher dark current due to the reduced effectiveness of
the Schottky barrier to carrier diffusion compared to a p-n junction.
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Listed in Table 3.2 are dark current fit parameters for an MBE-grown InAlAsSb Schottky
diode from Lumb et al.[79], where the dark current was three orders of magnitude lower than
the MOCVD-grown diode and had ideality of 1.29 and much better rectification ratio. The
composition of the MBE diode had a lower target bandgap (1.5 eV) than the MOCVD diode, so
the comparison is not completely fair. However, the MBE diode had lower dark current than
InAlAs, which was expected due to its higher bandgap, while the MOCVD-grown InAlAsSb
dark current was higher. Both InAlAsSb diodes used Pt as the Schottky metal. The exact
cause behind the poor rectification ratio, the ideality of 1.6, and the low shunt resistance in
the MOCVD InAlAsSb are not known. Possible candidates besides SRH recombination are
Schottky barrier tunneling, trap-assisted tunneling, surface states, or combinations of these.
The MBE-grown InAlAsSb was found to have compositional variations due to a miscibility
gap, with nanometer-scale InSb-rich regions, and the material’s deficiencies were attributed
to this problem [40]. The presence of these variations in the MOCVD-grown InAlAsSb is a
potential explanation for the aforementioned problems seen in the MOCVD device.
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Figure 3.6: Dark J-V plots of InAlAsSb and InAlAs Schottky diode.
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Table 3.2: InAlAsSb and InAlAs diode equation fit parameters.
Diode

J01 (A/cm2 )

n1

J02 (A/cm2 )

n2

RS (Ω·cm2 )

InAlAs

1.36×10−6

1.00

2.65×10−5

RSh (MΩ·cm2 )

1.20

6.5

>15

InAlAsSb

N/A

N/A

4.29×10−5

1.60

5.2

0.35

MBE In0.42 Al0.58 As0.91 Sb0.09 [79]

N/A

N/A

1.83×10−8

1.29

N/A

N/A

C-V measurements were taken for both diodes from 0.0 V to -2.0 V in order to characterize diode quality and to extract doping concentrations. Figure 3.7 shows doping concentration vs. depletion width obtained from C-V measurements for the all samples. The average extracted doping concentrations were 5 × 1016 cm−3 for the InAlAs diode and 4 × 1017
cm−3 for the InAlAsSb diode. The InAlAs value was in good agreement with the target doping calibrated from Hall measurement. However, the InAlAsSb Schottky, which was not
intentionally doped, had a higher-than-expected doping of 4 − 6 × 1017 cm−3 . This is indicative of a high degree of anti-sites or substitutions by contaminants that act as unintentional
donors [88]. High oxygen and carbon contamination in InAlAsSb was found by SIMS and this
may have been the source of the doping [85]. The doping level may be compensated, as well,
meaning that the total defects concentration could have been much higher than the doping
concentration. The InAlAs doping value was roughly constant so that the doping concentrations was uniform within the depletion ranges chosen for DLTS. The InAlAsSb samples
were not constant, which could be because the doping was not uniform or that the diode
capacitance model used to calculate the capacitance did not apply well to these devices.

3.5

InAlAsSb DLTS Results

Conventional DLTS was performed on the InAlAsSb samples. Spectra were measured inside
of a Janis ST-500-1-(3TX) cryostat using a SULA Technologies Deep Level Transient Spectrometer for sample temperatures in the range of 80-340 K [89]. The samples were reverse
biased with the strategy of maximizing the depleted volume so that more traps could contribute to the signal. Samples were exposed to a filling pulse for 1 ms which ensured that
all trap levels had sufficient time to capture carriers. To find the dependence of the emission
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Figure 3.7: Doping concentration vs. depletion width for the InAlAs and InAlAsSb Schottky samples.

rates on temperature, capacitance transients were measured in 1 K steps using six different filters with exponential weighting functions of rate windows ranging from 4.3 ms to 215
ms. For each rate window, the temperature maxima and their corresponding ∆C values were
recorded. An Arrhenius plot was created for 1000/T vs. ln(τ T2 ), where T was the temperature
that corresponded to the maximum change in capacitance along the ∆C curve for a particular
rate window. DLTS parameters were extracted from the Arrhenius fit line.
Figure 3.8a contains DLTS spectra found for a single rate window for InAlAs with a reverse
bias of -2.0 V and a filling pulse to 0.0 V. The inset shows the Arrhenius plot of ln(T2 /en ) vs.
1000/T with excellent fits. A majority carrier trap was found as indicated by the negative
amplitude in the spectra and the observation that the Schottky diode is a majority carrier
device. As a majority carrier trap in n-type material, the trap was concluded to be an electron
trap. For InAlAs, a single peak was observed at ∼295 K. A summary of the extracted trap
energies (referenced to the conduction band edge), the cross-section, trap density and the
reported cause of the defects are shown in Table 3.3. A defect level at 0.57 eV below the
conduction band was observed. A large trap cross-section indicates that this trap was an
attractive trap for electrons, possibly with +1 charge state.
Three InAlAsSb traps were found from two different devices on the sample. The DLTS
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: DLTS spectra for the (a) InAlAs and (b) InAlAsSb diodes. The Arrhenius plots for the
detected traps are shown in the insets.
Table 3.3: DLTS results for the InAlAs and InAlAsSb samples.
Label

EA (eV)

σ (cm2 )

NT (cm−3 )

Type

5 × 1013

Electron

InAlAs1

EC − 0.57

6 × 10−14

InAlAsSb1

EV + 0.023

5 × 10−20

7 × 1015

Hole

InAlAsSb2

EC − 0.47

1 × 10−14

6 × 1015

Electron

InAlAsSb3

EC − 0.56

3 × 10−13

1 × 1016

Electron

spectra are in Figure 3.8b. Different traps for different devices indicated that the growth was
non-uniform across the sample. The device taken from the edge of the wafer had a minority
carrier (hole) trap at 0.023 eV (repulsive cross-section) above the valence band and a majority
carrier (electron) trap 0.47 eV (neutral cross-section) below the conduction band. Finding a
minority carrier trap with conventional DLTS is rare for a Schottky diode (a majority carrier
device), however, this behavior was observed in Schottky diodes for other materials and tends
to only occur for very shallow traps [90, 91]. Near the center of the wafer, a different majority
carrier trap was all that was found, which was at EC - 0.56 eV (attractive cross-section). The
parameters are listed in Table 3.3. At around 1×1016 cm−3 , trap concentrations were over two
orders of magnitude higher in InAlAsSb than in InAlAs, which implied much lower carrier
lifetimes according to Equation 2.15. These traps may have been responsible for the higher
dark current and ideality factor seen in Figure 3.6 (see Equation 2.16).
The trap density for InAlAs was 5 × 1013 cm−3 for a deep electron trap 0.57 eV below the
conduction band. According to Buchali et al., oxygen-related traps of 0.52 eV and 0.75 eV in
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InAlAs do not, in general, affect device performance [92]. This was confirmed by the mostly
ideality-of-one behavior seen in the dark J-V result.

Figure 3.9: Steady-state capacitance as a function of temperature for the InAlAs and InAlAsSb Schottky
diodes.

Steady-state junction capacitance vs temperature data was collected during DLTS scans
and is shown in Figure 3.9 for the InAlAs and InAlAsSb Schottky diodes. The InAlAs diode
capacitance was relatively well-behaved for DLTS, with a weak dependence on temperature
except for one small section of sharper slope in the range of 125-150 K. The InAlAsSb diode,
however, had two large increases in capacitance, first from 50-150 K, then again from 150-250
K. Increases in capacitance with temperature like this will occur when traps respond to the
AC frequency used to probe the junction capacitance [48]. There are likely two traps of high
concentration with 300 mV or less in activation energy. Admittance spectroscopy could be
used to find and characterize these traps, as was done in Chapter 4.

3.6

InAlAs Schottky Diodes - Dark Current and DLTS

InAlAs has a bandgap similar to GaAs and is a potential subcell for an InP-based multijunction solar cell [93]. Smith et al. published a 17.9% AM1.5G efficient cell in 2017 and
predicted as high as 21.4% was possible with a few improvements [94]. For reference, the best
on-substrate GaAs cell reported was 26.1% AM1.5G efficient [95], but InAlAs has not been
developed nearly as much as GaAs. Here, an extensive study of InAlAs photodiode dark current and trap states was possible since many InAlAs samples were grown as a comparison to
quaternary InAlAsSb.
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The first two InAlAs samples were Schottky diodes grown with TMAl as the aluminum
precursor (see following section for precursor information) and fabricated specifically for
DLTS. One sample was uid and one n-type, and both were on n-InP substrates. The layer
structure of the fabricated devices are depicted in Figure 3.10. The uid InAlAs sample had a
uid InP cap and uid InP buffer layer grown on top and below the InAlAs layer of interest,
respectively. The undoped buffer and cap layers were not expected to affect the DLTS results,
however, they resulted in high RS in the devices. For the later-grown n-type Schottky sample,
the cap was removed and the buffer layer was doped to remove any potential issues. This
latter sample is the same sample as the InAlAs control from previous sections but a different
diode on the sample was used.

a)

b)

Figure 3.10: Schottky diode layer structure for the uid a) and n-type b) InAlAs samples.

Samples were fabricated and tested in a similar fashion to those from the previous sections.
Figure 3.11 contains the J-V results of the two InAlAs Schottky diodes. Qualitative assessment
of the J-V data revealed that the uid diode had a significantly higher reverse saturation current,
J01 , compared to the n-type sample. This was expected as the location of the Fermi level in
the uid sample should lead to less band banding and therefore the uid diode would have a
lower barrier for diffusion currents. The consequence of higher saturation current for DLTS
is a lower range of reverse bias available for pulsing before breakdown of the device under
reverse bias. The series resistance of the uid sample was also noticeably higher due to the
previously-mentioned uid InP buffer, but it was not enough resistance to affect the DLTS
results.
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Figure 3.11: J-V of two InAlAs Schottky diodes, one doped n-type and one unintentionally doped.

C-V results, in the form of doping concentration vs. depletion width, for the two Schottky diodes are shown in Figure 3.12. The n-type sample was depleted ∼150 nm to 450 nm,
according to the parallel plate capacitor model, with an average doping of 4×1016 cm−3 . This
was close to the design target of 6×1016 cm−3 . The uid diode had a much higher depleted
width, as expected, since the unintentional doping was in the range of 2×1014 cm−3 . The
relatively high depletion width was responsible for a lower capacitance value (see Equation
2.17). C-V is unable to determine the majority carrier type, but MOCVD-grown uid InAlAs
was determined to be n-type from Hall measurements on a similar sample. The doping value
was used in conjunction with the DLTS results to determine the trap density.
The DLTS spectra of the two InAlAs Schottky diodes are shown in Figure 3.13. Both diodes
exhibited an electron trap (majority carrier) with emission peak near 325 K. Most InAlAs samples showed a trap peak at this temperature, though the trap characteristics differed. Often
the activation energies were near 0.50 eV or 0.90 eV. For these specific samples, the defect energies were EC - 0.60 eV for the n-type diode and EC - 0.97 eV for the uid diode with respective
trap densities of 1×1014 cm−3 and 8×1012 cm−3 (see Table 3.5. The nature of the traps and
their effect on dark current are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 3.12: Doping concentration vs. depletion width for the two Schottky diodes.
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Figure 3.13: DLTS spectra for the two InAlAs Schottky samples.

3.7

InAlAs Solar Cells - Dark Current and DLTS

Availability of MBE-grown InAlAs solar cells allowed for a comparison between MOCVDgrown and MBE-grown In0.52 Al0.48 As material. In addition, InAlAs solar cells were grown
by MOCVD with different Al precursors - TMAl and TTBAl. Detailed information about the
MBE InAlAs cell were given by Bittner [96], while information on the MOCVD cells can be
found in work by Smith [85] and Smith et al. [94]. With these samples there was a unique
opportunity to compare DLTS results on growths with different MOCVD precursors as well
as different methods of epitaxy.
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While TMAl is the industry standard, use of TTBAl has previously resulted in lower carbon and oxygen contamination in AlGaAs samples with growth temperatures below 800
℃ [97]. In addition, TTBAl decomposes at a lower temperature (435 ℃) than TMAl [98],
which is required to incorporate Sb into the lattice for growth of InAlAlSb, the subject of the
previous section. Thus, use of TTBAl could also allow growth of both InAlAsSb and InAlAs
in the same monolithic multi-junction cell, should a TTBAl InAlAs cell be viable. The TTBAl
cell design and fabrication was identical to the TMAl MOCVD Cell (Figure 3.14a).
The three InAlAs solar cell samples were fabricated into devices compatible with DLTS.
The MOCVD TMAl cell growth details were as follows: the In and As precursors were TMIn
and AsH3 , respectively, and the n- and p-type dopants were Si (disilane) and Zn (diethylzinc),
respectively. The growth temperature was 580 ℃ (610 ℃ for emitter), and the V/III ratio was
100. The TTBAl cell used similar conditions but with higher aluminum to indium molar ratio.
The MBE cell was grown at lower growth temperature (<500 ℃) and high V/III beam equivalent pressure (BEP) typical of MBE growth of InAlAs [99]. Devices were isolated with 1:1:38
H3 PO4 :H2 O2 :H2 O mesa wet chemistry, and p-type InP and n-type InGaAs Ohmic contacts
were Au/Zn/Au and Ge/Au/Ni/Au, respectively. The device processing steps and additional
growth details were reported by Smith [85] and Bittner [96]. The fabricated cell structures
are shown in Figure 3.14. The tested photodiodes were all circular with 500 µm diameter.
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Figure 3.14: Layer stucture of the MOCVD (a) and MBE (b) InAlAs solar cells.

J-V data is shown in Figure 3.15 for the three photodiodes. At first glance, all photodiode
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J-V was similar under forward bias, but the MBE photodiode had significantly higher current
under reverse bias. At -5 V, the MBE photodiode current was >2 orders of magnitude higher
than the MOCVD TMAl photodiode. Is it probable that the higher reverse bias current was
caused by trap states, though whether they were bulk states or sidewall was not determined.
To find this, different device sizes would have to be tested as done in Chapter 5, or largearea diodes would have to be tested so that perimeter effects are negligible. The MBE and
MOCVD cells were fabricated similarly, except that the MBE contact layer was etched with
a citric acid-based etch instead of acetic acid. Another significant difference was the 450 nm
i-region in the MBE cell vs. 50 nm in MOCVD cells, and the larger depletion region may have
affected depletion region carrier transport.
The forward bias of the three samples was compared in detail by fitting the double-diode
equation (Equation 2.6). The fit procedure was the same as used in the previous section.
The results of the fits, which were all excellent, are in Table 3.4. All three photodiode types
had similar J01 values, near 1-2×10−18 mA/cm2 . The J02 values were similar to one another,
as well, at ∼5×10−10 A/cm2 for the MOCVD photodiodes with n2 =∼1.95, while the MBE
photodiode had slightly different recombination current at 1.4×10−10 A/cm2 with n2 =1.77,
perhaps caused by the larger depletion width mentioned earlier. At a device size of 0.2 mm2 ,
there is always a concern that sidewall states are contributing to the dark current, however,
Smith et al. published similar values to those above for both J01 and J02 for MOCVD TMAl
solar cells (from the same growth as in this work) with area of 1 cm2 , so the dark currents in
Table 3.4 were not perimeter-dominant. The photodiodes all had very high RSh , ≥ 10 MΩ·cm2 .
All of these parameters are nearly as good as reported for GaAs junctions [100, 101], which
has J01 of ∼10−19 A/cm2 and J02 of ∼10−12 A/cm2 . Given the success of the more-developed
GaAs, InAlAs grown by MOCVD or MBE is a promising material for photovoltaics.
Table 3.4: Double diode fit parameters for the MBE and MOCVD InAlAs diodes.
Diode

J01 (A/cm2 )

n1

J02 (A/cm2 )

n2

RS (mΩ·cm2 )

RSh (MΩ·cm2 )

MOCVD TMAl

9.5×10−19

1.00

5.2×10−10

1.95

6.5

10

MOCVD TTBAl

1.5×10−18

1.00

4.5×10−10

1.94

8.9

80

MBE

2.0×10−18

1.00

1.4×10−10

1.77

11

10

GaAs [102]

3.0×10−20

1.00

2.3×10−11

2.00

6.0

0.12
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Figure 3.15: J-V results for the MBE photodiode and the two MOCVD photodiodes with different Al
precursors - TMAl and TTBAl. The current near zero bias was below the noise floor of the measurement equipment.

The doping concentration as a function of depletion width for all photodiodes are shown
in Figure 3.16. The doping value was near the designed value of 3×1017 cm−3 for all photodiodes. The MOCVD TMAl diode had a consistent value with low noise, indicative of excellent
diode quality. At a depletion width near 225 nm, the MOCVD doping value began to drop unexpectedly, which could indicate that the depletion region from the junction began to overlap
the depletion width from the winder/emitter interface, or perhaps some other interface. The
TTBAl diode had similar behavior but was not consistent, oscillating around 2×1017 cm−3 .
For the MBE diode, at the lowest depletion width (390 nm) the doping was 8×1016 cm−3 .
The doping did not approach the expected value of 3×1017 cm−3 until ∼420 nm. This width
was close to the thickness of the i-region in the MBE InAlAs solar cell design (450 nm), and
it indicated that the i-region was not fully depleted under open-circuit conditions. Thus, an
applied reverse bias was required to begin to deplete into the base. The thickness of the iregion presented an issue when interpreting DLTS results, which assumes depletion into a
uniformly doped material, but this was accounted for by choosing appropriate biases.
Figure 3.17 contains the DLTS spectra for the MOCVD photodiodes with the different Al
precursors. The TMAl diode had a minority carrier trap in the p-type base (electron trap)
at 0.61 eV below the conduction band. This is likely the same trap as found before in the
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Figure 3.16: Doping concentration vs depletion with for the MBE photodiode and the two MOCVD
photodiodes with different Al precursors.

Schottky samples, which were also grown using TMAl. The defect density was relatively low
(see Table 3.5), which confirms the excellent diode performance seen in Figure 3.15. Judging
from the near-identical J-V results, the TTBAl sample might be expected to have the same
defect profile as TMAl. However, the trap densities were higher for the two traps found in
the TTBAl diode, which were an electron trap at 0.37 eV below the conduction band and a
hole trap 0.39 eV above the valence band. The close energy levels for different carrier types is
questionable, and perhaps there was something unexpected occuring during the experiment.
However, it was clear that there was at least one trap in the TTBAl photodiode that emitted
near the same temperature as the TMAl trap and that the effect on the J-V was identical,
regardless of the higher trap density.
The MBE InAlAs photodiode DLTS spectra is shown in Figure 3.18. For this sample, DLTS
was taken on three devices from different locations on the wafer. As seen, there was nonuniformity in the defect signatures. The ’Edge 2’ portion of the sample had the characteristic ’325
K’ trap, which was an electron trap based on the sign of the peak, however, the device failed
due to thermal cycling before enough data could be taken to find the trap parameters. The
same issue prevent the lower temperature electron trap on ’Edge 2’ from being characterized.
The device from the center of the wafer had two hole traps unlike any other seen in InAlAs
samples. These were 0.27 eV and 0.54 eV above the valence band and at slightly higher density
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Figure 3.17: DLTS spectra for the MOCVD InAlAs solar cells.

than traps in in the baseline TMAl photodiode. Another edge device, ’Edge 1’, was found to
have two electron traps at 0.29 eV and 0.47 eV below the conduction band. These traps had
lower densities than the center traps. Evidence for a higher temperature ’Edge 1’ trap was
found, but not enough data was collected to find the trap parameters. The variety of traps
found with comparable-to-higher trap densities in the MBE diode is some evidence for why
the current under reverse bias was significantly higher than the TMAl MOCVD diode (Figure
3.15).

Figure 3.18: DLTS spectra for the MBE InAlAs solar cell.

DLTS results on these diodes revealed trap densities at 2 × 1014 cm−3 or less. The MBE
cell had different traps on diodes from different parts of the wafer. The TMAl cell had overall
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the lowest trap density, with just one trap at 3 × 1013 cm−3 . The physical origin of these
traps was investigated by literature search. A deep-level ∼0.6 eV below the conduction band
has been typically observed in InAlAs [103–105]. There is evidence that this defect is caused
by oxygen contamination. Naritsuka et al.found that there was a high correlation between
the amount of oxygen detectable via NMR spectroscopy in the aluminum source and the trap
concentration for deep-levels found at 0.5 eV and 0.7 eV [103]. Bouzgarrou et al.used SIMS
results to demonstrate that the oxygen concentration found in their samples affected the trap
densities for traps with energies of 0.55 eV and 0.61 eV, however, this group found that the
defect was most likely a repulsive defect, which does not correlate to the large cross-section
observed for the sample tested here [104]. Furthermore, Goto et al.found that the trap concentrations they observed for 0.45 eV had no correlation with oxygen contamination [105].
Instead, the researchers found that increasing the growth temperature of their samples was
the key to lowering the trap density, a process which they hypothesized prevented the formation of aluminum anti-sites. As for evidence that the TMAl trap was oxygen related, SIMS
results from Smith on TMAl MOCVD layers found higher oxygen contamination (7×1015
cm−3 ) than was found in TTBAl layers (<6×1015 cm−3 ) [85].
Table 3.5: DLTS results for all the InAlAs diodes.
EA (eV)

σ (cm2 )

NT (cm−3 )

Type

MOCVD n-Schottky

EC − 0.60

3 × 10−14

1 × 1014

Electron

MOCVD uid-Schottky

EC − 0.87

2 × 10−10

8 × 1012

Electron

3 × 1013

Electron

Label

MOCVD TMAl Cell

EC − 0.61

5 × 10−11

MOCVD TTBAl Cell

EC − 0.37

5 × 10−16

2 × 1014

Electron

MOCVD TTBAl Cell

EV + 0.39

3 × 10−16

6 × 1013

Hole

MBE Cell Center

EV + 0.27

2 × 10−13

1 × 1014

Hole

MBE Cell Center

EV + 0.54

3 × 10−15

2 × 1014

Hole

MBE Cell Edge

EC − 0.29

1 × 10−15

3 × 1013

Electron

MBE Cell Edge

EC − 0.47

2 × 10−9

7 × 1013

Electron
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3.8

Conclusions & Future Work

3.8.1

InAlAsSb

InAlAs and InAlAsSb samples were grown by MOCVD on InP substrates and fabricated into
Schottky diodes. The InAlAsSb was a novel material with a theoretical bandgap of 1.8 eV to
be used as the top subcell of a multi-junction solar cell lattice-matched to InP. The InAlAs
(bangap 1.47 eV) diodes were grown as a basis for comparison as this material is more wellknown.
Dark current analysis revealed that the InAlAs diode had dominant ideality factor of ∼1
while the InAlAsSb diodes had ideality of 1.6. This was the first sign of trap states in InAlAsSb
that affected the device performance. The InAlAsSb dark current magnitude was also similar
to the InAlAs diode, which should not be the case as the dark current in general decreases
with increased bandgap. Both devices were Schottky diodes with metals of similar work
function, and with a higher barrier height the InAlAsSb would have lower dark current and
better rectification ratio. A high concentration of growth-related bulk traps would explain the
dark current issues with InAlAsSb. These were likely related to the miscibility gap [40] and
the failure of the MOCVD system to prevent thermodymically-favorable InSb segregation.
C-V results for these diodes revealed the doping and depletion widths which would be
used in the DLTS experiments. The InAlAs diode results indicated doping close to the design
target. The InAlAsSb diode, which was not intentionally doped, had a doping concentration of
5-6 × 1017 cm−3 . Quality uid material is typically <1017 cm−3 . The high doping was evidence
that the crystal was doped by excess carbon or oxygen incorporation in the lattice or other
point defects behaving as donors [88]. Steady-state capacitance vs. temperature revealed
good behavior from the InAlAs diodes with weak temperature dependence, but the InAlAsSb
had two activations that almost tripled the capacitance, believed to be caused by high densities
of shallow traps.
DLTS experiments on the quaternary alloys resulted in higher trap densities than ternary
InAlAs. InAlAs had one electron trap, which was close to midgap at 0.57 eV below the conduction band with a moderate cross-section of 6 × 10−14 cm−2 and low density of 5 × 1015
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cm−3 . The material of interest, InAlAsSb, had more traps and with the higher densities. Two
deep electrons traps were detected at 0.47 eV and 0.56 eV below the conduction band. The
former had a larger cross-section of 1 × 10−14 cm−2 with concentration 6 × 1015 cm−3 , and
the latter had a large cross-section of 3 × 10−13 cm−2 but with the highest density at 1 × 1016
cm−3 . A shallow hole trap was also found with 7 × 1015 cm−3 concentration. The lower
growth temperature and different precursors could explain the high trap density in the targetcomposition InAlAsSb, although the physical nature of these traps are unknown at this time.
These DLTS results are in agreement with the dark current and steady-state capacitance vs.
temperature results, in that InAlAsSb diode had higher dark current and sharp rises in capacitance with temperature.
It is clear that MOCVD growth optimization must be performed to obtain material capable
of low, ideality-of-one diode dark current. DLTS and dark current measurement of simple
Schottky diodes can be used as feedback along with usual techniques of analyzing surface
morphology, PL, and XRD. If a consistent DLTS spectra can be obtained for MOCVD-grown
InAlAsSb, efforts could be made to determine the source of the traps. Trap density could be
correlated with oxygen contamination in SIMS, for example, or compared to MBE growth
which has less contamination of hydrocarbon elements. This could then be used to guide
growth decisions. If a diode with low dark current can be grown, the next step for DLTS
experiments is irradiation of the material by protons or electrons to determine if it is radiationtolerant enough for use in space.
3.8.2

InAlAs

Growth of InAlAsSb required an exploration of different MOCVD precursors. As a consequence, TMAl and TTBAl InAlAs control samples were grown. These samples created an
opportunity to detect traps that occur in InAlAs originating from use of these precursors. In
addition, MBE-grown TMAl InAlAs samples were available to compare the different epitaxial
growth methods.
Five different InAlAs diodes were tested. Two were TMAl MOCVD Schottky diodes. The
other three were photodiodes from InAlAs solar cell samples, two grown by MOCVD but
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with the different aluminum precursors TMAl and TTBAl, and the last grown by MBE. The
photodiodes had well-behaved dark currents that were nearly as low as GaAs solar cells. By
curve fitting, it was determined that all three of the p-n junction diodes had similar dark
currents under forward bias. The MBE cell had higher reverse-bias current, however, which
could have been trap-related.
The uid-InAlAs was found to have a doping of low 1014 cm14 , which is competitive with
undoped MOCVD-grown GaAs and indicative of good material with low concentration of
contaminants. All other InAlAs doping profiles obtained from C-V data were in good agreement with the target doping from the device designs.
DLTS results on these diodes indicated relatively low trap densities at 2 × 1014 cm−3 or
less. Compared to InAlAsSb, this was low and did not cause n = 2 behavior in the InAlAs
Schottky diodes. The MBE sample had different traps on diodes from different parts of the
wafer. The TMAl cell had overall the lowest trap density, with just one trap at 3 × 1013 cm−3 .
Electron traps ∼0.5 eV to ∼0.7 eV below the conduction band have been typically observed in
InAlAs. There are conflicting reports in that these defects can be caused by oxygen contimination [103, 104], or by aluminum anti-sites [105]. Whether the traps here were caused by
oxygen contamination was not known for certain but the trap density of samples grown with
TMAl were correlated with higher oxygen contamination found via SIMS. Oxygen could not
be detected in samples grown with TTBAl and these samples exhibited a different trap profile.
Some traps were not consistent with literature and it would require more DLTS work to be
done to find a consistent trap profile for each material type before investigating the physical
source of the defects.
The material could nearly be used as-is in a multi-junction space cell. Lumb et al. has
simulated that a four-junction InP-based device with two InAlAs top subcells rivals the InGaP/GaAs/Ge cell currently used for space solar [93]. Whether or not the InAlAs-based cell
is a superior technology depends upon its radiation tolerance. InAlAs could be exposed to
protons or electrons, similar to what was done in the following chapter for InGaAs, to determine how it would react to damaging radiation in space. It would have to be more tolerant
than GaAs, which is the weak point of the conventional space cell.
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In Situ Trap Characterization of Irradiated InGaAs
Photodiodes
4.1

Summary

This chapter is a thorough study of dark current measurements and DLTS for protonirradiated In0.54 Ga0.46 As diodes. The primary contribution of this work was irradiation of
diodes at low temperature and with DLTS performed as the samples were slowly heated
to room temperature. This was called in situ DLTS and was used to find traps that were
only stable at low temperature; traps that are not possible to find in a typical irradiation
which exposes the samples to room temperature before DLTS. The technique could be used
on any DLTS-compatible material and took considerable development including a custom
DLTS system and custom beamline setup. Other testing and analysis performed was in
situ dark current measurement, trap annealing, angle-of-incidence DLTS, and admittance
spectroscopy.
This chapter contains eight main topics.
1. Development of MFIA-Based DLTS System.
2. Design, Growth, and Fabrication of InGaAs Diodes.
3. Pre-irradiation Characterization.
4. Irradiation Procedure.
5. In Situ DLTS and Dark Current.
6. Trap Annealing.
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7. Trap Dependence on Angle of Incidence.
8. Capacitance vs. Frequency and Admittance Spectroscopy.

4.2

Motivation & Background

4.2.1

Motivation

Discovered early in the space age were the trapped particle radiation belts, or Van Allen
belts. These belts are created when particles from solar winds become trapped in the Earth’s
magnetic field, where they may remain for years. The belts extend outward from the planet
along the equatorial plane to an altitude of 58,000 km. Figure 4.1 is a depiction of the belts.
Of the two belts, the inner has a stronger field and captures mostly protons (0.5 - 100 MeV),
while the outer mostly electrons (0.1 - 10 MeV) [106].
Rotational
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Radiation
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Inner
Radiation
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Inner
Radiation
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Outer
Radiation
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Magnetic
Axis

Figure 4.1: The Van Allen belts around Earth. The inner belt ranges from 1,000 km to 6,000 km altitude
and mostly captures protons. The outer belt ranges 13,000 km to 58,000 km and traps mostly electrons.
Image by NASA is in the public domain.

Due to damaging effects of radiation in the space environment, III-V optoelectronic devices deployed on satellites experience degradation and even failure during the course of a
mission. Exposure to high-energy electrons, protons, neutrons, or heavier ions causes displacement damage to the crystal structure, where atoms are displaced in the lattice due to
collisions. This leads to vacancy-interstitial pairs or Frenkel defects, which will accumulate
over the mission time. If these defects cause a mid-band state suitable for carrier recombination, minority carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths suffer (see Section 2.3). Besides a loss in
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detection sensitivity, this causes higher dark current which leads to reduced SNR. It is important to know how a material or device will respond to the space environment so that missions
relying on these devices can be properly planned or so that devices can be radiation-hardened.
To determine the radiation fluences that a satellite will encounter during its mission, a
program like SPENVIS can be used [107]. The satellite orbit can be inputted into the program
and it will output the mission fluence. To give an example, a ’Molniya’ orbit was inputted
into SPENVIS and it was calculated that, for a solar cell with 12 mils of coverglass, the annual
1 MeV electron equivalent fluence was ∼ 1 × 1015 cm−2 .
Reliability testing can be performed on the ground by replicating the space environment in
the laboratory. However, the full range of conditions are difficult to reproduce. Specifically,
irradiation is often performed at room temperature and with significant time delay between
exposure and testing. It was proposed that crystal defects that rapidly anneal at room temperature could be stable at the nominal device operating temperature of some satellite-deployed
devices such as infrared detectors [8]. This hypothesis has been addressed in this work by
performing in situ dark current and DLTS using a cryostat equipped with electrical leads and
attached to the beamline of a particle accelerator.
4.2.2

Background

The material chosen for this study was In0.54 Ga0.46 As (referred to as InGaAs), which is latticematched to InP and with a bandgap of 0.75 eV is suitable for wavelengths from 950 nm to 1650
nm. It is widely available, well-understood, and irradiation results have been previously reported (see below). An InGaAs FPA will consist of a 1D or 2D array of InGaAs photodiodes
bonded to a silicon readout integrated circuit [108]. The photodiode layer structure can be of
the mesa type, where the junction is formed during epitaxial growth, or planar type, which is
a diffused-junction design [109, 110]. InGaAs photodectors and FPAs can have space applications including infrared astronomy [31], infrared phenomonology and remote sensing [41],
and hyperspectral imaging [42].
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Table 4.1: DLTS results for the irradiated InGaAs from literature.
Source and Species

EA (eV)

σ (cm2 )

Shaw [111]
1 MeV electrons

EC − 0.10

6.5 × 10−17

EC − 0.29

2.7 × 10−15

Ohyama [112]
1 MeV neutrons

EC − 0.37

N/A

EC − 0.45

N/A

Marshall [113] 63 MeV protons

EC − 0.31

2.9 × 10−16

In this work, InGaAs p-on-n photodiodes were irradiated with 2.0 MeV and 3.5 MeV protons with fluences of 1010 cm−2 to 1013 cm−2 . The diodes were exposed both at room temperature and at 100 K, with the former representing the more common testing method with
a delay time between exposure and testing, while the latter is the novel in situ method that
can better replicate the space environment. In the past, InGaAs photodiodes were exposed
to electrons [111, 114], protons [113], fast neutrons [112], alpha particles [115], and carbon
ions [116]. A trend in DLTS results was difficult to find between many of the mentioned exposures. It has been shown in irradiated GaAs DLTS experiments that electron, protons, and
alpha particles all produce similar trap profiles according to DLTS [117]. There is a difference in the number of displacements per particles, as the heavier ions have more momentum
and create more knock-ons, the but the displacements themselves (and the traps created) are
similar from particle to particle. Given that, the results by Shaw et al. for 1 MeV electrons
and Ohyama et al. for 1 MeV neutrons produced similar DLTS peaks near 150-200 K range,
though the energies were different. Marshall et al. found a similar energy to Shaw et al.
for 63 MeV protons, however, the peak occurred at temperature higher than 250 K. The trap
characteristics by these three studies are given for reference in Table 4.1.
As for background on the testing method itself, in situ DLTS was performed on n-type
germanium samples with Schottky contacts by Mesli et al. in 2008 [8]. They irradiated the
sample at 22 K with 1 MeV electrons at a fluence of 5×1014 cm−2 , and then immediately began
a temperature ramp and DLTS scan to 90 K. At 90 K, they reversed the ramp but continued to
collect DLTS data down to 40 or 50 K. During the first ramp, a shallow trap they hypothesized
to be a germanium vacancy-interstital pair (labeled FP) was detected, but this trap was missing
during the ramp down. The trap disappeared due to annihilation or annealing starting at 65
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Figure 4.2: In situ DLTS spectra obtained by Meslia et al. on n-type germanium Schottky diodes. (1) The
initial temperature ramp, which found a Frenkel pair defect labeled FP. (2) The temperature scan was
reversed and the FP peak disappeared, indicating that the defect underwent annihilation via annealing
during the ramp up. (3) A second upward ramp confirmed that the FP peak was gone. The inset shows
a model of the defect peak if there had been no annihilation via annealing. Reprinted with permission
from [8].

K, and by 90 K the trap had completely annealed out. This work demonstrated the usefulness
of in situ DLTS by detecting a trap that would be impossible to find with any exposure to
room temperature.

4.3

Development of MFIA-Based DLTS System and In Situ DLTS

The system used in the previous chapter was an analog conventional DLTS system that was
deemed inadequate for the experimental loads planned for this chapter. As an analog spectrometer, the legacy equipment could not digitize the direct capacitance vs. time transients
(see Equation 2.19). To obtain spectra, the spectrometer processed transients in analog hardware with dedicated filtering circuits used to implement Equation 2.22. This is the same approach as Lang in the seminal DLTS paper [56]. The old system was equipped with only two
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of these filtering circuits, so only two emission rate constants could be measured for each
sampled transient. To get enough points to fit a line on Arrhenius plot therefore required
multiple temperature scans. Each temperature scan typically takes one to several hours, and
these required repeat scans are not acceptable when performing in situ DLTS as the multiplescan method can only work well when temperature cycling does not affect the behavior of the
sample. The main point of in situ DLTS is to find effects that would be hidden by temperature
cycling.
A custom DLTS system was developed to overcome these hurdles. The new implementation was designed to digitally capture the capacitance transients. Then, Equation 2.22 could
be implemented in software, allowing for an arbitrary number of filters and freedom to design custom filters. This system would also allow other ways of processing the transients in
software, such as performing a numerical Laplace transform. It was built around the Zurich
Instruments MFIA, a dual-phase digital lock-in amplifier and LCR meter, and driven by software written in MathWorks MATLAB (available in Appendix A). The cryostat was an M22
model from Cryo Industries of America, capable of a temperature range of 10 K to over 400 K
with cooling from a closed-loop helium recirculator. The system was designed to have have
minimal physical switches so that scans could be started, monitored, and altered remotely via
remote desktop. A similar system driven by LabVIEW was developed and described in work
by Schifano et al. [118].
The MFIA lock-in unit has greater capabilities and flexibility when compared to common
DLTS capacitance meters such as the popular Boonton models. While the Boontons and
similar may only use 1 MHz, the MFIA can modulate a DC bias with frequencies from DC to
5 Mhz in order to measure sample capacitance. The amplitude of the AC wave can also be set
arbitrarily on the MFIA versus the limited settings available on most meters. The MFIA can
apply DC biases from -10 V to 10 V, which is adequate for DLTS measurements, and can apply
the square wave DLTS pulse on its own without an external pulse generator. It can transfer
digital samples via ethernet at 107 kHz continuously or higher in bursts, which is more than
adequate for good SNR when processing spectra and does not require a separate analog-todigital converter for data acquisition. Figure 4.3 is a block diagram of all the components in the
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DLTS setup, with the MFIA combining the three components: Pulse generator, capacitance
meter, and data acquisition system.

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of DLTS system. The use of MFIA simplified the setup without sacrificing
features.

The sample capacitance can be measured by using a dual-phase lock-in amplifier to analyze the complex current response to a reference sinusoidal AC voltage. The sensible circuit
representation for the depletion-region capacitor is a resistor in parallel with a capacitor as
in Figure 4.4. The complex impedance of a parallel RC circuit is 1/Z = 1/R p + j2π fre f C p and
I = V /Z, thus,
C p (t) =

Iϕ =π /2 (t)
,
2π Vre f fre f

(4.1)

where Iϕ =π /2 is the component of the current that is 90° out-of-phase with the applied reference AC voltage, and Vre f and fre f are the amplitude and frequency of the reference voltage,
respectively.
The lock-in can extract the 90°component of the current as it effectively multiplies the
measured current signal by a cosine function over some time constant, T , which is at least as
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Figure 4.4: Parallel RC circuit diagram representative of a diode junction capacitance.

large as one period of the reference frequency,
1
Iout,ϕ =π /2 (t) =
T

∫ t
t−T

cos 2π fre f sIin (s)ds.

(4.2)

The principle of the lock-in amplifier is that, because sinusoidal functions are orthogonal, the
only component that can be extracted from the filter in Equation 4.2 is the part of Iin that has
the same frequency and is in-phase with the cosine function, which is 90° out-of-phase with
the reference voltage.
The MFIA time constant found to have the best signal extraction without taking too long
compared to the transient itself was 2.6 usec with a filter order of 8. The period of a 1 MHz
AC signal is 1 usec and the fastest emission rate in DLTS is usually 5 kHz, which is 200 usec.
To test and calibrate the MFIA-based system, DLTS was performed on an irradiated QD
GaAs sample. Results for this sample were previously published by collaborators [5], however,
the prior results were obtained with a Bio-rad DL8000, which is a commercial DLTS unit. A
comparison of the results obtained from the custom MFIA system and the DL8000 are shown
in Table 4.2. The DLTS spectra were already shown in Figure 1.4. The two DLTS systems were
in close agreement for activation energy the cross-section for the two traps listed in the table,
indicating that the MFIA-based system was operating as expected. Note that cross-section
was found by y-intercept of a log plot and therefore same order of magnitude is an acceptable
match.
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Table 4.2: DLTS results for the irradiated QD GaAs calibration diode.
Defect Label

QD-PR4”
QD-PR2

4.4

DLTS System

EA (eV)

σ (cm2 )

Bio-Rad DL8000

EC − 0.30

4 × 10−15

Custom MFIA-based

EC − 0.31

8 × 10−15

Bio-Rad DL8000

EC − 0.67

5 × 10−13

Custom MFIA-based

EC − 0.68

7 × 10−13

Design, Growth, and Fabrication of InGaAs Diodes

The In0.54 Ga0.46 As photodiodes were grown by MOCVD using an Aixtron 3x2” reactor. All
diodes were grown lattice matched to InP on 2” (100) oriented substrates with vicinal offcut
of 0.2° toward <110>. Standard precursors of trimethylgallium (TMGa), TMIn, AsH3 and
phosphine (PH3 ) were used as well as disilane and diethyzinc for n- and p-type dopants,
respectively. Growth temperatures varied from 600 ℃ to 630 ℃ depending on material and
doping level, while the V/III ratio was maintained at 70 for In0.54 Ga0.46 As growth. Reactor
pressure was maintained at 100 mbar throughout growth. Material thicknesses, composition,
and doping was confirmed by in situ optical characterization and ex situ by XRD, and Hall
effect. The targets of material composition, doping level, and thicknesses of the grown diodes
are shown in the design diagram in Figure 4.5a.

a)

b)

Figure 4.5: a) InGaAs mesa photodiode layer structure. b) Mask layout for the DLTS photodiode array
(1 cm by 1 cm). Light green indicates the device mesas and dark green is the metal coverage.
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The photodiode layer structure was of the mesa-type, not planar with diffused-junction.
The front a backside windows materials were InP, while the emitter and base of the one-sided
step-junction were In0.54 Ga0.46 As. Polarity of p-on-n was chosen to match the InGaAs photodiode products available on the market. Doping limits in p- and n-type InP and InGaAs were
found using Hall effect measurement on calibration samples with an Accent/Nanometrics
HL5500. Doping level for both windows as well as the emitter was chosen to be 2 × 1018
cm−3 . A model was used to determine the base doping such that the junction capacitance
was in the range of 30-50 nF/cm2 . Since this corresponded to a depletion width of roughly
100 nm to 500 nm in the base, the base thickness was set to 1.0 µm. Frontside window thickness and emitter thickness were kept low, 25 nm and 100 nm, respectively, to maximize SR
over concerns of sheet resistance. A 100-nm InGaAs contact layer was doped as high as possible for p-type doping, roughly 2 × 1018 cm−3 .
The samples were designed as InGaAs DLTS test diodes primarily but there was significant
freedom to also mimic a photodiode array. The layout of a single 1 cm by 1 cm chip was made
to mimic a photodiode array and is shown in Figure 4.5b. Three different device sizes allowed
for measurement of perimeter effects. The device sizes from smallest to largest were 0.5 mm
by 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm by 1.0 mm, and 1.7 mm by 1.7 mm. The metal contacts were made large
enough to easily probe but did not cover the entire diode to allow optical measurements if
desired. Each 2” wafer contained 12 chips.
The diodes were fabricated by etching the original stack of material and depositing front
and rear metal contact. Standard lithography and evaporation processes were used to accomplish this. The sample was first cleaned, covered in photoresist using spin coating, and
then exposed with the mesa isolation pattern. The mesa etch was a three-step wet chemical
etching process to remove the InGaAs contact, InP window, and then InGaAs absorber layers.
The frontside ohmic contacts were placed using a liftoff process with thermal evaporation of
Au/Zn/Au at respective 20/20/500 nm thicknesses. Finally, a backside ohmic contact was deposited using thermal evaporation consisting of Ni/Ge/Au with thicknesses of 20/50/500 nm.
The contacts were not annealed as this led to unpredictable effect on the dark current, though
a 400 ℃ for 4 minutes was found to reduce contact resistance.
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4.5

Pre-irradiation Characterization

Pre-irradiation transmission line measurement (TLM), dark J-V, and C-V measurements were
taken before irradiation with an Agilent B1500 semiconductor analyzer. The contact resistances were characterized by TLM method and were measured to be 5.0 × 10−3 Ω· cm−3 for
contact to p-type (unannealed) InGaAs and 5.4×10−7 Ω· cm−2 for contact to n-type InP. With
the contact layer on, the p-type sheet resistance was 4.1 kΩ/sq. Because of this high value,
it was debated whether the contact layer should remain instead of being etched away in areas not covered by metal. The decision to keep the contact layer was made after measuring
J-V of test diodes with and without the contact layer etched. From Figure 4.6, one can see
that the contact-etched diode had lower dark current at small bias, however, the reverse bias
behavior of this diode overall was much worse than the diode with intact contact layer. The
dark J-V is ideally not affected by the presence or absence of the contact layer as this layer is
removed only to reduce parasitic absorption during optical experiments. Clearly that was not
the case here, and it was hypothesized that the cause of the dark J-V change was due to the
contact etch chemistry altering the sidewall properties, leading to a new current transport
mechanism like TAT [119].
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Figure 4.6: (a) Comparison of dark J-V of a representative diode that did not have the contact layer
etched with a diode that was contact-etched. Also shown is a commercial Hamamatsu InGaAs photodiode for reference. (b) Forward bias behavior of representative 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, and 1.7 mm diodes,
with a fit of the small diode to a n=1.5 single diode model. The inset focuses on the perimeter-related
divergence of the dark currents.
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To isolate the effect of the sidewall, dark J-V was collected for each of the device sizes
and data from representative diodes are in Figure 4.6. The small diode data was fit using
the double diode model. The best fit was with a single diode with ideality factor of 1.5. The
physical origin of this abnormal ideality factor was not clear, but it was likely tied to the
device sidewall. Evidence for this is seen in the figure’s inset. The larger devices showed a
deviation from the n = 1.5 model at lower forward bias. This could be due to state-filling or
saturation occurring more quickly in the sidewalls of larger devices compared to smaller ones.
As the device size is increased, the perimeter effects are reduced when compared to those in
the bulk (perimeter scales as x, area as x2 ). Also in the figure are J-V results for a commercial
Hamamatsu InGaAs photodiode (model G11193-10R) for reference. This diode did not have
the sidewall problems and had ideal dark current values for InGaAs with ideality factor of 1.0.
However, the structure was unknown and so was not appropriate for the experiment.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Normalized capacitance vs. voltage data for a representative 0.5 mm diode as well as
results from the model used to design the diode structure. (b) Doping concentration as a function of
distance from the junction, extracted from the C-V data.

Pre-irradiation C-V results are shown in Figure 4.7. The normalized capacitance values
were a good match to the model used to design the diode structure. From the C-V data, the
doping was extracted as a function of depletion depth. The base doping in the region of 200300 nm was 3-4 × 1016 cm−3 , which was close to the target value of 5 × 1016 cm−3 . The
variation was likely an artifact of the measurement as SIMS data from calibration samples
showed constant doping.
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4.6

Irradiation

Samples were irradiated at SUNY Albany using the Dynamitron particle accelerator. A block
diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.8. As mentioned, a unique feature
of this setup was the ability to connect the sample cryostat and DLTS system directly to the
Dynamitron beamline. This allowed in situ measurements of both J-V and DLTS. The beam
was rastered over an area marginally larger than the 1 cm2 size of a sample chip. The beam
could be aligned to the sample mounting position with the use of four Faraday cups that were
located along the 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315° angles to the sample, just outside the sample area
and equidistant to the sample mounting point center. A gate valve located just above the
sample could be closed to allow for beam alignment and calibration, then opened when ready
for exposure. Low beam currents of 1 nA at low fluence to 3 nA at high fluence were used to
prevent sample heating.

Figure 4.8: Beamline diagram illustrating the path of ions from the Dynamitron to the rasterizer and
ending at the Faraday cups and the sample in the cryostat.

Table 4.3 contains a list of all samples that were irradiated. The table indicates the energy,
fluence, irradiation temperature and angle, and intended experiments of each sample. For
the in situ testing, two diodes on separate chips were used. One was dosed with 2.0 MeV
protons and the other with 3.5 MeV protons to compare response of devices to proton energy.
For each energy, fluences of 1.1×1010 cm−2 , 1.0×1011 cm−2 , 1.0×1012 cm−2 , and 1.0×1013
cm−2 were tested. These were done incrementally so that the same device could be used for
each fluence. These irradiations were done with the sample held at 100 K and 0° incidence
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angle. Another sample set was designed to test the effect of angle of incidence. These three
diodes were exposed to 1.0 × 1012 cm−2 of 2.0 MeV protons at room temperature without
the cryostat system. The angle was changed with the use of machined sample-holders that
attached to the gate valve with surfaces for 0°, 60°, and 80° angles.
The in situ exposures and testing was performed using the following procedure. The cryostat sample was first taken to 100 K for exposure. Exposure of the lowest fluence was then
done. Immediately after, dark J-V data was taken, then DLTS began. During the DLTS temperature ramp, the scan was paused every 50 K to take dark J-V data. When the 300 K data was
taken, then sample was returned to 100 K. The next irradiation was then done with enough
fluence such that this next fluence plus the previously administered fluence would sum to
the target fluence. For example, since the sample had already seen 1.1×1010 cm−2 on the
first dose, the next dose was 8.9×1010 cm−2 so that the target fluence of 1.0×1011 cm−2 was
reached. This process was continued until the final fluence was achieved and measurements
completed.
Table 4.3: List of Dynamitron sample exposures including the energy and fluence and the purpose of
the exposure.
Proton
Energy
(MeV)

Fluence
(cm−2 )

Irradiation
Temp. (K)

Irradiation
Angle (°)

100

0

100

0

295

60

1.1×1010

2.0

1.0×1011
1.0×1012
1.0×1013
1.1×1010

3.5

1.0×1011
1.0×1012

Experiment
Type
in situ
DLTS and J-V,
then annealing and C-f
in situ
DLTS and J-V

Purpose

Determine if defect
peaks change with
energy or angle
Determine if defect
peaks change with
energy or angle

1.0×1013

2.0

1.0×1012

0
80

75

DLTS

Determine if defect
peaks change with
energy or angle
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4.7

In Situ DLTS and Dark Current

At the beamline facility, dark J-V was measured using a Kiethley 2400 Source Measure Unit.
DLTS was performed with the MFIA-based DLTS system. All samples were held at -1.5 V
steady-state bias, with DLTS pulse to -0.3 V. These biases probed enough of the base region
(200 nm to 300 nm from junction) but were small enough in magnitude to avoid excess dark
current for heavily-irradiated devices. The pulse width was 10 ms, which was long enough
for all traps to capture carriers. The AC frequency used was 250 kHz rather than typical 1
MHz, because higher than 250 kHz led to problems with series resistance (see Section 4.10).
The measured transients were 150 ms long and averaged for 1 K temperature steps such that
an entire scan from 100K to 300K took roughly 2 hours.

Figure 4.9: Linear plot of the in situ DLTS spectra for the 2.0 MeV fluences with traps indicated by
label.

The measured DLTS spectra are shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Figure 4.9 is a linear
plot of the processed DLTS signal with all discovered traps labeled, while Figure 4.10 is plotted
with a rough calculation of the trap density on log-scale to better show the effect of increasing
fluence. Two traps were found in most samples before irradiation (pre-rad), one shallow holetrap near 75 K labeled N/F1 and one mid-gap electron-trap near 175 K labeled N/F2. These
have been attributed to defects arising from either the epitaxial growth or the fabrication
process and are not related to irradiation. The mid-gap electron trap has a very low density
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(near 1012 cm−3 ) and would likely not affect minority carrier lifetime significantly. This midgap trap may be related to similar mid-gap traps in GaAs (e.g. the vacancy trap EL2), but
would require further study to make this determination. The shallow trap, N/F1, was likely
related to lack of passivation and sidewall recombination. The N/F1 trap deviated from the
thermal emission model of Equation 2.20b and could not be fit a straight line on the Arrhenius
plot.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Semilogarithmic plot of the in situ DLTS spectra for both 2.0 MeV and 3.5 MeV fluences.
The 3.5 MeV sample did not have pre-irradiation data.

Trap peaks form and increase with increased fluence due to the non-ionizing energy loss
(NIEL). Protons are fully penetrating at 2 and 3.5 MeV, so the NIEL is expected to be constant
across the active region of the device. Two clear traps were detectable after continued irradiation, with a possible third trap occurring as a shoulder peak left of the strong peak found
near 150 K to 200 K. All appear to be majority carrier electron traps. These three proton
irradiation induced electron-traps have been labeled P1, P2, and P3. Table 4.4 contains the
extracted DLTS parameters from the spectra. The table includes activation energy, capture
cross-section, trap density, and carrier type for each of the discovered traps. The electron trap
labeled P2 was the dominant trap, located at roughly mid-gap and with a large cross-section,
indicated the trap is either complex or has a positive charge state. The P2 was detected at all
fluence levels, although energy and cross-section could not be extracted reliably at the lowest
fluence due to higher noise floor at the accelerator test facility. This trap has similar behavior
to the E2 trap from Shaw et al. [111], appearing at roughly the same temperature, though
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the parameters are not the same as this trap was discovered at 0.44 eV below the conduction
band compared to 0.29 eV for E2. This discrepancy could be due to measurement error and is
examined in more detail in Section 4.10.
Table 4.4: All extracted DLTS parameters for traps detected during the in situ experiments.
Energy

Pre-rad

Fluence (cm−2 )

0
1.1×1010

2.0 MeV

EA (eV)

σ (cm2 )

Nt (cm−3 )

N/F1

0.09 ± 0.03

N/A

1.8 × 1014

Hole

N/F2

0.38 ± 0.03

3 × 10−13

1.7 × 1012

Electron

P2

N/A

N/A

6.5 × 1012

Electron

3.1 × 1013

Electron

Type

1.0×1011

P2

0.38 ± 0.03

1 × 10−12

1.0×1012

P2

0.47 ± 0.02

8 × 10−10

1.1 × 1014

Electron

P2

0.44 ± 0.02

4 × 10−10

9.3 × 1014

Electron

2.6 × 1014

Electron

1.0×1013

3.5 MeV

Label

P3

0.50 ± 0.03

2 × 10−15

1.1×1010

P2

N/A

N/A

5.1 × 1012

Electron

1.0×1011

P2

0.41 ± 0.03

2 × 10−11

2.8 × 1013

Electron

P2

0.43 ± 0.02

1 × 10−10

1.0 × 1014

Electron

P2

0.43 ± 0.02

1 × 10−10

9.2 × 1014

Electron

P3

0.49 ± 0.03

1 × 10−15

2.7 × 1014

Electron

1.0×1012

1.0×1013

Two traps observed in this work but not by Shaw et al. were identified as P1 and P3. P1
appeared as a shoulder to P2 at temperatures around 125K. The trap was only apparent at
higher fluences. It was not possible to resolve parameters for this peak with conventional
DLTS due to its proximity to P2. P3 was a trap near 275K, and like P1 it was only visible at
the higher fluences. P3 had a relatively small cross-section and trap energy nearer the valance
band. The small cross-section may indicate this trap either was a neutral point defect or had
a slight negative (repulsive) charge state.
The in situ dark J-V for the 2.0-MeV diode is shown in Figure 4.11. The 3.0 MeV diode
data was similar. To simplify the data, dark current densities at -200 mV bias for both the 2.0
MeV- and 3.5 MeV-irradiated sample are shown in Figure 4.12. The on-site testing performed
with the Kiethley unit was not able to measure below 20 nA/cm2 , affecting low-irradiation
and low-bias measurements between 100 K and 200 K. The pre-rad data was not limited by
noise as it was taken with an Agilent B1500 semiconductor analyzer beforehand, but it was
limited by blackbody photo-current caused by the room-temperature cryostat chassis, which
was about 3 nA/cm2 . The data was most straight-forward at 250 K and 300 K, but regardless
there existed a clear trend of higher dark current with increased fluence. The dark current
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Figure 4.11: All in situ J-V data collected for the 2.0 MeV diode. The noise floor was about 20 nA/cm2 ,
except for the pre-irradiation data for the 2.0 MeV diode.
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roughly increased linearly with fluence in this regime. Both the 2.0 MeV and 3.5 MeV sample
dark current densities followed the same trends. There was no pre-irradiation data taken at
RIT for the 3.5 MeV, so the only pre-rad data that existed for this diode were taken on site at
300 K and 100 K.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: Dark current at -200 mV bias for all in situJ-V temperatures and fluences for (a) 2.0 MeV
and (b) 3.5 MeV. The pre-irradiation 3.5 MeV current density was not available for most temperatures.

Figure 4.13 shows the mid-gap trap density data from DLTS plotted on log-log scale against
the dark current density measured at -200 mV bias and 250 K. There is an excellent linear fit
between the trap density and the dark current for both the 2.0 MeV and 3.5 MeV proton
samples. The 3.5 MeV device had higher dark current for the same trap density, possibly
originating from device-to-device variability.
A linear relationship was found between the fluence, the trap density, and the dark current.
This was in agreement with the SRH-driven reverse-bias generation current model, which is
simply J = J02 from Equation 2.9 for a mid-gap trap. It was expected from this result that the
mid-gap trap P2 detected from DLTS is responsible for the dark current. That the N/F2 trap,
which is mid-gap, also lies close to the fit line supports this hypothesis. More evidence can
be gathered by annealing, where the dark current and the mid-gap trap density should both
anneal at the same rate.
Figure 4.14 is a comparison of in situ and ex situ DLTS spectra for two neighboring diodes
that had similar pre-irradiation dark J-V. Both samples were irradiated at 100 K, but the ex
situ DLTS was taken after that diode had been exposed to room temperature for 2 hours.
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Figure 4.13: Dark current at -200 mV bias for all in situ J-V temperatures and fluences for (a) 2.0 MeV
and (b) 3.5 MeV. The pre-irradiation 3.5 MeV current density was not available for most temperatures.
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Figure 4.14: In situ and ex situ DLTS spectra for 1×1013 fluence of 2 MeV protons. The rate constant
was 20 Hz.

The diode tested ex situ exhibited the same peaks as the one tested in situ, however, the peak
amplitudes were reduced by a factor of 3, indicating that annealing occurred at or below room
temperature. The gap in the data taken in situ at 200 K was due to a 10 minute pause in the
DLTS scan during which dark J-V data was taken. This gap indicated that annealing of P2
began below 200 K. A small gap was also present at 150 K (another temperature with dark
J-V pause), but this gap was almost negligible compared to the gap at 200 K. Nevertheless,
the onset of annealing must have began somewhere around 150 K. Annealing at such a low
temperature could be evidence that the P2 trap is an indium vacancy, as this defect is known
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to have low migration energy in the InP system with possibility of annealing at 150 K [120].
Ga- and As-related defects in the GaAs system have higher migration energies and do not
anneal at room temperature [121]. Trap annealing is examined more in the following section.

4.8

Trap Annealing

Irradiation-induced traps are likely vacancy-interstitial pairs of displaced lattice atoms, also
known as Frenkel defects. In this case, thermal energy in the lattice could cause an interstitial
to diffuse and recombine with the vacancy, annihilating the defect. Annealing experiments
were therefore performed after irradiation for two purposes. If the majority of the defects
could be removed via annealing, then this could be a potential route to ‘healing’ deployed
devices if the annealing temperature and rates were found to be reasonable. Additionally, the
annealing temperature and rates could be used to better understand the connection between
the DLTS traps, the dark current, and the possible physical defects created by irradiation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: (a) DLTS spectra taken before and after the 3 hour 400 K anneal. (b) Top - Dark current at
-300 mV (top) and -200 mV (bottom) bias vs. time.

A single device was irradiated at 100 K by 2.0 MeV protons at a fluence of 1 × 1013 cm−2 . It
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was brought to room temperature and then immediately stored in liquid nitrogen to prevent
as much annealing as possible. It was removed from the liquid nitrogen and DLTS data were
gathered, shown as ‘pre-anneal’ in Figure 4.15a. It was then heated 400 K for about 3 hours,
during which time dark J-V measurements were performed every 2 minutes. After annealing,
another DLTS spectrum was collected, shown as ‘post-anneal’ in Figure 4.15a.
Table 4.5: List of metrics for J-V and DLTS from before and after the annealing experiment.
Metric

Before Anneal

After Anneal

Remaining Factor

Dark Current -300 mV, 300 K

4.51 µA

3.20 µA

0.76

Dark Current -200 mV, 300 K

3.20 µA

2.44 µA

0.76

P1 Peak (128 K)

123.2 fF

95.3 fF

0.77

P2 Peak (158 K)

152.3 fF

105.5 fF

0.69

P3 Peak (280 K)

74.0 fF

N/A

N/A

Dark current data was taken at 300 K before and after annealing so that it could be compared to the pre- and post-anneal DLTS peaks. Table 4.5 contains the data, as well as the
calculated remaining factor, which is a ratio of the post-anneal value to the pre-anneal value.
The remaining factors for the DLTS peaks were also calculated using the temperatures 128 K,
158 K, and 280 K for P1, P2, and P3 traps, respectively. After annealing, the P3 trap density
was below the detection limit. The P2 peak clearly annealed at a faster rate than P1, with P2
annealing considerably faster than the dark current itself. The dark current and P1 annealed
at the most mutually consistent rate. This contradicts the implied result from Figure 4.13,
where P2 was implied to be responsible, although it could be the case that both P1 and P2
scale linearly with fluence and it was P1 that was responsible for the dark current. It may
also be the case that dark current is driven by some combination of P1 and P2, or that P1 and
P2 are related in some way.
The dark current data is in Figure 4.15b for two biases, -200 mV and -300 mV, chosen
because low bias mostly avoided trap assisted tunneling in favor of SRH generation. The data
followed a logarithmic decay trend, similar to what was observed by Shaw et al. [122]. Data
was fit to the equation,
t
J(t) = B − A log ,
t0
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Figure 4.16: The P2 defect density, determined from DLTS scans, over ∼14 days of annealing at 300 K.

where A and B were fit parameters and t0 is 1 second in this case. The quantity A/B is the
logarithmic decay rate, which was 0.018 for -200 mV and 0.019 for -300 mV. It is believed that
the logarithmic decay rate is evidence of a range of similar defects that present as a single
peak in the DLTS but are physically not identical defects, possibly due to lattice disorder of
the ternary material [122]. The decay rate of ∼0.019 was a slower rate than the one reported
by Shaw et al. for their mid-gap trap, which was 0.039-0.047, even though a higher rate was
expected for higher temperature. Another DLTS annealing experiment was performed at 300
K to more closely match the approach in Shaw et al., and the result for 14 days of annealing
are in Figure 4.16. The sample was mostly kept at 300 K except for during DLTS scans when
the temperature was cycled down to 100 K and back. Annealing was considered to be ’paused’
during the DLTS cycle. The DLTS decay rate at 300 K was 0.049, which was in good agreement
with Shaw et al. The reason for the slower rate at 400 K was likely due to the fit term B, which
represents the unannealed dark current. It is the author’s view that this is the dark current
in the absence of any defect annihilation, where annihilation of P2 was already established
to occur as low as 150 K. Because of finite temperature ramp time, it is impossible to measure
the 400 K dark current pre-anneal, and it can only be modeled from the low-temperature in
situ data. Using the data from Figure 4.12a, the value of B at 400 K was found as 4.1 mA using
a simple exponential relationship with temperature. However, the B found from the fit was
only 0.16 mA, which was the result of assuming a ten minute delay for the temperature ramp
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from 300 K to 400 K. The difference was too large, meaning that the exponential model must
have failed to accurately describe the dark current above 300 K. However, the 4.1 mA value
set an upper limit on the logarithmic decay rate, that being 0.10, thus the true anneal rate at
400 K was somewhere between 0.02 and 0.10. Apparently, fitting a decay rate to Equation 4.3
reliably across multiple temperatures will require a different approach than done here.

4.9

Trap Dependence on Angle of Incidence

A standard irradiation test will irradiate the sample at normal incidence. It is well-known from
ion implantation that implanting directly along a crystal direction, such as <110>, will cause
nonlinear channeling effects. However, outside of this effect, the angle is not predicted to
cause any nonlinear effects within the forward scattering regime of the radiation (i.e. avoiding
end of range effects). The angle might change the path length of the radiation in the material,
but this can be accounted for with simple trigonometry. To confirm this hypothesis, custom
sample mounting blocks were made to enable exposure at specific angles. Three samples
were exposed at room temperature with 1 × 1012 cm−2 fluence of 2.0 MeV protons, but with
increasing angle of incidence from normal to 60° to 80°. Channeling was not desired and
channeling angles were avoided. The 0° and 80° samples were exposed to room temperature
for 2 hours before DLTS was performed, while the 60° was exposed to room temperature for
4 hours.

Figure 4.17: DLTS spectra for three diodes, each exposed to 1 × 1012 cm−2 2.0 MeV protons at room
temperature but with different angles of incidence.
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The resulting spectra are in Figure 4.17. The change in angle did not produce any new
peaks, but the peak heights were different. The P2 peak height was 30 fF for 0°, 26 fF for 60°,
and 36 fF for 80°. Experimental error was perhaps 10% and could account for this difference.
The 60° sample was exposed to room temperature for longer which would explain the reduced
peaks for that sample. One hypothesis is that the path length of a proton through the device
increases by a factor of secθ , causing more damage and thus increasing the peak heights.
However, in this test, the total number of protons that strike the device is reduced by a cosθ
factor due to smaller apparent cross-section, leading to a simultaneous reduction in damage.
The result here indicated that the longer path length does lead to increased damage, likely by
a factor of secθ , which compensated for the reduction in total number of protons incident on
the device.

4.10

Capacitance vs. Frequency and Admittance Spectroscopy

Multiple attempts were made to separate the P1 and P2 peaks by manipulating testing parameters. One parameter that was changed was the AC frequency used to probe the junction
capacitance. As mentioned, all previous results were obtained with 250 kHz as it was the
highest frequency that could best avoid the effects of series resistance. However, by changing the frequency, a previously-unseen relationship between P1 and P2 was found. In Figure
4.18 are DLTS spectra collected as a function of frequency from 150 kHz to 1.5 MHz. The effect
of series resistance was observed as the sign of N/F1 changed and P1 and P2 peak magnitudes
decreased with increasing frequency. This effect will be discussed later. Most importantly,
it was apparent from the figure that the position and temperature onset of P2 was frequency
dependent, whereas the P1 location was relatively resistant to changes in frequency.
It was also noticed that the onset of the P2 peak was closely correlated to behavior observed in the steady-state junction capacitance. Figure 4.19 shows the capacitance behavior at
-1.5 V applied bias as a function of frequency and temperature. There are three clear regimes
observed. At low temperature, the traps emit slowly compared to the AC frequency (en «
2π fre f ) and cannot respond. The capacitance measured here was the high-frequency capacitance and corresponds to the depletion width from Equation 2.18, where only the shallow
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Figure 4.18: DLTS spectra for different AC frequencies. The line indicates the change in capacitance
regimes for each frequency. The hypothesized trend of the P1 and P2 peaks with frequency are shown.

donors and acceptors contribute. In contrast, at high temperature was the low-frequency capacitance (en » 2π fre f ), where traps responded nearly instantaneously to the changing field,
causing the depletion width to deviate from Equation 2.18 increasing the measured capacitance. The intermediate regime is caused by trap resonance (en ≈ 2π fre f ), where traps respond
to the AC frequency slowly so that a lag is introduced to the phase between current and voltage, leading to a change in the conductance. This conductance change had some effect on the
capacitance transients collected in this regime. It could be that the carriers from traps that
capture and emit during an AC period then go on to interact with the traps that emit after
the DLTS pulse, leading to some cross-talk or hysteresis.
The conductance change described above is the principle behind defect characterization
via admittance spectroscopy. To determine which trap state was causing the capacitance
behavior seen in Figure 4.19, steady-state capacitance and conductance vs. frequency were
measured as a function of temperature. From the capacitance vs. angular frequency (ω ) data,
shown in Figure 4.20, a few observations were made. There is a cut-off frequency, around 300
kHz, due to high series resistance that caused all data to attenuate and converge at higher
frequency. At temperatures below 160 K, the different frequency regimes seen in Figure 4.19
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Figure 4.19: Steady-state junction capacitance vs. absolute temperature for different AC frequencies.
Taken during the DLTS scan.

are apparent. Conductance/frequency vs frequency (Figure 4.21) showed peaks for the temperatures and frequencies where the trap resonance was observed.
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Figure 4.20: Capacitance vs. angular frequency for different temperatures.

The peaks from Figure 4.21 were used to make an Arrhenius plot similar to the one for
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DLTS. The emission rate for a trap responding to a sinusoidal AC frequency is simply twice
the angular AC frequency (en = 2ωre f ). The extracted activation energy was 0.16 eV, and the
cross-section was 9 × 10−16 cm−2 . It is likely that this trap was caused by sidewall defects,
as the steady-state capacitance change from Figure 4.19 was seen in both irradiated and unirradiated diodes. Diodes with sidewall passivation do not exhibit this capacitance behavior.
Because this shallow trap alters the capacitance of the diode in unpredictable ways, the validity of the values for traps P1 and P2 must be questioned. It could be that P1 is the only ’real’
trap caused by irradiation and P2 is an artifact generated from a combined capacitance effect
from of N/F1 and P1.
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Figure 4.21: Conductance divided by angular frequency vs. angular frequency data for 5 different
temperatures, zoomed in to the defect peaks. (b) Arrhenius plot constructed from the defect peaks.

Series resistance behaves as a low-pass filter for a series RC circuit. The cut-off frequency
caused by RS can be seen in Figure 4.20, where attenuation occurred for angular frequencies
higher than 1 MHz. By applying a series RC circuit model to the measured impedance, value
of 1000 Ω was obtained for RS . This amount of resistance was not seen in the DC J-V measurements, where 10 Ω was obtained for RS . The reason for the large discrepancy was not
determined but may have to do with with measuring RS under reverse bias for AC and forward bias for DC. A typical GaAs diode has an RS between 10-20 Ω from the AC impedance
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measurement, two orders of magnitude less than the diodes measured here. The reason for
this is the high sheet resistance of the p-type layers combined with the lack of full metal grid
coverage. The problem was worse on the larger 1.0 mm and 1.7 mm diodes than the 0.5 mm.

4.11

Conclusion & Future Work

The key result found was that no additional traps could be detected by the in situ measurements compared to ex situ ones for the parameter-space explored here. What was found was
significant annealing that occurred quickly at room temperature, which was prevented by
performing the measurement in situ. Comparing the in situ and ex situ results in Figure 4.14,
one can see that initially the P2 peak height was 450 fF, but after room temperature exposure
for 2 hours, this same peak height was only 150 fF. More evidence of fast room-temperature
annealing was the gap seen in the in situ DLTS signal at 200 K during a pause in the DLTS
scan for dark J-V collection. Even with just a 10 minute pause at 200 K the DLTS signal was
reduced by 25 fF. From this observation, a reduction of 100’s of fF of the peak height at room
temperature is not a surprise. Overall, the in situ measurements were successfully performed
and low-temperature annealing behavior in InGaAs was observed for the first time. While no
extra in situ-exclusive traps were found in In0.54 Ga0.46 As, it has been shown that in situ trap
peaks do occur in other materials [8] and a test system such as used here has the best chance
of finding them.
The InGaAs traps discovered were most closely reminiscent of those found by Shaw
et al. [111], Ohyama et al. [112], and Marshall et al. [113] (see Table 4.1). Shaw et al.irradiated
with electrons, but different radiation species often create similar traps for a given material
as seen in GaAs where electrons, protons, and alpha particles all lead to similar DLTS
results [117]. What was different between the electron result and the present proton result
is that the electron-induced E1 trap was shallow and observed between 50 K and 100 K,
while P1 was a much deeper trap consistently found in the range of 100 K to 150 K. Ohyama
et al. irradiated InGaAs with 1 MeV neutrons and Marshall et al. with 63 MeV protons. The
trap found by Ohyama et al. around 150-200 K with energy EC − 0.37 eV was similar to P2
found in this work. For Marshall et al., who also used protons, the energy of 0.31 eV was
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similar to P2 but the spectra look very different compared to most of the other reported data,
including the data presented here. It could be that the spectra change when the particle
energy is much higher. Reported here was virtually no difference in the result from 2.0
MeV and 3.5 MeV protons. Another possible difference in the spectra could be from the
different epitaxy techniques used to grow the crystals. The Shaw et al. diodes were grown
via vapor phase epitaxy (VPE), and a different radiation-induced trap profile between VPEand MOCVD-grown crystals has been observed before for InP [123]. The mechanism for
this is that the growth methods change the contaminants which then interact with the
radiation-induced defects.
The annealing results at 400 K indicated that the P3 trap anneals the fastest, P1 the slowest,
and P2 somewhere in between. The remaining factors indicated that, at least after significant
annealing has occurred, the trap driving the dark current was P1 and not P2. The P3 trap was
annealed below the detection limit in 3 hours or less.
Exposing three samples at room temperature but with different angles of incidence did
not lead to an observation of new traps. Increasing angle increased the damage done by each
proton as the proton path length in the active region increased, likely by a factor of secθ or
greater. At the same time, the total number of protons seen by a device as it was angled was
decreased by the same factor due to smaller apparent area. The difference in the spectra did
not follow a trend and was within experimental error.
Admittance spectroscopy of an irradiated diode discovered a single trap and provided
insight into the relationship between the traps P1, P2, and N/F1. The trap had an activation
energy of 0.17 eV and cross-section of 9 × 10−16 cm−2 and had to have been a native fabrelated trap as the capacitance shift that caused it was found in the pre-irradiation diodes, as
well. It is reasonable to believe that this trap is the same as N/F1, as DLTS itself could not
resolve N/F1 reliably due to deviation of the transients from the thermal emission model of
Equation 2.20b. This trap was suspected to originate from the device sidewall. Coincidentally,
the capacitance shift of this trap occurred at a frequency and temperature that overlapped the
DLTS peak of P1 and P2. A change in the capacitance-probing AC frequency led to a shift in
P2 peaks where no such shift was expected. It was difficult to determine if P1 also shifted but,
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if it did, it appeared to shift less than P2. It may be that both P1 and P2 were the same trap or
that P2 is an artifact of P1 due to interference of N/F1.
It is known that an RS of high magnitude, such as found here, can reduce DLTS peaks and
even invert them [124]. This is a reasonable explanation for the N/F1 peak behavior seen in
Figure 4.18. As RS is reduced with decreased frequency, the true peak would be most like the
150 kHz data. On the other hand, this would make the peak a minority carrier peak when
minority carriers were not supposed to have been injected. These conflicting observations,
along with the previously mentioned deviation from the standard thermal emission model,
made it difficult to determine the nature of N/F1. The resistance could be lowered by covering
the entire diode with metal, eliminating any spreading resistance problem (see Figure 4.5b).
As well, the emission equation can be modified to take include the Poole-Frenkel effect or
phonon-assisted tunneling from traps and these effects could more accurately model the N/F1
trap [48]. Qualitatively, both the sidewall behavior in J-V and the N/F1 trap behavior in DLTS
were unstable, unpredictable, and appeared to be related to tunneling.
The effect of sidewalls can be eliminated with proper passivation. The industry standard
for InGaAs on InP is to use a diffused, rather than epitaxial, emitter [109]. This allows the
sidewall of the diode to be physically separated from the InGaAs junction and thus the depletion region, which is the DLTS test region, does not include any sidewall states in the
low-bandgap InGaAs.
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GaSb-GaAs Multijunction Solar Cells with Interfacial Misfit Arrays
5.1

Summary

A growth technique to grow lattice-mismatched GaSb on GaAs substrates could lead to record
efficiencies due to a wide array of bandgaps available to both GaSb and and GaAs lattice constants. It could do this at lower cost than the IMM as there is no need for the thick graded
buffer. GaSb single-junction solar cells were grown on both GaSb and GaAs substrates to evaluate the growth technique, but the lattice-mismatched growth clearly suffered from higher
threading dislocation density. Nevertheless, the material as-is was shown, by simulation, to
be useful as the bottom junction of an InGaP/GaAs/GaSb 3-J concentrator cell, beating the
InGaP/GaAs 2-J cell by 2.5% absolute at 40 suns.
This chapter has seven main topics:
1. GaSb Solar Cell Design, Growth, and Fabrication.
2. GaSb Wet Etching.
3. MBE GaSb Defects.
4. Sidewall Leakage and Sidewall Passivation.
5. GaSb Cell Results.
6. IMF GaSb DLTS.
7. IMF Triple Junction Simulation.
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5.2

Motivation & Background

5.2.1

Motivation

An alternative to the high efficiency IMM multi-junction cell is the III-Sb multi-junction with
interfacial misfit (IMF) arrays. The IMF growth technique enables growth of III-Sb materials
directly on GaAs or Si without the need for a step graded buffer [125, 126]. When compared
to the IMM cell, the III-Sb IMF multi-junction cell has two significant advantages. One is, as
mentioned, the foregoing of the growth-intensive and costly metamorphic grade in favor of
an IMF monolayer. In 2013, Woodhouse et al. found that the metamorphic buffer of a dual
junction Si/GaAsP IMM cell accounted for ∼29% of the capital expenditure of the cell [3], and
this cost would be similar for other IMM designs. A summary of IMM costs is depicted in
Figure 5.1. The second advantage is the wide range of well-developed direct bandgap materials that are lattice-matched to GaSb. This bandgap range begins at 0.3 eV with InAsSb and
extends up to 1.3 eV with AlGaAsSb. With the GaAs and GaSb lattice constants, therefore,
the combined direct bandgap range available is roughly 0.3 eV to 1.9 eV [127]. This presents
a straightforward path to cells with 4, 5, or more junctions with only a single IMF layer required. The IMM multi-junction cell, in contrast, will require one or more additional graded
buffers for additional junctions, adding to its cost.
As a long-term goal, Lumb et al. modeled that a 7-J series-connected cell can achieve
54.6% efficiency under 1000-sun concentration, where the lower bandgaps, down to 0.5
eV, can be achieved with GaSb-based material [127, 128].

Medium-term, an inverted

InGaP/GaAs/Al0.3 Ga0.7 Sb(1.0 eV [129]) IMF 3-J solar cell could be a less-expensive substitute
for the 3-J IMM InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs(1.0 eV) cell. A Sentaurus TCAD simulation of this cell
is shown in Figure 5.2, and, since this cell has the same bandgap combinations as the 3-J IMM
cell, the simulated efficiency of 38.7% (AM1.5G) is comparable to the 3-J IMM record [72].
From a growth and fabrication point of view, however, the simplest goal in the short-term
is an IMF GaSb 1-J cell to evaluate the impact of the IMF growth on device properties. And
although the GaSb bottom cell bandgap is not ideal for a triple junction cell (1.0 eV AlGaSb
will current match and contribute higher voltage), a GaSb subcell could still be used in a cell
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Figure 5.1: Capital expenditure analysis of a modern dual-junction solar cell by NREL [3]. The values
are USD per watt.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated 1-sun AM1.5G J-V of a current-matched GaInP/GaAs/AlGaSb(1.0 eV) cell. Data
and plot by Dr. Staffan Haelstrom

5.2.2

Background

IMF technology has been used in the past successfully for InGaAsSb photodetectors grown
on GaAs [130], and has recently seen interest for applications to photovoltaics [9]. Without
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the IMF technique, the high degree of strain (7.8%) caused by growth of a III-Sb material
such as GaSb on GaAs results in strain relief in the form of misfit dislocations that cause 60°
threading dislocations to propagate through the active region of the device. However, with an
IMF array, nearly all strain (98.7% for GaSb-on-GaAs) is strategically relieved by a sequence
of 90° Lomer dislocations [131]. The technique takes advantage of the alignment of a period
of 13 GaSb lattice (13 × 0.609/1.414 nm = 5.599 nm) sites with that of 14 GaAs sites (14 ×
0.565/1.414 nm = 5.594 nm). This is demonstrated by the diagram and TEM image in Figure
5.3. To keep the dislocations confied to the interface, the growth conditions are carefully
controlled. In previous work, an IMF GaSb layer grown on GaAs was found via transmission
electron microscopy to have a dislocation density of only 5×105 cm−2 , an order of magnitude
lower than published 2% grade IMM [132].

a)

b)

Figure 5.3: a) Crystal structure diagram of IMF interface for one period of GaSb/GaAs, seen from (110)
direction, with missing bond responsible for misfit dislocation indicated by red dangling bond. b) TEM
image of the GaSb/GaAs IMF interface with in-plane dislocations visible with period of 5.6 nm. No
threading dislocations were seen in the GaSb epilayer. TEM image courtesy of Huffaker group at UCLA.

The highest efficiency IMF cells thus far by the author’s research group has been a 1.0%
efficient MBE-grown GaSb 1-J cell [133] and a 2.2% efficient (2 µm buffer) MOCVD-grown
GaSb cell [84, 134], both at <1 mm2 in size. These cells compare favorably to other reported
IMF GaSb cells from Tufts [135], University of New Mexico [136] and from the collaborators
at UCLA [9]. UCLA reported a 0.7% efficient cell with a size of 0.1 mm2 . However, despite the
lower efficiency, the UCLA cell had the highest FF due to higher RSh and lower dark current,
perhaps caused by the thicker post-IMF buffer layer which lowers TDD. The most notable
deficiency in the UCLA cell was lower photo-generated current. JSC in the UCLA cell was
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likely low due to the thickness of the emitter, which was 450 nm compared to 125 nm in the
RIT cells. This emitter thickness is too high compared to the IMF diffusion length, and since
most of the current is absorbed in the top of the cell the loss could be substantial. The UCLA
JSC was 15.5 mA/cm2 compared to the RIT 1.0% cell which had 29.9 mA/cm2 . Figure 5.4 depicts
the EQE of the UCLA cell and the RIT cell (before deposition of an anti-reflective coating),
where there is a notable difference in the shape. At 800 nm, which is mostly absorbed in the
emitter, the RIT cell had ∼55% EQE whereas the UCLA only had 30%. At longer wavelengths
the two IMF cells converge to ∼25%, limited by diffusion lengths in the base, as will be seen.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: EQE of the MBE-grown cells with UCLA design (a) [9] and RIT design (b). The UCLA cells
appear to match the RIT cells before the RIT cells were contact etched. The RIT contact layer is a ’dead’
layer causing parasitic absorption, and the similarity to the UCLA data may be because the too-thick
emitter was also behaving as a ’dead’ layer.

If one is to grow and fabricate an efficient IMF solar cell, it is a virtual requirement that
one must first be able to grow and fabricate an efficient homoepitaxial GaSb cell. For many
years, the best GaSb cells were formed from a GaSb substrate with a diffused junction [137].
No epitaxy was required for these cells. In 2006, an MOCVD-grown epitaxial junction GaSb
cell was reported to be 10% efficient under 1-sun AM1.5G with a size of 1.5 cm2 [138]. MBEgrown cells have lagged behind, with 5.9% reached in 2018 at 0.25 cm2 [139], following the
author’s 5.5% in 2017 [133].
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5.3

GaSb Solar Cell Growth, Design, and Fabrication

Cells were grown on p-type 2“ GaSb (001) and GaAs (001) substrates via MBE using a Veeco
Gen 930 solid-source reactor. Control cells were grown homoepitaxially on GaSb substrates,
while the IMF cells were grown on GaAs substrates with the IMF growth technique, the details
of which are discussed in previous work [132]. To summarize, IMF growth began with a GaAs
buffer layer grown at 580° C followed by growth pause leading to As desorbtion at the surface.
This surface behavior was detected by the switch from a (2x4) As-rich reflection high-energy
electron (RHEED) pattern to a (4x2) Ga-rich pattern. Flux of Sb2 was then applied until the
RHEED pattern changed to (2x8) to indicate an Sb-rich surface. Finally, the the substrate was
cooled to the GaSb growth temperature before commencing with GaSb growth. Epitaxial
GaSb layers were grown at a growth temperature of 500 ℃ and a V/III BEP of 6. The p- and
n-type dopants were Be and Te, respectively.
The fabricated IMF cell structure in Figure 5.5 depicts layers grown along with thickness
and doping values. The control cell was grown identical to the IMF device, but on a GaSb
substrate and without the GaAs buffer and IMF procedure. Strained Al0.3 Ga0.7 Sb (1.0 eV) was
grown as the front window material, but a back window was eschewed in favor of a GaSb
back surface field (BSF) layer to prevent strain in the base and emitter. InAs was chosen
for the contact layer as it could be highly doped and a selective wet etch against (Al)GaSb
was available. A thin i-region was added to prevent inter-diffusion between dopants at the
junction by dopant diffusion. The p-type base and n-type emitter were grown 1000 nm and 125
nm thick with doping 1×1017 cm−3 and 1×1018 cm−3 , respectively. These thicknesses were
chosen based on diffusion lengths obtain from the IMF cell results by Juang et al. [9]. While
the homoepitaxial cell was expected to have diffusion lengths than the IMF cell and could
presumably take advantage of an optically thick, ∼3 µm, absorber, both cells were matched in
thickness to maintain a straightforward comparison. The n-i-p polarity was chosen because
this would match a standard IMM polarity and high mobility of majority electrons in the
emitter reduces series resistance which is important for high concentration.
Figure 5.6 is a process flow of GaSb cell fabrication. Fabrication procedure was identical
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Figure 5.5: (a) Layer structure of the IMF cell and (b) microscope image of sidewall-passivated GaSb
cells.

on IMF and homoepitaxial cells. A citric acid/HF/H2 O2 solution was used to etch device
mesas. A sidewall passivation scheme known to work for GaSb-based infrared detectors was
adapted to replace the sidewall oxide with Al2 O3 [140]. The mesa etch and passivation are
discussed in more detail in Sections 5.4 and 5.6, respectively. Before passivation, the native
oxide was removed using 1:1 HCl:H2 0 [141] and transferred to a 2nd generation Cambridge
Nanotech Savannah atomic layer deposition (ALD) reactor. A 100-nm-thick layer of Al2 O3
was deposited on the entire sample at 150 ℃. The passivation layer was then patterned with
photoresist and etched in 50:1 H2 O:HF solution to leave Al2 O3 only on the sidewalls. An
evaporated metal stack of Pt/Ti/Au was used for the back contact while Ti/Au formed the
front-metal grid. The 50 nm InAs contact layer was etched using a citric acid and peroxide
mixture (1:1) for 50 sec, which was selective over AlGaSb by a factor somewhere between
130 to 3000 [142]. Finally, a two-layer anti-reflective coating (ARC) of MgF2 and ZnS was
deposited. The MgF2 thickness was 136 nm, the ZnS was 72 nm, and these thicknesses were
determined via minimization algorithm that reduced average reflection over the wavelength
range of 500 nm to 1200 nm (see reflection in Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.6: Fabrication flow for small-area sidewall-passivated solar cells.

5.4

GaSb Wet Etching

Without convenient access to a dry etch tool, several wet etches were developed and tested
to isolate the GaSb device mesas. Previous work utilized a dry etch chemistry, BCl3 /Ar [9].
The dry etch profile was imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 5.7 (a)) and
it proved to be anisotropic, as expected. Replicating the well-behaved dry-etched sidewall
surface was the initial goal of the wet etch experiments. It should be noted that the dry etch
procedure by Juang et al. ended with a short wet etch in HCl:H2 O2 :H2 O (1:1:100 volumetric
ratio) to clean the surface of damage caused by the dry etch, so this etch may be considered
a dry and wet etch hybrid.
Several rounds of etch tests were required to attain the desired wet etch results. The etch
process of III-V material typically is a two-step chemical process, where an oxidizer is needed
to oxidize the semiconductor atoms at the exposed surface and an acid is used to dissolve the
surface oxides [143]. A common oxidizer used in many well-known wet etch chemistries is
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hydrogen peroxide, H2 O2 . Initial tests with diluted solutions of HCl and H2 O2 resulted in a
black (rough) surface and shallow etch termination. Continued etching had no effect. This
was likely due to the formation of Sb3 O6 , which is insoluble in any known acidic or alkali
solution and forms when GaSb is exposed to a strong oxidizer such as H2 O2 [144]. Therefore,
the use of H2 O2 can result in the a build up of Sb3 O6 at the surface, which cannot be etched
by HCl or HF and causes the etch to halt.
With this in mind, etch solutions without a strong oxidizer were tested. Unlike GaAs,
GaSb can be etched by weak bases alone via a mechanism that is not fully clear [145]. Both
ammonium hydroxide (NH4 OH,) 30% and tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) 5%
were tested. Without agitation, both solutions etched very slowly and with poor uniformity,
though the TMAH solution had a clear advantage in these aspects. With constant stirring,
however, the rate of the TMAH solution improved to a more reliable 25 nm/min. It is likely
that the NH4 OH solution would have also benefited from stirring, however this was not
tested. The TMAH, with stirring, was used to etch AlGaSb and GaSb in the preliminary
devices and the resulting etch profile of an IMF sample was imaged by SEM (Figure 5.7 (b)).
As seen, the etch resulted in roughness on the sidewall and and pitted marks on the etched
surface. This might have been caused by the etch chemistry by itself in some way, or it
may be that these features were the result of a reaction of the chemistry with defects, such
as threading dislocations, in the IMF test piece. If the latter was the case, then the EPD of
the IMF in this sample was ∼5×107 cm−2 . A TMAH-etched homoepitaxial device was not
imaged.

Figure 5.7: SEM etch profiles for the dry and TMAH etches.
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After the preliminary devices were fabricated, the TMAH-based mesa etch was abandoned
and a new wet etch chemistry was sought for two reasons. Firstly, the device results indicated
that sidewall conduction and recombination were limiting the performance of smaller devices
(discussed below), and the roughness seen in the TMAH-etched sidewall was a concern as
it exposed more surface area. Secondly, TMAH is a positive photoresist developer which
posed a significant risk to the photoresist used as the etch mask. The lengthy etch time and
agitation meant that even unexposed photoresist could develop, leading to partial etching of
the devices.
The strategy for the replacement of the TMAH etch was to return to a more traditional
acid and oxidizer mixture, but with the addition of an organic acid such as citric or tartaric
acid. Research has shown that the organic acid in the presence of a strong base prevents the
formation of the insoluble Sb oxide species [144, 146]. The two candidates tested were a solution of KNa-C4 H4 O6 -4H2 O/HCl/H2 O2 /H2 O (tartaric solution) and C6 H8 O7 /HF/H2 O2 /H2 O
(citric solution). After some iterations, the optimized relative concentrations were found to
be 12 g:33 mL:9 mL:500 mL for the tartaric solution and 40 g:40 uL:10 mL:40 mL for the citric. Preparation of citric solution started by fully dissolving the solid citric acid in the water.
Then the HF was added, then the H2 O2 , and the solution was allowed to mix for 15 minutes.
The tartaric solution was prepared similarly by first dissolving the solid tartrate in the H2 O.
The addition of HCl to tartaric acid starts an exothermal reaction, so after mixing in HCl
the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature before adding the H2 O2 and mixing
another 15 minutes before etching. Both of these etches were performed without agitation.
It was observed that interaction between the citric acid and SC1827 positive photoresist led
to highly scalloped sidewalls post-etch. To prevent this, the S1827 photoresist was cured at
130 ℃ after development and the results improved. Post-development curing was not needed
for AZ5214 resist. The tartaric acid solution did not etch or develop any of the used resists
(SC1827,SC1813,AZ5214).
The citric and tartaric solutions GaSb etch profiles are shown in Figure 5.8. The citric acid
solution etched GaSb anisotropically at a rate of 120 nm/min, while the tartaric etched crystallographically along the (110) plane at a rate of 130 nm/min. Both etched samples exhibited
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a)

b)

Figure 5.8: SEM etch profiles of the a) citric- and b) tartaric-based etch chemistries. The etch profiles
are displayed in the insets.

smooth sidewalls similar to the dry etch.

5.5

MBE GaSb Defects

Fabrication of large area cells (1 cm2 range) repeatedly resulted in very low yield due to
unpredictable shunting of devices. Figure 5.9 contains dark J-V curves of many small-area
diodes taken from a single sample, and it was clear that many diodes were shunted. The RSh
of each of these curves was approximated by taking the slope at zero bias, and the resulting
values were binned in a histogram (Figure 5.10). The diodes with RSh above 100 Ω-cm2 were
considered ’unshunted’, and for small-area devices (1 mm2 range) the yield was near 50%,
which was unsatisfactory.
DLIT was used to determine the cause of the shunt seen in the defective devices that led
to low yield, the experimental setup for which is detailed elsewhere [147]. The principle of
the technique is that a localized shunt path will heat up as current flows through it and this
can be imaged with an infrared camera.
Dark lock-in thermograms (Figure 5.11) correlated well with dark J-V results for shunted
and unshunted homoepitaxial cells. The cell in (a) of the figure was known to be shunted as
demonstrated by the black dotted dark J-V curve in (d). The current under reverse bias flowed
nearly exclusively through a small area in the bottom right part of the image (bright spot
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Figure 5.9: Dark J-V uniformity check. The unshunted diodes are clustered at the bottom.

Figure 5.10: Logarithmically-binned histogram of the many diode RSh .

in thermogram). The unshunted cell in (b) of the figure had uniform illumination indicative
of normal diode leakage under reverse bias. The trend from these cells and thermograms of
other shunted cells indicated that the shunt was related to the front grid metal.
SEM images of surface defects suspected to be responsible for the shunt are shown in Figure 5.12. These defects are similar to the surface defects to those found by Romero et al. [148]
caused by Ga spitting from the MBE solid source, and the DLIT results above are further
evidence for the hypothesis that a shunt is formed when a surface defect void is filled with
metal. It is known that using a dual-zone Ga cell in an MBE reactor will reduce the amount of
Ga spitting [149]. It may be possible to anneal the samples to remove the voids before metal
deposition, as well.
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Figure 5.11: Reverse bias thermograms of two cells, a shunted cell (a) and an unshunted cell (b). In (c)
is an SEM image of a Ga-rich GaSb surface defect believed to be the cause of the shunt. In the dark
J-V results for these cells (d), the dotted line is the cell in (a) and the blue line is the cell in (b).

Figure 5.12: SEM images of Ga-rich GaSb surface defects and possible evolution of the defect during
growth from a to b to c.

5.6

Sidewall Leakage and Sidewall Passivation

The need for sidewall passivation was observed in earlier work by Juang et al. [9], and it was
confirmed that the homoepitaxial cells of the size used here (circular with 400 µm and 500 µm
diameter) were sidewall-limited at 1-sun currents. Rather than use a wet passivation like
Juang et al., the procedure from Salihoglu et al. for infrared detectors was followed to replace
the sidewall native oxide with 100 nm of Al2 O3 deposited by atomic layer deposition using
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a 2nd generation Cambridge Nanotech Savannah [140]. Before passivation, the native oxide
was removed using 1:1 HCl:H2 0 [141] and quickly transferred to the ALD reactor. Roughly
100 nm of Al2 O3 was deposited using TMAl and water precursors at 150 ℃ with 5 sec wait
time between precursor pulses. The passivation layer was patterned with photoresist and
etched in 50:1 H2 O:HF solution to leave Al2 O3 only on the device sidewalls (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.13: Dark J-V for unpassivated (dotted) and passivated (solid) homoepitaxial (control) and IMF
cells.

To evaluate sidewall passivation, dark J-V measurements were taken of devices with and
without the Al2 O3 layer (see Figure 5.13). Diode parameters of ideality-of-two dark current,
J02 , and shunt resistance, RSh , were fit to the double-diode equation (Equation 2.6) for devices
of different radius [9]. Figure 5.14 is a plot of the fitted J02 and inverse RSh as a function of
reciprocal device radius for homoepitaxial cells. Al2 O3 coated homoepitaxial devices had, on
average, a factor of 5 higher RSh than unpassivated devices, though this was at the cost of
roughly double the dark current. The sidewall-dependence of J02 can be determined by,
J02 = J02,bulk + J02,sur f ace = J02,bulk +

qni SW
,
r/2

(5.1)

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, S and W are the sidewall surface recombination
velocity and depletion width, respectively, and r is the mesa-defined crystallite radius [150,
151]. Equation 5.1 predicts that the y-intercept in Figure 5.14 represents the bulk-limited
J02 , which was about 25 µA/cm2 . The RSh sidewall-dependence can be found using a similar
treatment described elsewhere [152]. From the intercept of Figure 5.14, the bulk-limited RSh
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is expected to be up to 1.6 kΩcm2 . A larger cell will therefore perform better, however, the
difficulties with large-area GaSb device yield were discussed above.
For the IMF cells, RSh and J02 did not show any trend with perimeter and the IMF devices
were already bulk-limited. The best IMF J02 and RSh were 2.4 mA/cm2 and 6 Ωcm2 , respectively. DeMeo et al. attributed the low RSh of their IMF devices to possible shunt paths along
threading dislocations. [135]
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Figure 5.14: Dark J-V parameters as a functions of device radius for Al2 O3 sidewall-passivated cells
and baseline cells without sidewall passivation.

5.7

GaSb Cell Results

SR was measured with a Newport IQE-200 Quantum Efficiency Measurement System. Due to
small cell size, only relative SR could be taken by overfilling the cells. The lamp was calibrated
using Si and Ge reference cells which received a portion of the light via a dichroic beamsplitter. The absolute SR was determined by scaling until the AM1.5G integrated current was
equal to the calibrated JSC (see J-V results below). The EQE (external quantum efficiency) of
homoepitaxial and IMF cells are shown in Figure 5.15). Qualitatively, both cells had good
collection in the emitter and but showed losses in the base. The loss for the homoepitaxial
cell base was transmission loss as the absorber was less than half as thick as needed to absorb
all light below the bandgap. The IMF cell had 10% to 20% (absolute) lower EQE for wavelengths above 800 nm. Since it had the same design as the homoepitaxial cell, the IMF cell
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must have been limited by recombination. The EQE of both cells was fit with Sentaurus to
extract SRH lifetimes (τSRH ) and MCDL. The SRH lifetimes were assumed to be independent
of doping [153], but MCDLs followed a doping dependence through the radiative component. The radiative recombination coefficient and other GaSb simulation parameters (Table
5.1) were sourced from literature [153, 154], except for mobilities, which were based on Hall
effect measurements of calibration samples. To improve the fit accuracy, especially for the
control cell which had diffusion lengths longer than the cell thickness, the MCDL values were
recursively fit against the J-V results discussed below. The fit MCDL of holes in the control
cell emitter was 1 µm, while the MCDL of electrons in the base was 3 µm. For comparison,
parameters from Sulima et al. predict MCDL of holes at the doping level of the emitter to be
4 µm and MCDL in the base to be 12 µm [154]. The fitted control MCDLs represent minimums rather than exact values as sidewall recombination (discussed later) was not explicitly
accounted for in the simulation and thus the true ’bulk’ diffusion lengths were longer. For
the IMF, a good fit was achieved with MCDL of 0.2 µm and 0.6 µm for emitter and base, respectively. The reduced MCDLs in the IMF compared to the homoepitaxial cell correlated
with lack of photoluminescence from IMF samples and was indicative of carrier loss from
non-radiative recombination due to defects related to the IMF growth.
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Figure 5.15: Measured EQE of homoepitaxial (control) and IMF cells (solid lines). Simulated EQE
(dotted) and reflectance (R) of the control and IMF with fitted lifetimes.
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Table 5.1: Parameters used for the GaSb 1-J simulations.
Parameter
Bandgap, EG (300 K)
Electron mobility, µe (N = 1017 cm−3 )
Electron mobility, µe (N = 1018 cm−3 )
Hole mobility, µh (N = 1017 cm−3 )
Hole mobility, µh (N = 1018 cm−3 )
τe,SRH Control fit
τh,SRH Control fit
τe,SRH IMF fit
τh,SRH IMF fit
Radiative recombination coeff., Bopt
Auger coefficient, CAuger
GaSb/AlGaSb interface recomb. vel.
Series resistance, RS

Value
0.73 eV
3500 cm2 /V·s
1500 cm2 /V·s
500 cm2 /V·s
230 cm2 /V·s
0.90 ns
2.5 ns
0.040 ns
0.070 ns
−11
8.5×10
cm3 /s
5×10−30 cm6 /s
200 cm/s
10 mΩ·cm2

A Kiethley Source Meter 2440-C was used to measure J-V of devices. Illuminated J-V data
were taken with a TSS Space Systems two-zone solar simulator calibrated to the AM1.5G
spectrum using GaInP and Ge reference cells. The simulator was equipped with an AM1.5
filter and concentrating optics capable of increasing the power density to 50 suns of air mass
1.5 direct (AM1.5D). A liquid-cooled, temperature-controlled brass stage was used to hold the
samples at 23℃. For concentration measurements, the number of suns, X, was determined by
dividing the X -sun short-circuit current (JSC ) by the AM1.5D 1-sun JSC . The AM1.5D 1-sun
JSC was itself calculated from the SR and the AM1.5G JSC . The concentrating optics consisted
of an acrylic fresnel lens and a fused-silica condensing lens and care was taken to not reimage the light sources. The concentrated spectrum was not measured but the acrylic lens
was expected to absorb only a minor amount of infrared light. As well, grid shading was
over 18% and this was not factored out of current densities. Optimizing the grid shading is a
straightforward route to increased current in future cells.
J-V results are shown in Figure 5.16(a) and tabulated cell metrics are in Table 5.2. Under
AM1.5G, the GaSb control cell was 5.5% efficient, with a FF of 59%, an open-circuit voltage
(VOC ) of 280 mV, and a short-circuit current (JSC ) of 33.9 mA/cm2 . The metrics improved to
8.9% efficiency, 68% FF, and 386 mV VOC under 44-sun direct spectrum. The simulated J-V
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global) for measured and simulated cells with the same lifetimes used in the EQE fit. (b) Measured
open-circuit voltages under increasing concentration from 1 to 50 suns for the homoepitaxial and IMF
cells with fit lines labeled by ideality factor.

data for the control device, produced by the same two-dimensional Sentaurus model as the
EQE simulations, was in satisfactory agreement with the measured data. While the simulation tended to overestimate JSC and FF it matched well with VOC . The experimental results
compare favorably to reported MBE-grown homoepitaxial GaSb photovoltaic cells because of
improvements to sidewall shunt resistance (discussed below) and higher current collection
due to the ARC. [9, 135, 136]
The IMF cell under AM1.5G was 1.0% efficient, with a FF of 33%, VOC of 108 mV, and a JSC of
29.9 mA/cm2 . Under concentration, the IMF cell had better relative recovery than the control.
At 44 suns direct, the IMF cell efficiency improved to 4.5%, the FF to 52%, and the VOC to 291
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Table 5.2: Homoepitaxial and IMF 1-J measured solar cell metrics.
Cell
Homoepitaxial
IMF

Spectrum
AM1.5G
44-sun AM1.5D
AM1.5G
44-sun AM1.5D

JSC (mA/cm2 )
33.9
1357
29.9
1196

VOC (mV)
282
387
108
291

FF (%)
59
68
33
52

Eff (%)
5.5
8.9
1.0
4.5

mV. The simulated data from the IMF model at 1 sun overestimated the VOC and FF compared
to experimental data due to the bulk shunt in the IMF, which could not be replicated easily
in the model. At 44 suns direct, the effect of the shunt was reduced as the shunt path was
saturated and this caused the fit accuracy to improve. The authors previously reported an IMF
cell efficiency of 0.7%, surpassed here due to greater current collection likely caused by a thin
emitter better suited for the shorter IMF diffusion lengths as well as addition of the ARC. [9]
Despite the optimized cell thickness, the VOC of the IMF was low relative to the control and
this was further evidence of IMF-related defects.
In Figure 5.16(b), VOC was measured as a function of concentration from 1-sun to 50-sun
AM1.5D. Ideality factors were extracted by fitting to the double-diode equation (Equation
2.6). The ideality factor of the control changed from 1.7 (depletion region recombination) to
1.0 (QNR recombination) at ∼3 suns, or about 320 mV VOC . This indicated that only a small
increase in solar flux was needed to push the cell towards QNR recombination. In contrast,
this transition occurred in the IMF cell at ∼26 suns, or ∼270 mV VOC , indicating that the
IMF cell had a higher number of trap states in the depletion region to fill before it became
QNR-limited.
Threading dislocations were the suspected reason for the large difference in MCDL and
VOC between control and IMF cells. A simple model by Yamaguchi et al. relates MCDL to
TDD, [155]

]
[
TDD = 4/ π 3 (MCDL)2 ,

(5.2)

where the MCDL is assumed to be dominated by TDD. Using the simulation MCDLs, the IMF
cell TDD was predicted to be at least 3×107 cm−2 , indicating that formation of 90°dislocations
was not uniform and the IMF array did not fully relieve lattice-mismatch strain. If the TDD
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can be brought below 107 cm−2 , the results will be more competitive with IMM. To reduce
TDD, two approaches may be taken. One is to prevent threading dislocations from forming
by further IMF array optimization. The other is to cause annihilation of threading dislocations
in post-IMF array growth. Practically, a combination of the two may be required to achieve a
good result. In previous work by Juang et al. [9], the AM1.5G VOC was 121 mV despite a lower
JSC of 15.5 mA/cm2 . The smaller dark current and higher shunt resistance suggests lower TDD
than reported here, most likely due to the thicker (500 nm vs. 200 nm) post-IMF array buffer
layer. A thick buffer of 2 or 3 µm would improve performance but sacrifice the lower-cost
thin buffer. However, as mentioned, the combined GaAs and GaSb lattice constants would
allow for six-junction cells with a single buffer layer and thus a thick buffer approach may
still be an economically viable strategy.

5.8

IMF GaSb DLTS

A Sula deep-level transient spectrometer (the DLTS system developed in Chapter 4 was not
available for this work) was used to perform conventional DLTS in order to electrically probe
and characterize traps states within the IMF and control cell bases. The rate windows ranged
from 0.86 ms to 43 ms, and a long pulse width of 1 ms ensured that deep levels were fully
filled. Capacitance transients were measured every 1 K in a helium-cooled cryostat capable
of a temperature range from 20 K to 450 K.
Trap states were the suspected source of the low shunt resistance and higher non-radiative
dark current in the IMF devices and thus DLTS was performed on both control and IMF cells
to electrically characterize defects caused by the heteroepitaxial growth. The DLTS spectra
and trap peak temperatures vs. trap emission rates are plotted in Figure 5.17. The control
spectra used a pulse from -0.14 V to +0.10 V, while the IMF was 0 V to +0.20 V due to leakage
current which made larger reverse biases unfeasible. The depleted region was assumed to be
entirely in the p-type base due to higher doping in the emitter leading to a one-sided abrupt
junction. The pulse to forward bias functioned as a minority carrier injection pulse, ensuring
that minority carrier traps could be detected.
The DLTS characteristics of all detected traps are listed in Table 5.3. One majority trap,
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GaSb1, was found in the homoepitaxial GaSb p-type base with an activation energy of 0.50 eV
above the valence band and with a moderate capture cross-section size of 7×10−15 cm2 (see
Figure 5.17). Due to its discovery in the homoepitaxial device, this trap cannot be attributed
to the IMF interface. Its properties are similar to a trap reported by Kuramochi et al., which
they attributed to Te diffusion across the junction [156]. This trap was also observed in the
IMF sample, though it was partly obscured by the stronger minority trap, IMF2, which was
found at 0.65 eV below the conduction band. The cross-section of IMF2 was 8×10−13 cm2 , and
a cross-section this large (>10−16 cm2 ) is typically indicative of a attractive trap with possible
positive charge state. The Arrhenius plot shows that the behavior of IMF2 was similar to
GaSb1, even though the former was an electron trap and the latter a hole trap, but the nature
of the interaction of the IMF with the GaSb1 trap is unclear at this time. The trap density of
IMF2 was ∼6 times larger than that of GaSb1, and the relatively high trap density is a possible
explanation for the high non-radiative dark current observed in the IMF cells.
Table 5.3: DLTS results for the control and IMF samples.
EA (eV)

σ (cm2 )

NT (cm−3 )

Type

GaSb1

EV + 0.50

7 × 10−15

7 × 1015

Hole

IMF1

EV + 0.19

3 × 10−18

2 × 1015

Hole

EC − 0.65

8 × 10−13

4 × 1016

Electron

Label

IMF2

Another IMF trap, the hole trap labeled IMF1, was discovered at lower temperature with
activation energy of 0.19 eV above the valence band and a with smaller cross-section of
3×10−18 cm2 . This trap was similar to the suspected Ga vacancy reported in [156], possibly indicating that the IMF GaSb growth conditions lead to a greater concentration of native
defects. While the density of IMF1 (2×1015 cm−3 ) was low compared to IMF2, it was closer
to mid-gap and thus could be a more effective SRH recombination center.

5.9

IMF Triple Junction Simulation

With an understanding of the current IMF material, the next step was to determine the performance of an IMF GaInP/GaAs/GaSb 3-J as it could be presently grown. A 3-J model was
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Figure 5.17: DLTS spectra of control and IMF samples using a 4.3 ms rate window and 1 ms pulse
width. The inset is an Arrhenius plot of the trap peak temperatures vs emission rate for the three
detected traps.

created with the IMF fit lifetimes from Table 5.1 and the AM1.5 J-V in Figure 5.18 was simulated. The GaAs subcell was simulated with typical lifetime values to achieve a 1.03 V AM1.5G
VOC . For GaInP, the AM1.5G VOC was 1.43 V. The GaAs and GaInP subcell designs were similar to work by Takamoto et al. [157] and used parameters from Algora et al. and Sato et
al. [33, 158] As the inverted IMF cell must have its substrate removed, the gold contact on the
back of the cell was also used as a mirror to increase the path length of interior photons. This
allowed the IMF cell to be thinned to 0.6 µm which mitigated the shorter L and also improved
VOC . The subcell was kept current-rich to help offset the effect the low subcell FF at 1 sun.
The simulated cell was 32.0% efficient, although at 1 sun this is optimistic as it assumed no
bulk shunt in the IMF GaSb. At 44-suns, efficiency improved to 37.8%. To determine the contribution of GaSb subcell, the GaInP/GaAs subcells were simulated as a two-junction (2-J) cell.
The 2-J cell was 31.5% and 35.3% efficient under 1 sun and 44 suns, respectively. The addition
of the GaSb subcell, therefore, led to absolute efficiency improvement of 0.5% at 1 sun and
2.5% at 44 suns, suggesting that the viability of IMF multi-junction cells could be dependent
on concentration. The industry-standard bottom subcell, the diffused-junction Ge cell, contributes more to the GaInP/GaAs system at 1 sun with a reported AM1.5G VOC (unfiltered) of
269 mV, but the difference between it and the IMF subcell is reduced under concentration.
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Figure 5.18: Simulated IMF 3-J GaInP/GaAs/GaSb solar cell with the fitted IMF GaSb lifetimes used for
the GaSb bottom cell under 1 sun (solid) and 44 suns (dotted, normalized to 1-sun). For comparison, a
2-J GaInP/GaAs cell is also plotted.

5.10

Conclusions & Future Work

Homoepitaxial and IMF GaSb solar cells were grown via MBE. The passivated homoepitaxial
and IMF cells achieved 5.5% and 1.0% efficiency under AM1.5G illumination, respectively. The
IMF cell was able to improve to 4.5% efficiency under 44-sun AM1.5D with 291 mV VOC , while
the homoepitaxial cell achieved 8.9% efficiency under said illumination with 386 mV VOC . A
device simulator was used to fit EQE and J-V of cells and diffusion lengths were extracted.
From the fit, a simulated IMF GaInP/GaAs/GaSb 3-J cell was 37.8% efficient under 44 suns, an
absolute improvement of 2.5% over simulated GaInP/GaAs 2-J cells.
Two reliable wet etches were found for GaSb, the citric acid and tartaric acid-based etches.
Both were found to have similar etch rates and smoothness of etched surfaces, but resulted
in different etch profiles. A selective contact etch for InAs over AlGaSb using citric acid and
peroxide mixture was confirmed to work well for Al0.3 Ga0.7 Sb. Several other etches were
tested but found to give poorer results.
The 0.2 mm2 homoepitaxial cells were believed to be the highest efficiency of an MBEgrown GaSb at the time they were tested, although a higher efficiency is reported now by
Tournet et al. [139]. The cells from this work held back by three issues, which were:
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1. The cells were too thin. As mentioned, the thin cell design was a result of targeting
the growth for the (expected) shorter IMF diffusion lengths. The diffusion lengths of the
homoepitaxial cell could have made use of a thicker cell that could absorb more light. The
GaSb absorber layers in the MBE cell totaled 1.175 µm compared to 3.000 µm in the record
MOCVD cell. Related to this is the use of a GaSb BSF instead of a higher bandgap window,
where the BSF may leak minority carriers outside the active region due to insufficient barrier.
AlAsSb could be used like Vadiee et al. [159], which is discussed below.
2. Unoptimized grid coverage. The MBE cell was a prototype, small-area design and
the grid coverage was calculated from the mask to be 19%. The optimal coverage for 1-sun
AM1.5G is 2-4% [95]. Applying a simple correction factor to the area used in the efficiency
calculation, 5.5% efficiency improved to over 6%.
3. Perimeter effects. MBE-related growth complications made growing shunt-free cells
on the cm2 -scale difficult. The solution was to fabricate smaller cells; however, these cells
were limited by sidewall effects. Based on current results and modeling, a >7% GaSb solar
cell should be within reach by MBE by fabricating either sidewall-passivated cells or larger
(cm2 -scale) cells that are less-affected by perimeter effects. An attempt at passivation was
made, with Al2 O3 -passivated homoepitaxial cells achieving a factor of 5 average improvement in RShunt compared to unpassivated cells. However, sidewall recombination was still
the dominant loss in the passivated cells.
Larger area cells were difficult to realize by MBE due to the shunting defects found by
DLIT which led to lower device yield as area increased. Reducing the defect density in the
MBE growths may be possible by switching to a dual filament Ga cell. This type of source cell
has been shown to reduce ’Ga spitting’ in the literature on both GaAs and GaSb [136, 149].
A possible alternative is to grow an MOCVD-based large area cell, but the best MOCVD cells
are grown with modified reactors with atypical precursors [138].
The best MBE IMF cell result was 1.0% efficiency. This was far behind the 5.5% of the homoepitaxial cell. Shunting and higher non-radiative dark current were the main cause of FF
and efficiency loss in IMF devices. The IMF was bulk-limited in both shunt and non-radiative
recombination. Not much can be done fabrication-wise to improve the cells as the high TDD
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formed during growth. Thermal cycle annealing is one possible method that has been shown
to reduce TDD of lattice-mismatched growth before [160]. Growth-wise, strained-layer superlattices grown have also been shown to reduce TDD [132]. If the TDD can be reduced by
these or other improvements, IMF cells would be a competitive alternative to modern multijunctions, especially at high concentration.
DLTS was performed and an IMF defect was found. This may have been a trap related
to IMF growth such as a repeating trap state on a threading dislocation, but it could have
been general uniformity issue or caused by fabrication. More DLTS testing should be done
to confirm the results. Post-growth annealing at 400-600 ℃ has been shown by Aziz et al. to
change the DLTS spectra (and the trap characteristics) of IMF GaSb, though not necessarily
reducing trap concentration [161].
A number of future projects could come from this work, besides the already mentioned
large-area cells by either MBE or MOCVD. One is growth of 1.0-eV Al0.3 Ga0.7 Sb solar cell.
Vadiee et al. published results on solar cells made of Al0.15 Ga0.85 Sb (0.85 eV) and Al0.5 Ga0.5 Sb
(1.4 eV) on both GaSb and GaAs substrates with some success [159]. The 1.0 eV material
was partially developed already for both MBE and MOCVD for use as the window layer in
the GaSb cells. An even higher bandgap AlGaSb will likely need to be used for the window
layer. Vadiee et al. used AlAs0.08 Sb0.92 as a front and back window, which is lattice-matched
to GaSb and has a high, indirect bandgap of 1.62 eV [159]. While the AlAsSb is a good window
material, it may be difficult to grow and the high Al content means it must be protected from
atmosphere [84, 162].
Another avenue of work would be to grow and fabricate a dual-junction or triple-junction
IMF solar cell. This cell could use the more-well-developed IMF GaSb as a bottom junction.
Growth of this type of cell would require a number of advances in fabrication capabilities.
Bonding the inverted cell to a carrier wafer and subsequent substrate removal is a required
technique for the 3-J IMF cell and this technology has not yet been developed by the author
beyond proof-of-concept. A substrate lift-off process was already demonstrated by Renteria
et al., however [136]. Also, a transparent (>1.4 eV) buffer material lattice-matched to GaSb will
be needed to grow the buffer between the IMF GaSb layer and the GaSb subcell. Currently,
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the buffer material is also GaSb, which is adequate for an upright cell as the buffer is below
the subcell but in an inverted cell a GaSb buffer would parasitically absorb most of the light
meant for the GaSb subcell. A good candidate would be AlAsSb lattice-matched to GaSb,
which was already discussed above.
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III-V Integrated Light Management Modeling
6.1

Summary

Light management is a key component of III-V cells. Unlike in silicon cells, the phenomena
known as photon recycling and radiative coupling are critical for state-of-the-art terrestrial
III-V cells and have thus far favored ’flat-plate’, untextured cells. Textures and gratings are
still useful in certain III-V cells, but these structures are somewhat underdeveloped in III-V’s
as a result of industry focus on flat-plate cells.
Three types of cells have been identified to benefit most from textures or gratings. These
are: ultra-thin cells, nanostructured cells, and radiation-damaged space cells. A numerical
model was developed to explore textures and gratings for these three categories of III-V cells.
This chapter has four main topics:
1. Numerical model of solar cell with integrated light management.
2. Light management for QD solar cell.
3. Path length simulations for GaAs with textured back surface reflectors (BSRs).
4. Light management for middle subcell of InGaP/GaAs/Ge 3-J space cell to enhance endof-life (EOL) efficiency.

6.2

Motivation & Background

6.2.1

Motivation

Light management is a well-known and important part of modern solar cell design that is
perhaps best explained within the context of historical silicon solar cell progress. In the 1960’s,
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the best silicon solar cells (∼14% terrestrial efficiency) were known as “blue” cells as they had
poor absorption of the blue part of the visible spectrum [10, 163]. Then, in 1972, the “violet”
cell was released by Comsat Laboratories and featured a new kind of ARC made of Ta2 O5 . This
was the first cell in a decade to convincingly break the 14.5% efficiency barrier and overcame
the known absorption limitation in the blue cells (caused by using SiO2 as an ARC) [164].
This cell achieved 15.3% terrestrial efficiency [10].
Soon after, in 1974, Comsat Laboratories reported a 17.3% terrestrial efficiency record with
its ’black’ or ’textured non-reflecting’ cell [10]. Instead of using a flat surface as in all previous
record cells, the 1974 cell used a front-side texture to trap and scatter light at oblique angles
into the cell [165, 166]. The texture was created by a chemical that etched preferentially along
crystal planes, leading to tetrahedral structures [164]. Light incident on the texture was more
likely to transmit into the cell, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. The texture could also scatter light
internally at oblique angles, leading to longer path lengths of rays in the cell. Longer path
lengths allowed poorly-absorbed wavelengths a greater chance to be absorbed and generate
an electron-hole pair. In theory, a perfectly random texture could increase the path length by
a factor of 4n2 , where n is the refractive index of the material [167]. The two benefits from
the texture were thus an improved anti-reflective surface, as well as improved absorption of
longer wavelengths as a consequence of light scattering.

Figure 6.1: AM1.5G efficiency record progression of crystalline silicon cells. Reprinted/adapted with
permission from [10].
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Since the Comsat cell, all further world records have built upon the light management of
the Comsat cells. They all include some form of non-reflective front surface and a texture in
order to maximize absorption. The history of silicon solar cell efficiencies are shown in Figure
6.1. As seen, the Comsat ’black’ cell represented a significant improvement in efficiency that
was not overtaken until a decade later. A modern silicon cell structure is depicted in Figure
6.3, and it can be seen that the cell is textured in addition to having a silicon nitride (SiN)
ARC. This cell type is known as the ’interdigitated back contact-heterojunction with intrinsic
thin layer’ or ’IBC-HIT’ cell [168].

Figure 6.2: a) Cell without anti-reflective structure, the index of refraction change causes roughly
30-40% of light to be reflected. b) Cell with a conventional ARC, where the thin-film effect causes
destructive interference of the reflected waves for limited range of incident angles. c) Cell with subwavelength frontside texture spatially grades the refractive index, allowing broadband and wide-angle
anti-reflection.

Another light management technique used in silicon solar cells, such as the IBC-HIT cell,
is the BSR. As the back surface of a solar cell does not face the sun, a photon-reflecting mirror
can be placed there. If the rear interface of the cell is perfectly reflecting, then, intuitively,
the path length of (un-absorbed) light rays in the cell are doubled. In reality, the surface will
never be perfectly reflecting, but a dielectric/metal back reflector stack can achieve broadband
wide-angle reflection in the high 90% (see Figure 6.17).

Figure 6.3: IBC-HIT cell structure with textured front surface with ARC and rear mirror.
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The three successful light managing elements of a modern silicon cell are thus: An antireflective front surface, a back surface reflector, and a light trapping or light scattering texture.
As will be seen, only the first two of these components are commonplace in high-efficiency
III-V solar cells.
Light management for cells made of direct-bandgap III-V material, like GaAs, is not as
well developed as it is with silicon cells. The silicon solar cell market is larger and more
historic. This would not be a problem if the light management technology in silicon was
easily applied to III-V materials, but often it is not. One reason is because of the much higher
absorption coefficient of direct bandgap semiconductors leads to cell widths much thinner
than in indirect Si. A GaAs cell’s thickness is in the single-digit micron range versus hundreds
of micron for the Si cell. In a silicon cell, the feature height of the texture is typically on the
scale of one to five micron [169, 170], which clearly cannot be used as-is in a III-V cell that
may only be a micron thick. Light scatterers on the front or back of III-V cells are often made
from a deposited non-absorbing material such as dielectrics or high-bandgap transparent IIIV windows. The added complexity nearly always leads to issues with parasitic absorption
or excess surface recombination [171]. Another complication from the thin device is the
implementation of a rear mirror. To add a mirror, the III-V cell must be bonded to a handle
and then the substrate must be removed, which is a more complicated process than in silicon
where dielectric and metal layers are deposited in a straightforward manner to the back of
the silicon substrate.
Further complications for a III-V cell stems from the direct bandgap through a phenomenon known as photon recycling. With sufficient material quality, the primary loss
mechanism in a GaAs cell will be radiative recombination or emission. An emitted photon
has a chance to re-absorb elsewhere in the cell, giving a generated minority carrier another
chance to contribute to useful work. This has the effect of lowering the radiative recombination rate and subsequently the dark current, providing a significant improvement to
voltage. A simple explanation for this is that the open-circuit voltage is the voltage at which
the recombination (diffusion) current is equal to the photo-generated (drift) current. If the
recombination process is radiative and the photon is recycled back into the photo-generated
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current, then higher voltage will be needed to increase the diffusion current to counter the
increased drift current and maintain a net-zero current (open-circuit) condition. If the photons could be 100% recycled, then the VOC would be limited by Auger recombination [172].
Realistically, the photons are never 100% recycled and radiative recombination can remain
the dominant loss mechanism, at least at 1 sun.
Related to photon recycling is the concept of radiative coupling. In a multi-junction cell,
the photons emitted due to radiative recombination for one cell may be easily absorbed by
other cells with smaller bandgap. For terrestrial cells, this has an important impact on currentmatching of subcells that are connected in series. Any excess current in a cell will tend to
recombine and emit a photon, which will be absorbed by the next subcell which may not have
enough current. In this way, radiative coupling may balance the currents and make the cell
more robust for different conditions that cause the currents to be un-matched (such as cloud
cover removing current excessively from one subcell) [173].

Figure 6.4: a) Flat-plate solar cell behaving as a planar waveguide. Escape cone critical angles are
defined by dotted lines. b) Textured front surface prevents planar waveguide modes and widens escape
cone to a hemisphere.

Photon recycling (and radiative coupling) adds an additional dimension to direct bandgap
semiconductor light management. In silicon, recycling is not a concern as the ideal material
is already Auger-limited. It is also not a consideration in III-V’s that are limited by nonradiative recombination like SRH recombination. A cell limited by SRH recombination could
arise due to presence of mid-gap traps, such as might happen after a cell is exposed to large
doses of radiation in space. However, photon recycling is of critical importance for obtaining
the highest efficiencies in GaAs and likely others such as InP and GaSb. According to Miller
et al.and Steiner et al., the current world record efficiency for GaAs under terrestrial spectrum
(29.1%) owes its success over the previous record (26.4%) thanks to improvements to photon
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recycling [62, 174]. From a previous record to the current record, the VOC improved from
1.03 V to 1.12 V. This increase in photon recycling was attributed to the use of a flat highlyreflective BSR which prevented loss of photons across the rear surface.
It is possible, perhaps likely, that a light management structure could excel at facilitating
absorption of photons of external origin while simultaneously having a detrimental effect
on the cell’s ability to recycle internally emitted photons. By reciprocity, a broadband nonreflective surface would both couple external light into the cell and also couple internal light
out of the cell. As an example, a front surface texture on a GaAs cell would create an excellent non-reflective surface, especially for rays that are incident at oblique angles, but this
would also cause the cell to emit internal photons from the surface to a greater degree. For
a ’flat-plate’ cell with a flat front surface, the index of refraction change from semiconductor
(high) to air (low) leads to an angular escape cone defined by the angle for total internal reflection (TIR), and any photon that strikes the surface outside of the escape cone, which is the
majority of them, is internally reflected back into the cell where it will have a high chance to
be re-absorbed. Between the flat front and rear surfaces, the cell behaves as planar waveguide for light outside the escape cone, a process illustrated in Figure 6.4a. However, with a
randomly textured surface, as with Figure 6.4b, the escape cone is effectively expanded to a
hemisphere, allowing internal photons to escape with any surface-pointing initial emission
angle. A textured front surface will therefore not take full advantage of voltage-enhancing
effect of photon recycling as it ’leaks’ considerably more photons and is unable to build up a
high internal photon density [172].
The effect of texturing on photon recycling in GaAs was addressed in detail by Miller
et al. [62] and Kosten et al. [172]. The authors used the thermodynamic approach of detailed
balance to model 1-J GaAs cells with photon recycling effects included. Miller simulated one
with a frontside texture and one with only planar surfaces, where both cells had a perfectly
reflecting BSR. The conclusion was that that the textured and planar cells had nearly identical
efficiency potential for cells above 2 µm in thickness. At this thickness, all sunlight above the
GaAs bandgap can be absorbed with near-unity quantum efficiency, and consequently light
scattering is not needed to obtain full current for GaAs. Additionally, the textured cell does
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not benefit from the planar waveguide modes for photon recycling and will suffer reduced
voltage enhancement because of this. Kosten et al. explained this in their model by showing
that limiting the emission angle of internally emitted photons traps them, leading to a high
internal ’concentration’ factor due to recycling. The authors predicted that a GaAs cell could
achieve >35% efficiency with <5° emission angle, at which point it becomes Auger-limited.
These observations explain why textured GaAs cells have not become popular contenders for
record breaking efficiencies. Added to the absence of possible efficiency gains is the additional
fabrication complexity from adding a texture to a thin-film cell. As previously explained, the
thinness of the cell makes texturing it a difficult proposition. Also, the model assumed a
perfectly random front surface texture, and a truly random texture is difficult to fabricate
even in silicon cells.

Figure 6.5: a) ARC and b) textured method of creating anti-reflective front surface. c) Rear BSR increases the path length of solar photons by two, while d) a textured BSR can increase path length
considerably more. e) A planar cell maximizes the path length of internally emitted photons, while a
f) textured cell collapses the waveguide modes and reduces the emitted photon path length.

In summary, there are three main concerns when designing light management for III-V
cells: 1) The reflection loss of the front surface, 2) the path length of solar photons that couple
into the absorber, and 3) the path length of photons emitted by the cell through radiative
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recombination. These are illustrated with some common light management structures that
apply to each category in Figure 6.5. The third item is only important for cells that utilize
photon recycling or radiative coupling, and if this can be ignored the dynamics of the light
management can change drastically. If photon recycling can be ignored, then the texture can
be designed as in silicon, where is it purely used to enhance the path length of solar photons
incident on the cell. There are a number of III-V solar cells where this is the case:
1. Nanostructured solar cells and the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC). Nanostructures
like QWs and QDs are poorly-absorbing, and adding extra path length can increase the
absorption of these structures.
2. Ultra-thin III-V cells of 500 nm thickness or less. These cells are less expensive to grow
but cannot absorb all of the solar irradiance above their bandgap in a planar configuration, therefore an increase in current provided by a texture is more important to these
cells than the voltage enhancement of photon-recycling.
3. Cells with traps states leading to non-radiative recombination. These cells do not radiatively emit and therefore there are no photons to recycle. The primary candidate cell
here is the space multi-junction cell. Space cells are damaged by radiation to the point
that non-radiative recombination dominates. The salient metric of the space cell is EOL
efficiency, which is the performance of the cell at the end of its mission in space. For
an EOL cell, the diffusion lengths suffer due to damage-induced traps that lead to nonradiation recombination. A texture can allow the cell to have a fair efficiency even for
very thin cell thickness, and a thin cell is better able to cope with the shorter diffusion
lengths at EOL as the light management ensures carriers are generated closer to the
junction on average.
6.2.2

Background

Background: Nanostructured Models and Experiments

In both ultra-thin GaAs and the nanostructured (QW or QD) solar cells, limited absorption
of the longer wavelengths is a critical issue. For thin GaAs, there is not enough material to
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absorb wavelengths near the band edge. In the nanostructured cell, the nanostructures are
weakly absorbing but adding more is not always an option as there is a limit of nanostructures
that can be grown without degrading the quality of the host cell. To increase absorption in
both cells, light management can be used.
Nanostructured cells have a variety of applications. One is bandgap engineering, where
the nanostructured is designed to absorb light of a specific bandgap which might not be available with typical bulk materials. An example of this is the work by Inoue et al. discussed
below. Another application of nanostructures is for the IBSC. The IBSC is a solar cell concept
that increases the absorption in the cell by deliberately introducing a band of states within
the bandgap of the host cell [175]. Photons below the bandgap can excite carriers into the
intermediate band and then into the conductions band in a two-photon process which reduces transmission loss. The IBSC concept is commonly attempted with closely-spaced QD
superlattice solar cells, where the QD states provide the intermediate band states. The detailed balance efficiency of an IBSC at 1-sun is 47%, compared to 34% for a standard single
junction solar cell [176]. The ideal material for 1-sun operation would have a band gap of 2.4
eV and VB-IB gap of 0.8 eV, however, the InAs/GaAs system is studied here as its growth is
well-understood. A roadblock to functional IBSC is fast thermal escape of carriers out of the
QD confined states that out-paces the second optical transition. To observe the two-photon
process, low-temperature measurements can be used to quench the thermal escape, or concentrated light can be used to increase the optical transition rates [177, 178]. Light management
has been proposed as a method to increase photon absorption in the QD, as increasing the
optical path length through the dots has a similar effect as increasing the concentration of
the spectrum.
Light management targeting nanostructure absorption was studied experimentally by Inoue et al. [11]. Their multi-QW GaAs-based cell was designed with a planar front surface but
a thick textured rear window layer with a BSR deposited directly on the texture. The textured
was used to enhance absorption in their InGaAs/GaAsP multi-QWs. The confined states of
the nanostructures gave the cell an effective bandgap of 1.2 eV, which is closer to the ideal
bandgap for the solar spectrum, allowing it to potentially achieve higher efficiency than a
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Figure 6.6: Left: QW solar cell with triangular BSR simulated by Inoue et al.. Right: (a) EQE and (b)
J-V results showing that the textured BSR increases current generation in the QWs. Reprinted from
[11], © 2015 IEEE.

standard GaAs cell. However, the QWs on their own did not absorb enough light beyond the
GaAs bandgap, so increased QW absorption was needed. By using a selective chemical etch
to etch a v-groove pattern in the AlGaAs window layer (Figure 6.6), and then depositing a
layer of oxide and silver on the texture to act as a mirror or BSR, they were able to increase
the absorption in the QWs by a factor of ∼5. The enhanced absorption can be seen in the
EQE data in Figure 6.6b in the 900-1000 nm (sub-GaAs-bandgap region) range.
Musu et al. performed backside reflector simulations for QD GaAs cells [12]. They took
the same v-groove pattern concept and designed a cell structure similar to Inoue et al., but
their simulations altered the period and aspect ratio of the etched grooves to optimize the
reflector texture. They found that an aspect ratio of ∼0.35 with period of 2.0 µm or greater
enhanced the QD photocurrent by a factor of 3 compared to a planar BSR, which represented
an optical path length of 6 (see Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.7: Simulated photocurrent generated by the nanostructures in a GaAs cell as a function of
period and aspect ratio of the v-groove texture of the metal BSR Reprinted with permission from [12].
Background: Thin GaAs Models and Experiments

A thin GaAs model by Miller et al. was already discussed in Section 6.2.1. In that model, a
frontside texture was found to increase absorption in thin cells, but, due to photon recycling,
a 2 µm-thick flat-plate cell was predicted to have the highest efficiency. The compromise
between textures and photon recycling has been studied by other groups [62]. Liu et al. attempted to find a better cell design than that used by Miller et al. by texturing the BSR instead
of the front surface to maintain a small escape cone and to keep the frontside layers thin to
avoid parasitic absorption of high energy photons. The back surface was textured by growing
a 5 µm AlInP rear window layer with conditions that led to random surface pits or bumps. As
seen in the previous section, a thick, high-bandgap rear window is now a common method
for texturing in III-Vs as the rear window does not parasitically absorb like a thick frontside
window might. In addition, the rear window MCDL does not typically impact the device performance, so there is no need to passivate the textured surface. Liu et al. found via modeling
that the back side texture still diminished the photon recycling factor as it broke down the
planar waveguide modes, but it allowed the active region of the cell to be thinned considerably (≤500 nm) which allowed for higher VOC . Their model predicted a better maximum
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efficiency for a completely random texture (∼31%) compared to a planar cell (∼28.5%), but
they failed to achieve this by experiment, reaching only 19.1%.
The model by Miller et al. also predicted thin cells of ≤500 nm thickness to perform well,
with efficiency near AM1.5G 30% (also see Appendix C for thin cell model by author). However, experimental cells of these size have struggled to break 20%. Liang et al. achieved 17%
with a textured frontside InGaP window [171], and Chen et al. used a backside grating to
achieve 19.9% [28, 179]. It is agreed that >25% is achievable with thin GaAs cells, but the
fabrication is difficult and a design that minimizes parasitic absorption is critical.
Background: Space Cell Models and Experiments

It is well-known that non-ionizing radiation present in the space environment leads to displacement damage in exposed III-V solar cells. Over time, accumulation of traps states lead
to reduced SRH lifetimes (see Equation 2.15). Because of this, space cells must be carefully
optimized, or radiation-hardened, so that they can remain efficient for many years despite
decreased diffusion lengths. A major consideration for multi-junction cells is the dynamics
of the individual subcell currents. Since the subcells are connected in series, the overall cell
will be limited by the subcell with the lowest current. After some time in space, the limiting
cell is most often the cell that is the most damaged. Perhaps counter-intuitively, this is not
typically the top subcell, as the radiation species that damage space cells fully penetrate the
thin films and, in this forward scattering regime, the damage depends most on the subcell
material. An empirical relationship between material, radiation species, fluence (or dose),
and minority carrier diffusion length was developed [32, 33]:
1
1
=
+ KL Φ
L L0

(6.1)

Where L is the diffusion length after exposure, L0 is the beginning-of-life (BOL) diffusion
length, KL is the damage coefficient and Φ is the radiation dose or fluence. The damage coefficient is unit-less and depends on the material and type of radiation used; there’s a different
damage coefficient for GaAs for 1 MeV protons and 2 MeV electrons, for example.
GaAs and InGaAs are damaged more quickly than InGaP, and therefore an IMM cell (see
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Section 2.6) that is current-matched at BOL will quickly become current-mismatched due to
over-production of current in InGaP. This extra current in InGaP represent photons that could
be better used in the degraded bottom subcells. The solution is to use Equation 6.1 to predict
diffusion lengths and attempt to current-match the device at its EOL, after it has received
the expected total mission radiation dose. Thinning the InGaP topcell is one way to increase
photon flux in the degraded bottom cells [39].
Integrated light management is already used in IMM space cells to increase the bottom
subcell EOL performance [38]. A flat back surface reflector will increase the optical path
length in the InGaAs subcell, allowing it to be thinned by a factor of two while still absorbing the same amount of light as a subcell with baseline thickness. The thinner cell will, on
average, generate minority carriers closer to the junction. This relaxes the diffusion length
requirements for carrier collection and allows the subcell to retain more current at EOL. It
has the additional benefit of improving voltage by increasing minority carrier densities and
reducing total number of traps.
Middle subcells, such as the GaAs subcell in a Ge-based upright 3-J cell, can also be the
target of a current enhancement through light management. The most successful concept so
far is the interstitial all-semiconductor distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). The DBR reflects
light for the part of the spectrum absorbed by GaAs, but allows longer wavelengths to transmit to the germanium. Emelyanov et al. demonstrated via analytical modeling that an allsemiconductor, AlAs/AlGaAs DBR grown between the Ge and GaAs subcells could allow a
cell to maintain efficiency of ≥26% for 4 years with standard EOL conditions compared to 1
year for an EOL-optimized cell without a DBR [39]. Because it can be grown with the epitaxial
reactor, the DBR does not add much production complexity, and the material used to grow it
is offset by the reduced absorbing material required. The DBR must be doped to a high value
to allow current to flow through it with minimal resistance.
Another idea proposed by Mellor et al. is the combined diffraction grating and DBR structure, where a diffraction grating is placed on the GaAs side of the DBR [13]. The reflective
grating is designed to scatter light back into the GaAs subcell to increase path length even
further. Scattered light that is not absorbed in the GaAs can totally internally reflect off the
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Figure 6.8: (a) Cell structure and (b) Middle subcell EOL EQE enhancement reported by Mellor et al..
’This work’ indicated the structure in part a, ’Control 1’ was a cell with baseline thickness, and ’Control
2’ had a half-thick middle subcell with a DBR. Reprinted with permission from [13].

the cell’s top surface and make it to the GaAs cell again as InGaP is transparent to the GaAs
wavelengths. Simulations by Mellor et al. show that this scheme greatly increases the middle
cell EOL EQE (see Figure 6.8).

6.3

Overview and Procedure of Integrated Light Management Simulations

Electrical simulation of all devices was performed with Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD. Carrier
transport through devices was modeled using Sentaurus’ hydrodynamic model, which is derived from the BTE, the fundamental equation of semi-classical macroscopic transport, via inclusion of certain physical phenomena considered to be of significance for carrier transport.
These phenomena include drift of carrier species due to electric fields, diffusion of carriers
due to concentration gradients, localized heating effects and energy transport, band transitions, carrier collisions with lattice phonons and ionized sites, and spatial non-uniformity of
the effective masses in hetero-structures [66].
Two methods were used to simulate the propagation of electromagnetic waves through
the device; TMM and finite difference time domain (FDTD) [180]. For single-dimensional
light management structures, such as a DBR stack or ARC, TMM was used to model wave
propagation with the analytical solution for the electromagnetic fields. FDTD is a numerical
technique that is suitable for arbitrary geometries and was used for 2D and 3D structures,
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like gratings or textures. FDTD could be used for all situations, but discretizing Maxwell’s
equations in the time domain required extensive computational power and so TMM was used
whenever possible.
A thorough derivation of TMM including how to calculate absorption as a function of
depth, which is critical for the present use, is given by Byrnes [181]. Most importantly, the
relationship between the amplitudes of the forward and reverse traveling waves, v and w, at
the mth boundary in a system of N layers of media with complex refractive index, is given by,
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Here, rm,m+1 and tm,m+1 are the reflection and transmission, respectively, across boundary m
and m + 1, Lm is the thickness of layer m, k0 is the wavenumber in free space, and (n+ iκm ) is
the mth layer’s complex refractive index.
To compute across more than one boundary, i.e. m to m + 2, Equation 6.2 can be modified
by to use the product of the relevant transfer matrices, i.e. Mm · Mm+1 , in place of the single
matrix. To compute for the entire stack, the appropriate boundary conditions must be chosen for the wave amplitudes. That is, the incoming wave in the incident medium will be a
known quantity (i.e. solar spectrum), and there is no reverse wave (wN =0) in the exit medium.
The reflection and transmission across a single boundary are the well-known equations (for
normal incidence),
nm − nm+1
,
nm + nm+1
2nm
,
tm,m+1 =
nm + nm+1

rm,m+1 =

(6.4a)
(6.4b)

which should not be confused with reflected and transmitted power (i.e. R = |r|2 ).
FDTD is a numerical technique first introduced by Yee [182]. Wave propagation through
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media is approximated by applying the finite difference method iteratively on a grid to the
differential terms in Faraday’s law and Ampere’s circuital law (Equations 2.33 and 2.33). For
these simulations, the initial source is a traveling plane wave of the form,
Ez (x, y,t) = E0 sin(kx − ω t + ϕ ),

(6.5)

where k is the wave number, ω is the angular frequency, and ϕ is the phase. Outside of
the source region, wave propagation is simulated by calculating the E and H fields on each
grid point at each time step. According the equations just mentioned, the time- and spatialdependence of the E field depends on the spacial- and time-dependence of the H field, respectively. The finite difference method uses the relationship,
f ′ (x) ≈

f (x + ∆x) − f (x)
∆x

(6.6)

where ∆x is the grid step, to approximate the field differentials. An analogous equation holds
for the time derivatives, where ∆t is the time step of the simulation. One may also use staggered or ’leap-frog’ grid and time steps, where E and H are calculated on alternating grid
points and time steps, to increase accuracy or speed. The key to acquiring accurate results
are to minimize the error in Equation 6.6 by choosing a small enough grid step. A fraction of
the wavelength is best, and the time step requirement is,
√
(∆x)2 + (∆y)2 + (∆z)2 > c∆t,

(6.7)

where c is the speed of light. The time step is incremented until the simulation reaches steadystate.
The simulation flow of the model is shown in Figure 6.9. First, the cell structure was created virtually, which was done with the included CAD tools. Then, the simulation meshes
and boundary conditions were established. From the structure and materials’ optical parameters, the optical simulation was performed, by either TMM or FDTD, and the spacial absorbed
power density was found. The optical G was then calculated for each mesh point in the device
by scaling the absorbed power per wavelength against the solar spectrum. The commercial
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Figure 6.9: Block diagram of the optical and electrical simulation flow.

software Synopsys RSoft FullWAVE was used to perform FDTD simulations, while TMM was
done in Sentaurus Device. Finally, the device simulation was executed using the optical generation and the materials’ electronic parameters. The results were many useful metrics and
experiments, such as band diagrams, dark or light J-V, and EQE.

6.4

Light Management for QD Solar Cell

Initial simulations were performed to determine the effect of a textured BSR on the path length
of light through InAs QD layers of a GaAs solar cell. The goal was to replicate the result of
Inoue et al. and to guide an experiment by Smith et al. [183]. RSoft FDTD and Sentaurus
TCAD simulations were performed on a QD solar cells with structures as depicted in Figure
6.12. The cell absorber consisted of a 500 nm GaAs emitter, 180 nm i-region with 10 repeat QD
layers, and 2.5 µm GaAs base. A 4 µm Al0.1 Ga0.9 As transparent rear scattering layer was used
as the transparent texture layer. For the flat BSR cell, a reflecting gold layer was placed below
the un-etched AlGaAs scattering layer. The patterned-BSR cell had triangular prisms removed
from the bottom of the AlGaAs layer, which were then filled in with gold (see Section 6.2.2).
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This latter BSR was based on a experimental texture etched into an AlGaAs layer grown on a
GaAs substrate by MOCVD. The texturing process began by developing lines of photoresist
perpendicular to the major flat (for US wafer orientation) and then wet etching the exposed
AlGaAs with 1:1:75 NH4 OH:H2 O2 :H2 O [183]. The resulting v-groove texture had a periodicity
of 6 µm, which was controlled by the photoresist spacing. An SEM image of the textured
AlGaAs is in Figure 6.11. The simulated texture, however, did not include the rounded edges
and other imperfections of the experimental sample and was created from simple triangular
polygons. For the simulated nanostructures, a slab of QD material with absorption coefficient
calculated by the 8-band k•p method was implemented [184]. Utilizing a uniform slab allowed
more detailed studies of the light field within the QD region compared to simulations with
discrete thin QD layers. The absorption coefficient of the QD slab shown in Figure 6.10. The
QD peak was at 1050 nm, corresponding to the QD ground level for dots of 2 nm height, 15 nm
diameter, and density of 101 0 cm−2 . About 18 nm thickness of this material was equivalent
to 1 layer of QDs, and 180 nm total was used for 10 QD repeated layers.
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Figure 6.10: Absorption coefficient data used for the QD region in the QD solar cell simulations.

The simulations were run on a cross-sectional unit of each cell with periodic and symmetric boundary conditions. The spectrum of excitation wavelengths ranged from 300 nm to
1150 nm. A fine mesh was used with uniform spacing of 10 nm and a time step of about 0.023
fs. Electric field data were saved for each grid point and examples of these data are depicted
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a)

b)

Figure 6.11: a) Cross-sectional SEM image of the triangular prism texture in an etched AlGaAs layer
grown on a GaAs substrate. b) Illustration of a QD solar cell with transparent back scatter layer and
textured BSR.

Figure 6.12: Simulated QD cell structure with a) flat BSR and b) triangular BSR.

in Figure 6.13 for a wavelength near the QD absorption peak (1047 nm). The multidimensional effect of the patterned BSR was immediately apparent versus the fundamentally 1D
case of the flat BSR. The electric field pattern caused by the triangular BSR had clear nodes of
interference due to the period and highly ordered BSR texture. A random BSR would create a
spatially less-ordered field. The spatial-dependence of the absorbed power in the QD layer is
also shown in the figure. The trends were the same as for the electric field, with clear nodes
of high absorption several factors higher than the maximum absorption in the flat BSR.
The optical G data plotted in Figure 6.14 is useful to quantify the contour plot data to show
total QD absorption across the entire solar spectrum. The data show that the patterned BSR
outperformed the flat BSR for the sum of all of the relevant QD wavelengths. Both BSRs had
clear nodes of constructive and destructive interference, which could make the average G a
function of QD placement. The triangular BSR achieved an average G of 2.98 × 1021 cm−3 s−1
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Figure 6.13: Top Row - Contour plots of the electric field intensity vs location for 2D cells with flat (left)
and triangular (right) BSRs. The intensity scale is transverse electric field component normalized to
input power. A monochromatic plane wave (continuous wave) with TE polarization and a wavelength
of 1047 nm (near the QD absorption peak) was used as the excitation source for these simulations.
Bottom Row - Contour plots of the absorbed power vs location for 2D cells with flat (left) and triangular (right) BSRs for TE-polarized 1047 nm excitation wave. The intensity scale is absorbed power
normalized to input power.

in the QD region, while the flat BSR averaged 2.50 × 1021 cm−3 s−1 . The contribution of
wavelengths below 900 nm to each of these was 2.09 × 1021 cm−3 s−1 , leading to sub-bandgap
generation in the flat and textured BSRs to be 4.13 × 1020 cm−3 s−1 and 8.94 × 1020 cm−3 s−1 ,
respectively. If it can be assumed that the flat BSR provided an optical path length of 2, then
the G data indicated that the triangular BSR led to a path length of 4.3.
The generation data was used in Sentaurus TCAD to simulate the AM0 illuminated I-V
curves shown in Figure 6.15. The GaAs parameters were already given in Table 5.1. Since
the QD region was simulated in Sentaurus as a slab of material with bandgap below GaAs,
as 3D nanostructures are poorly supported in the software. Due to the wide region with
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Figure 6.14: Optical generation curve assembled via integrating per-wavelength absorption data
against the solar spectrum for the two cells with different BSRs. Zoomed in on the QD region (∼120
nm to 300 nm cell depth).

lower bandgap, the model predicted much lower VOC than what is typically observed in QD
cells. This could be fixed in future simulations by fixing the bandgap but not disabling carrier
generation below the bandgap. Nevertheless, superior absorption of the patterned-BSR cell
allowed for a significant gain in short-circuit current with a value of 26.4 mA/cm2 compared
to 24.7 mA/cm2 for the flat BSR cell. The simulated efficiency of the triangular- and flat-BSR
cells, were, respectively, 13.2% and 12.3%.
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Figure 6.15: AM0 J-V results for the three QD solar cells with different BSRs.

The QD GaAs solar cell model demonstrated that the triangular BSR enhanced absorption
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in the QDs by providing a path length of 4.3. The cell designs from this model were grown
and fabricated by Smith et al. [85, 183], where a path length of 3.0 was obtained. Inoue et al.
achieved a path length of 3.9 with a very similar triangular BSR design [11]. The reason for
the higher path length of the simulation could have been from the optical constants used or
idealities in the model that are difficult to obtain experimentally. The shape of the reflector
may have had an impact, as the simulated cell had nominal geometry while the experimental cells had imperfect shapes such as rounded corners. These imperfections could have led
to different interior angles and modes from the BSR, or could have caused greater parasitic
absorption in the metal. The next section was dedicated to determining loss mechanisms in
the BSR design, as well an optimizing the BSR design for higher path length.

6.5

Path Length Simulations for GaAs with Textured BSRs

The next set of simulations were optical only, with the goal of optimizing the textured BSR
for high path length. Three different texture types were tested. First, the triangular-prism
linear grating used in the previous section. Then, a pyramid-shaped 3D grating. Finally, a
pseudo-random texture was tested based on an experimental texture obtained from a maskless crystallographic etch. The first two textures were optimized based on their aspect ratio
and grating period. Additionally, the reflector material stack was optimized to obtain higher
reflection by inserting a low-index layer between the metal and semiconductor.

Figure 6.16: Simulated thin GaAs cell structure used to calculate the absorption enhancement.
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FDTD simulations were performed with a 3D mesh with uniform spacing of 10 nm. The
simulated structure is shown in Figure 6.16. To easily calculate absorption enhancement enabled by the textures, a simple thin GaAs cell of 500 nm total thickness and with 50 nm-thick
front and rear InGaP windows was designed. Behind the rear InGaP window was a 4000 nmthick Al0.4 Ga0.6 As rear scatter layer, where high Al% was used to prevent parasitic absorption
of shorter wavelengths that could transmit through a single pass of the thin GaAs absorber. A
periodic unit was simulated with periodic boundary conditions used on the lateral boundaries,
but with perfectly matched layers (PML) along the direction of the input-wave propagation,
which was normal to the cell surface. Results were averaged between transverse-electric (TE)
and transverse-magnetic (TM) excitation-wave polarizations. An excitation wavelength that
was very weakly absorbed by GaAs, 900 nm, was chosen to ensure that high enhancement
factors could be achieved before the light was significantly attenuated. This configuration
should find absorption enhancement factors that are relevant to QD cells as well as certain
multi-junction cells such as an InGaP/GaAs dual junction; or any cell of similar refractive
index that requires higher absorption of wavelengths near 900 nm. Scattering will not have
a strong wavelength dependence unless the texture features approach sub-wavelength [185].

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.17: (a) TMM results for reflectance vs angle of incidence for the AlGaAs-gold interface in the
BSRs using different intermediate layer widths of SiO2 to improve reflection. The wavelength used
here was 950 nm. (b) TMM result for fixed angles of incidence vs wavelength for incident angles on
a flat BSR (normal) and for a 0.3 aspect ratio triangular BSR. The solid lines are for a metal-only BSR
stack while the dotted lines include a 500 nm SiO2 layer.
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In the structure, a TIR layer made of SiO2 was added to the BSR stack between the AlGaAs and the gold. In silicon cells, it is understood that a low-index layer between the metal
and semiconductor can lead to higher reflection and lower parasitic absorption by avoiding
both propagating and plasmonic modes in the absorbing metal, especially for textured reflectors [169]. To confirm this, reflection calculations were performed on oxide-based BSR
structures using TMM. The effect of the dielectric layer on the reflection of the BSR is shown
in Figure 6.17. Figure 6.17a is a plot of reflectance vs. angle of incidence for a fixed wavelength of 950 nm [11]. The incident medium was non-absorbing GaAs, so the reflection in
the plot refers to reflection off of the BSR back up into the semiconductor, not air. Increasing the width of a SiO2 layer between the GaAs and gold led to higher reflectance for most
wavelengths. With SiO2 thickness at 500 nm, there was 100% reflection for most angles of
incidence higher than the critical angle (θC ) for TIR ( 24°). When the SiO2 thickness was 100
nm or less, the phenomena of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) occurred, a concept
similar to quantum tunneling. For angles above the critical angle (θ >θC ), evanescent waves
transmitted energy into the metal by exciting surface plasmon polaritons modes, leading to
parasitic absorption in the metal and loss of reflection [169]. Even at 500 nm thickness, there
was still FTIR between θC and ∼27°, though at this thickness the overall reflection loss was
greatly reduced compared to 100 nm.
For θ < θC , the SiO2 reduced reflection loss by suppressing propagating modes, as the
metal was more reflective when the incident medium had lower index of refraction. The exception to this was when the SiO2 layer behaved as an ARC. At certain angles and thicknesses,
light reflected off of the semiconductor-oxide interface destructively interfered with light reflected from the metal. The destructive interference condition was when the SiO2 layer was
nλ /2 where λ was the effective wavelength in the SiO2 corrected for refracted angle and
n was any integer of 1 or greater. This was different than the traditional ARC condition,
(2n − 1)λ /4, due to the configuration of the refractive indices in the BSR layers. Optimizing
the SiO2 thickness to remove any destructive interference was not attempted, as there was
always at least one condition for destructive interference for thickness above ∼300 nm, but
below 300 nm led to greater loss through FTIR which was more important to avoid. An oxide
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thickness of 500 nm was ultimately chosen for the remainder of the simulations as this was
a good compromise between preventing FTIR, maintaining generally good reflection below

θC , and remaining practical for fabrication of experimental devices.
Figure 6.17b is a plot of reflectance vs wavelength for fixed angles of incidence. The pink
curves in the figure were for metal only, and with 0° (solid) or 28° (dotted) angle of incidence
the reflectance was similar. The choice of 28° here was because this was the angle of the triangular texture simulated in the previous section (Section 6.2.2). The blue curves in the plot had
the 500 nm-thick SiO2 TIY layer, and for 28° incidence angle the reflectance was 100% for all
wavelengths as this angle was beyond θC . For normal incidence, the reflection was improved
over the bare metal for most angles beyond 550 nm. Below this wavelength, thin-film interference was observed again with modes of both constructive and destructive interference. As
most wavelengths below 550 nm will be absorbed on the first pass, even in very thin cells,
these effects will not be of much concern. There was one destructive interference condition
above 550 nm, at ∼750 nm, which was not alarming as 750 nm was not of any particular interest. Had this interference occurred for the QD wavelength, however, this could be avoided by
changing the oxide thickness to shift the interference wavelengths. Destructive interference
at the wavelength for a QD absorption peak, for example, would want to be avoided in a flat
BSR cell driven by normal incidence. For a textured BSR, the oxide layer was clearly superior
for all wavelengths.
All of the results in Figure 6.17 were found with a 1D analytical approach using TMM. In
the silicon industry where texturing is more common and well-understood, it is known that
a textured metal reflector leads to parasitic plasmonic modes in the metal [186]. To examine
the effect of the TIR layer on the reflection of a textured BSR more accurately, 3D FDTD
simulations were performed for the structure in Figure 6.16 for a pyramid texture both with
and without the TIR layer. Figure 6.18a is a 3D contour plot of absorbed power from one
of these simulations. Absorption in the GaAs cell can be seen near the top, and parasitic
absorption on the surface of the metal in the BSR is seen at the bottom. To better quantify
the loss, the absorption was summed across cross-sections and plotted against the growth
direction in Figure 6.18b for cells with and without a TIR layer. Without the TIR layer, the
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a)

b)

Figure 6.18: a) 3D spatial contour plot of absorbed power of 900 nm light in a single period of the thin
GaAs cell with a pyramid-textured BSR. b) Total absorption in a cell plane as a function of growth
direction (Z) for cells with without a TIR layer. The aspect ratio and period of the scattering structure
was the same for both cells, the only difference was the presence of the TIR oxide layer between the
metal and AlGaAs back scatter layer.

absorption in the metal was an order of magnitude higher than in the GaAs layer for 900 nm.
When the TIR was added, parasitic loss in the metal was much reduced and instead that light
was reflected and absorbed in the GaAs layer. This result confirmed that the 500 nm-thick TIR
layer should be included in the BSR stack for the texture optimization study. Quantification
of the improvement due to the TIR layer on the path length is discussed later.
Figure 6.19 contains absorption enhancement factors for triangle and pyramid BSRs of
different aspect ratio and periods. The enhancement factor, or path length, was calculated for
900 nm light by normalizing the total absorption in the GaAs cell for the textured cell in question by the total absorption in a conventional, on-substrate GaAs cell of the same thickness.
Trends were not easily identified in the results, but the triangular BSR generally enhanced
absorption by a factor of 3 to 8, while the pyramids offered 9 to 23, with some outliers. All
but one of the simulations in the plot used the 500 nm-thick SiO2 TIR layer in the reflector
stack. A metal-only stack was simulated for pyramids of aspect ratio of 0.3 and period of
2 µm (’+’ symbol in figure), and the enhancement factor dropped from 33 to 10, indicating
that this layer is crucial to obtaining high path lengths. The 6 µm period triangular BSR with
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aspect ratios near 0.3 matched well with previously reported experimental work [11], where
an enhancement factor in the QDs was reported to be 4.8. The most promising result was the
pyramid BSR with period of 2 µm, which reached 33 factor for an aspect ratio that corresponds
to the wet etch crystallographic angle (near 0.3). For 0.7 aspect ratio, 1 µm period approached
the theoretical limit for a random texture (see Section 6.2.1), 49, indicating a strong diffraction order into a mode that allowed for very long path lengths before escaping. This result
agreed well with Battaglia et al., who discovered that the most resonant period for triangular
√
structures was 3/2 times the wavelength, or ∼1.1 µm in this case. However, as the 0.7
aspect ratio would be difficult to achieve via wet etch, 2 µm period was the most reasonable
approach and could also avoid stronger wavelength dependence of smaller features.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.19: Absorption enhancement for (a) triangular and (b) pyramidal BSRs of varying periods and
aspect ratios. Calculated aspect ratios resulting from anisotropic etching along crystal planes, as well
as the aspect ratio estimated from SEM of the triangular texture are highlighted.

One additional BSR was tested as part of the simulated set, and this was a pseudo-random
textured BSR. The texture was developed experimentally with a maskless etch [85] and then
digitized for the simulation using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The 5 µm by 5 µm grid
data, seen in Figure 6.20a, was imported into the FDTD software to incorporate into the 3D
structure. A cross-section of the simulation structure is shown in the Figure 6.20b. The gold
reflector was modeled flat in this instance, with the texture applied only to the oxide-AlGaAs
interface. At the edges of the simulation, periodic boundary conditions were applied as usual.
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The large area simulated (5 µm by 5 µm) was to provide a sufficiently random surface lacking
any obvious repetition at the 1 µm-wavelength scale due to the boundaries. The absorption
enhancement factor was 13.8, which is a favorable value compared to the triangular linear
grating (3-8 factor, generally), but not so compared to the pyramid texture (9 to >20). As
already state, a fully-random texture would obtain near 50 factor. However, the maskless
etch was not completely random as the etched features were expected to have similar aspect
ratios with some range of variation in the heights and widths.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.20: (a) AFM data for a maskless etch texture. (b) Cross-section of 3D solar cell with random
texture, layers colored according to refractive index.

To conclude, the optimal wet-etched texture allowed for a factor of 30 path length enhancement of light compared to an upright cell on a thick substrate. High reflectivity of the
mirror was critical to achieving this result, which was achieved with a low-index dielectric to
promote TIR on the backside of the cell and to prevent parasitic modes in the metal. Without
this layer, the result was only a factor of 10 increase. The periodic pyramid texture had the
best performance with >30 path lengths, and outperformed the maskless-etch pseudo-random
texture for many periods and aspect ratios. Whether or not a periodic or random texture texture is better theoretically is a subject of debate in the silicon field, with some work indicating
that periodic gratings can achieve 14.5n2 path length for single wavelengths [187], compared
to the classic 4n2 for a random texture [167]. The key is that the periodic structure can be
designed to avoid modes that couple into the escape cone.
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6.6

Light Management for GaAs Subcell of InGaP/GaAs/Ge Space Cell

The goal of these simulations was to reduce the middle subcell thickness of an InGaP/GaAs/Getype space cell as this improves the radiation tolerance and allows for longer missions [39].
It is well-understood that the GaAs subcell in the InGaP/GaAs/Ge triple junction space
solar cell is current-limiting at EOL. With a ∼1 µm-thick GaAs subcell, the 3-J cell will
have improved radiation tolerance, however light management is then required for a GaAs
absorber layer that is not optically thick.
To improve the GaAs subcell current, a photonic crystal has been inserted between the
middle and bottom junctions in the simulation. The photonic crystal was inspired by previous simulations reported by Mellor et al. [13] and consists of a diffraction grating, a lowindex spacer, and a DBR. The grating scatters GaAs band-edge light, the spacer internally
reflects scattered light (restricting it to the top subcells) and prevents coupled modes into the
DBR [188], and the DBR reflects any GaAs band-edge light that could not be scattered or
reflected off the TIR layer.

Figure 6.21: Simulated a) baseline triple-junction cell with thick 4.1 µm GaAs subcell, b) cell with thin
1.8 µm GaAs subcell and a DBR between the middle and bottom junctions, and c) cell with even thinner
1.2 µm GaAs subcell with the DBR as well as the grating and TIR layer.

Synopsys RSoft FullWAVE FDTD and Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD simulations were used
to evaluate the performance of a light management structures intended to increase current
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collection in the GaAs subcell of a InGaP/GaAs/Ge space cell. The material parameters for
the electronic simulation began with those from Sato et al. [33], but with optical constants for
InGaP and GaAs measured via spectroscopic ellipsometry. The parameters of diffusion length
and layer thickness were refined until a satisfactory baseline match to the BOL performance
of a typical ZTJ cell [1] was obtained. The thick bottom Ge cell was replaced with a much
thinner 0.7 eV subcell based on GaSb in the interest of saving computational time. Several
3-J cell structures were simulated to evaluate the photonic crystal. First, a baseline cell was
simulated with a GaAs subcell thickness of 4100 nm. The subcell was then thinned to 1800
nm before adding in the DBR layers. While half of the original thickness would be expected
for a reflector that effectively doubles the path length, the slightly-less-than-half thickness
emphasized differences in the DBR layers to more easily find the optimal DBR. Finally, the
subcell was thinned to 1200 nm and a diffraction grating made of InGaP in a low-index, TIR
layer made of Al2 O3 was added to complete the photonic structure. The progressively thinned
structures are shown in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.22: DBR layer thickness vs. middle subcell JSC contour plot used to optimize the AlGaAs/AlAs
DBR. This DBR was 24 pairs.

TMM-based simulations were performed to optimize both the thicknesses of the
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Al0.1 Ga0.9 As and AlAs layers and the number of repeated pairs. The data is shown as a
contour plot of JSC as a function of AlGaAs and AlAs layer thicknesses in Figure 6.22. At 58
nm and 69 nm for AlGaAs and AlAs, respectively, middle subcell JSC was maximized. For
number of DBR pairs, it was found that increasing the number of pairs increased the middle
subcell JSC , but there was no benefit after about 20 pairs (see Figure 6.23a). Thinning the
subcell from 4100 nm to 1800 nm caused transmission loss of 1 mA/cm2 , and the addition of
20 or more DBR pairs returned 80% that current. The remaining 20% could not be recovered
due to insufficient bandwidth of the DBR. The refractive indices of AlGaAs and AlAs are
similar, and the DBR created from them reflected only a narrow set of frequencies near the
GaAs band edge. To resolve this, a second DBR was added behind the first using different
thicknesses of AlGaAs and AlAs at 51 nm and 62 nm, respectively. This 2x-DBR design
proved to the more effective of the two DBR types, as it returned nearly all of the lost current
at 48 total DBR pairs (24 + 24).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23: a) Middle subcell JSC (a), and b) bottom subcell JSC as a function of number of DBR pairs
for the 1x- and 2x-DBR designs.

The reflection vs. wavelength of the 1x-DBR and 2x-DBR stacks are shown in Figure 6.24a.
The 1x-DBR had reflection near 100% in the wavelength region of 800 nm to 900 nm for 26
pairs. The 2x-DBR structure of similar overall thickness to the single-DBR structure, with
13 pairs of 51nm/62nm thickness and another 13 pairs of the original 58nm/69nm thickness.
This 2x-DBR sacrificed peak reflection for added bandwidth, starting at ∼700nm instead of
800nm. The 2x-DBR could be optimized further, as optimizing the four thicknesses involved
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as well as pair ratio is more extensive and was not performed yet. Furthermore, a graded
DBR might be the best design. The effect of the 1x-DBR and 2x-DBRs on the the external
quantum efficiency is in Figure 6.24b. The baseline had 4100 nm-thick middle subcell while
the DBR cells had 1800 nm. The EQE data indicated that, although the DBR cells displayed
interference fringes in the middle subcell, the average EQE was close to that of the thick
baseline. Due to its greater bandwidth, the 2x-DBR maintained baseline-like EQE for the
shorter GaAs wavelengths when compared to the 1x-DBR design; the 2x-DBR cell did not
have the reduction at 750 nm like the 1x-DBR cell did.
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Figure 6.24: a) Reflection vs. wavelength for 26 pair 1x-and 2x-AlGaAs/AlAs DBR. Absorption was
disabled for the GaAs incident medium. b) EQE of the baseline cell with 4100 nm-thick GaAs subcell,
and the sans-DBR, 1x-DBR, and 2x-DBR cells with 1800 nm-thick GaAs subcell.

Figure 6.23b is bottom subcell JSC vs. number of DBR pairs, used to determine the extent of the bottom subcell JSC reduction due to DBR interference fringes. Both DBR designs
performed similarly and converged on 0.5 mA/cm2 of lost current, which was a small value
compared to the amount of excess subcell current (31 mA/cm2 in Ge vs. 17 mA/cm2 in InGaP).
Figure 6.25 is a plot of middle and bottom subcell JSC correlating to the process in Figure
6.21. Beginning with the baseline GaAs subcell thickness of 4100 nm, the subcell was thinned
to 1800 nm and then the DBR was added. Then the middle subcell was thinned again to 1200
nm and the final piece of the photonic structure, the grating, was added. Once the middle subcell was thinned to 1800 nm from 4100 nm, the DBR (26-pair 1x-DBR) was required to restore
the original ratio of currents. Thinning the subcell further to 1200 nm, the DBR-only design
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had only 94.4% of the baseline GaAs subcell JSC , which was a loss of 1 mA/cm2 . Addition of
the grating and TIR layer brought the current back above 18 mA/cm2 , or 97.8% of the baseline
current. However, the grating led to greater than 8 mA/cm2 loss (74.5% of baseline) in the
bottom subcell JSC . Loss of this much current could lead to a bottom subcell-limiting condition at the maximum power point, which is addressed later. The grating dimensions used
for these simulations were 430 nm grating period consisting of 320 nm InGaAs width in 110
nm of Al2 O3 cladding, the height or thickness of the InGaP was 230 nm, and the Al2 O3 TIR
layer was 1000 nm thick. The grating section of the structure could be optimized to reduce
the bottom subcell loss as this grating prototype was optimized to increase middle subcell
current only without concern for the bottom subcell.

Figure 6.25: Simulated JSC for the middle (blue) and bottom (red) subcells of the triple-junction cells
with and without light management features. The black dotted line was the InGaP top subcell JSC . The
goal was to maintain the baseline currents while making the cell as thin as possible.

Figure 6.26 contains the simulated AM0 J-V three cells of Figure 6.21. These results indicated that the performance of the three cells was nearly the same, even though the GaAs
subcell thickness were different in each one. The grating cell did have some FF loss due reduced current in the Ge subcell due to the grating and TIR layer reflecting a significant portion
of the Ge wavelengths as discussed above. Implementing a thinner subcell without sacrificing initial performance made the DBR-only and grating designs better suited for the radiation
environment of space. However, the grating design could not be used as-is in newer designs
of multi-junction space cells. The InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs IMM, for example, is much closer to
current-matched than the Ge-based 3-J, meaning that the 1.0 eV InGaAs cell could not afford
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to lose 8 mA/cm2 of its current to the photonic crystal. The Ge subcell studied here had 31
mA/cm2 of current (see Figure 6.21) before the photonic crystal was implemented, while a
current-matched bottom subcell would have 20 mA/cm2 or less. Losing 8 mA/cm2 from the
Ge subcell still keeps it well above the ∼17 mA/cm2 JSC of the InGaP subcell, however, a
current-matched bottom subcell, like 1.0 eV InGaAs, would drop to 12 mA/cm2 with the crystal, which would current-limit the cell and cause a large drop in efficiency. Either the bottom
subcell loss would have to optimized to virtually eliminate the loss, or the IMM would have
to be redesigned to account for the loss, i.e. by grading further to 0.9 eV InGaAs.

Figure 6.26: Simulated AM0-illumninated I-V the three structures.

Another issue with the photonic crystal is the increased fabrication complexity. Mellor
et al. have preferred the approach of wafer bonding, but avoiding this would be preferable
as it requires two substrates. The DBR section of the crystal can be grown monolithically
in an epitaxial reactor with no extra fabrication steps as the layers are all semiconductor.
The grating structure is a much more difficult growth problem, but could possibly be accomplished by halting the growth, forming the grating, then re-growing the top layers with lateral
overgrowth and creating the low-index Al2 O3 layer from AlAs via steam oxidation [189, 190].
One problem with this approach is the transition from high index semiconductor to low-index
oxide leads to a broadband semi-reflective surface. The grating could by tapered to make it
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behave as an ARC, but this may interfere with its ability to scatter and reflect the wavelengths
for GaAs.
Figure 6.27 is an example of how one can optimize grating feature sizes. The 1st diffraction
order is the desired order for the GaAs wavelengths, as these are the wavelengths that will
be sent back up into the GaAs subcell at an angle beyond the front surface’s critical angle for
escape. The 0th order is wanted for the Ge-absorbing wavelengths, as the 0th order is undeflected light traveling normal to the surface that should transmit through DBR if it is outside
the DBR bandwidth. This grating, the same as used for the multi-junction simulations above,
was not well-optimized, as the 1st order diffraction peaked between 650-800 nm at ∼50% of
the photons instead of 650-890 nm to cover the entire GaAs range. Fringes for the 1st order
continued out into the longer wavelengths, which led to bottom subcell losses. Optimization
is possible by changing the grating features to obtain high reflection for 650-890 nm and high
transmission for >890 nm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.27: (a) Illustration of the photonic crystal and examples of the path of 0th and 1st diffraction
orders. (b) A diffraction order efficiency plot for the 0th, 1st, and 2nd diffraction orders as a function
of wavelength. The 1st order angle in the 800 nm range was ∼28°.

With Equation 6.1 and the damage coefficients, the EOL efficiency of the multi-junction
structures could be simulated. In Appendix D, damage coefficients for GaAs and InGaP were
fit using data from irradiated IMM cells, and those damage coefficients were used to perform
EOL simulations. Table 6.1 contains the BOL and EOL AM0 efficiency of the simulated cells
as well as the middle subcell BOL and EOL JSC . The EOL/BOL ratio is also given for these
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metrics, as this is a measure of the radiation tolerance of the cell. The expected EOL/BOL is
taken from the ZTJ cell datasheet [1], where the assumptions made are that the ZTJ cell is
middle-subcell-limited at all fluences and that the ZTJ cell does not already contain a DBR. The
baseline cell (4100 nm thick middle subcell, no DBR or grating) had higher JSC EOL/BOL of
0.958 compared to the expected value of 0.94. It also had lower cell efficiency ratio with 0.844
compared to the given 0.85. The exact structure of the ZTJ is not given so this is an acceptable
fit, however, it may be that the simulation here over-estimated the minority carrier mobility
and over-estimated the damage to the SRH lifetime.
The general trend was higher EOL/BOL ratio for both JSC and efficiency as the middle
subcell thickness is decreased. The 1200 nm thick middle subcell with DBR and grating design was the most radiation tolerant, at 0.994 and 0.851 for both middle subcell JSC and cell
efficiency, respectively. However, the 1800 nm with DBR design had the highest efficiency at
EOL at 26.42%, compared the 24.20% for the baseline cell. The grating cell under-performed in
absolute efficiency due to the FF reduction caused by bottom subcell current loss, which was
explained previously. The conclusion to be drawn from Table 6.1 is that the DBR and DBRplus-grating designs were clearly more radiation tolerant, but these cells were not optimized
carefully enough for EOL. The middle subcell was still overproducing current at EOL for the
1200 nm cell with DBR-plus-grating, for example, since the top subcell was limiting the cell
to 17.32 mA/cm2 while the middle subcell was at 17.82 mA/cm2 .
Table 6.1: JSC and AM0 efficiency of the five simulated solar cells for BOL and EOL, along with expected EOL/BOL ratio from ZTJ datasheet [1]. The EOL condition was 1×1015 cm− 2 fluence of 1 MeV
electrons. The ZTJ thicknesses were assumed and may be incorrect.
Metric

BOL

EOL

EOL/BOL

Expected EOL/BOL

4100 nm midcell JSC

18.22 mA/cm2

17.46 mA/cm2

0.958

0.94

1800 nm midcell JSC

17.23 mA/cm2

17.02 mA/cm2

0.988

1800 nm midcell JSC w/ DBR

18.12 mA/cm2

17.88 mA/cm2

0.987

1200 nm midcell JSC w/ DBR

17.30

mA/cm2

17.20 mA/cm2

0.994

1200 nm midcell JSC w/ DBR+Grating

17.93 mA/cm2

17.82 mA/cm2

0.994

4100 nm midcell 3-J eff.

31.03%

26.20%

0.844

1800 nm midcell 3-J eff.

30.79%

26.04%

0.846

1800 nm midcell 3-J eff. w/ DBR

31.04%

26.42%

0.851

1200 nm midcell 3-J eff. w/ DBR

30.77%

26.08%

0.848

1200 nm midcell 3-J eff. w/ DBR+Grating

30.63%

26.07%

0.851
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To summarize, the interstitial DBR allowed the middle subcell to be effectively halved in
thickness while maintaining good current in the bottom subcell and without any loss in BOL
cell efficiency. Adding a grating texture between the DBR and the middle subcell allowed the
middle subcell to be thinned to 1200 nm, but the texture at this location led to loss of 25.5%
of the bottom subcell current. EOL simulations demonstrated that both DBR and DBR-plusgrating designs were more radiation tolerant, but that these cells were not fully optimized
for EOL yet. Even without optimization, the DBR design improved the thick baseline cell by
0.22% absolute efficiency at EOL.

6.7

Conclusions & Future Work

A numerical model for integrated light management was developed to explore textures or
gratings in III-V solar cells in three areas: thin GaAs cells, QD solar cells, and space cells. All
three of these cells are not dependent on photon recycling or radiative coupling, which were
not included in the model.
To increase absorption in nanostructured single-junction GaAs-based cells, the GaAs substrate was removed and replaced with a textured BSR. The QD GaAs solar cell model demonstrated that the triangular-prism textured BSRs enhanced absorption in the QDs. This model
was designed to replicate experiments by Smith et al. [85, 183] and Inoue et al. [11]. The
model predicted that the textured BSR had an average path length of sub-bandgap wavelengths through the QDs of 4.3, while the experimental results calculated this path length
to be 3.0 and 3.9. The error could have come from non-ideal conditions in the experimental
cells, such as the random smoothing or variation in the texture, or from error in the optical
constants used.
To optimize the rear-side BSR texture design, a series of absorption enhancement simulations were performed for three texture types: triangular linear gratings, pyramidal gratings,
and a psuedo-random maskless-etch texture. In theory, these textures could be replicated
in experiment via wet etching. The first two textures were explored in terms of aspect ratio
and period. It was generally found that the optimal period was 2 µm for both pyramid and
triangular textures. The pyramid texture could achieve path lengths of 10 to 35 depending
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on aspect ratio, while the triangular texture achieved 3 to 10. The psuedo-random texture,
based on data imported from an experimentally etched sample, achieved path length of 10.
High reflectivity of the mirror was critical to achieving this result, which was achieved with a
low-index dielectric to promote TIR on the backside of the cell and avoid parasitic absorption
in the metal. Without this layer, a texture with 30 path length was reduced to 10.
The texture and mirror combination was then applied to a 3-J cell intended for use in space.
The goal was to harden it against radiation by thinning the middle subcell. An AlAs/AlGaAs
DBR, which could be grown monolithically, was placed between the middle and bottom subcells and designed so that it reflected the GaAs wavelengths but allowed the longer Ge wavelengths to transmit. The DBR allowed the middle subcell to be effectively halved in thickness
while maintaining good current in the bottom subcell and without any loss in BOL tandem
efficiency. Adding a grating texture between the DBR and the middle subcell allowed the
middle subcell to be thinned to 1200 nm, but the texture at this location led to significant
loss in the bottom subcell current. A more optimized grating design could reduce the bottom
subcell loss. EOL simulations were performed and demonstrated that the light management
structure improved the radiation tolerance, but that more careful EOL optimization had to be
done to take better advantage of this aspect. The DBR cell beat the thick baseline cell at EOL
by 0.22% absolute efficiency.
Future work includes experimental testing of the path length experiments. Confirmation of the the mirror quality results could be done by fabricating textured samples with and
without an oxide layer. The pyramid texture may be possible to create by using the technique developed by Kicin et al., where a sacrificial AlAs layer is used as a ’dwindling’ etch
mask [191]. A larger variety of textures could be simulated. Rather than apply the texture to
semiconductor, the oxide layer-metal interface could be textured on its own. The wavelength
dependence could be examined, as well as any dependence of the absorber layer thickness
itself [187]. A front-side texture could also be explored.
Implementing DBRs in multi-junction space cells is not a novel concept [39], but the grating and DBR design has not been tried experimentally, yet. Whether or not this can be done
monolithically needs to be carefully explored and would require epitaxial overgrowth [189]
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and lateral oxidation of AlAs [190]. The structure could also be made by wafer bonding [13],
but this requires two substrates and extensive processing and it may not be viable from a cost
perspective.
Another avenue of work is improvement of the model. Including photon recycling or radiative coupling in the model would make it capable of predicting results for terrestrial III-V
cells with low non-radiative recombination rates. In the light emitting diode (LED) industry, the ratio of the number of photons lost through the front surface to the total number of
spontaneously generated photons (luminescence) in the device is referred to the extraction
efficiency and is often computed numerically [192]. The numerically obtained extraction efficiency could be used as a photon recycling probability, which can be applied iteratively (as
a geometric series) to extend the radiative lifetime in the device simulation [174]. The extraction efficiency could be obtained by simulating the solar cell as an LED as a separate optical
simulation step.
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Appendix A
Software
A.1

MFIA DLTS

This program is used to capture capacitance transients using the Zurich Instruments MFIA
digital lock-in amplifier. It can then process the transients into DLTS spectra. The program
can also perform admittance spectroscopy. It was originally written in MATLAB.

The software and instructions for use can be found online at GitHub:
https://github.com/nelsongt/mfiaDLTS

A.2

Double-diode Curve Fitting

This program is used to fit J-V data to the two-diode model (Equation 2.6). It was originally
written in MATLAB.

The software and instructions for use can be found online at GitHub:
https://github.com/nelsongt/LMDiodeFit
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Appendix B
Sentaurus Hydrodynamic Model
The model begins with a generalized BTE [63–65],

δ f (r, p,t)
=
δt

(

δf
δt

)

(

δf
+
δt
f ields

)

(

δf
+
δt
di f f

)
,

(B.1)

coll

where f is the distribution function defining the probability of finding a particle within the
tiny volume d 3 r and within the tiny momentum-space p at time t. The time-rate of change of
this distribution is equal to the sum of the changes due to externally applied fields, diffusion,
and collision or scattering events.
Even under non-equilibrium conditions it is still clear that external forces and diffusion
alone cannot change the total number of particles at any time (unlike collision effects such
as recombination) and it can further be shown by Liouville’s theorem that under these two
components the total phase-space must remain constant and thus the distribution density
must be conserved. It follows that the total time rate of change of the distribution function
can only come from collisions,
d f (r, p,t)
=
dt
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δf
δt

)
(B.2)

.
coll

Expansion of the derivative (in one dimension for simplicity) leads to,
d f (x, p,t) δ f δ f dx δ f d p
=
+
+
=
dt
δ t δ x dt δ p dt

(

δf
δt

)
.

(B.3)

coll

Assuming the only external force acting on the particles is an applied electric field, the
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familiar quantities dx/dt and dv/dt can be rewritten to obtain,

δf
δ f qE δ f
+v
+
=
δt
δ x m∗ δ p

(

δf
δt

)
,

(B.4)

coll

where q is the carrier’s charge (negative for electrons, positive for holes), m∗ is the carrier
effective mass, and E is the magnitude of the external electric field, and v is the real-space
velocity. Note that the effective mass approximation has been used.
The collision term is then treated using,
(

δf
δt

)
=

∫ (

)
f (x, p,t)[1 − f (x, p′ ,t)]S(p, p′ ) − f (x, p′ ,t)[1 − f (x, p,t)]S(p′ , p) d p′ ,

coll

(B.5)

where S(p, p′ ) is the rate of carrier transition from initial state to final state after a collision,
and S(p′ , p) represents the inverse process. The first term in the integral represent the probability that a collision will occur that changes a carrier from an initial state to a final state and
the second term represents the reverse process. For transition to occur, the initial state must
be occupied ( f (x, p,t)) and the final state must be unoccupied ([1 − f (x, p′ ,t)]). To net a number of state transitions, the probability of the initial-to-final state transition must differ from
its inverse process. The integral sums the net state transitions over all possible momenta.
The full BTE form in Equations B.4 and B.5 is generalized for semiconductors and may by
solved numerically by Monte Carlo simulations, however, this is too complex and computationally demanding for most applications. Instead, it may be more easily solved by careful
approximation. The relaxation time approximation (suitable for low-field conditions) is commonly used,

(

δf
δt

)
=−
coll

f − f0
,
τ

(B.6)

where f0 is the equilibrium distribution (Fermi distribution) and τ is a macroscopic relaxation
time defined as the average time it takes for the current non-equilibrium state to relax back
into the equilibrium state. Thus the rate of change of the distribution due to a collision is
simply the rate at which the distribution relaxes back to equilibrium. One of the consequences
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of this assumption is the carrier mobility model. Substitution leads to,

δf
δ f qE δ f
f − f0
+v
+ ∗
=−
.
δt
δx m δ p
τ

(B.7)

Equation B.7 is still difficult to solve and, rather than directly solving for the distribution
function, it is usually approximated up to a few orders by the method of moments.
By using the method of moments to solve the distribution-containing differential equation, several important and familiar relationships can be determined without directly solving
for the distribution. Recall that the expectation value of a macroscopic quantity from a distribution function can be found by,
< Θ >=

∫

Θ f d p,

(B.8)

where Θ is the moment generating function and will be chosen to be some function of momentum as averaging the distribution over momentum leads to useful relationships in carrier
momentum and energy. The functions of momentum will be in increasing powers of p, where
p0 , p1 , and p2 terms correspond to moments of the 0th, 1st, and 2nd orders. As will be shown,
these moments result in conversation laws of carrier density, momentum, and energy, respectively.
The 0th order function is the simplest, Θ = p0 = 1. To obtain terms that resemble the
form in Equation B.8, the BTE of Equation B.6 will have both sides multiplied by the moment
generating function, Θ, and integrated over momentum space,
∫

δf
Θ dp+
δt

∫

δf
Θv d p +
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∫

qE δ f
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dp = −
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∫
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Treating the first integral in Equation B.9, and recalling that Θ = 1,
∫

δf
δ
dp =
δt
δt

∫

fdp =

δ n(x,t)
.
δt

(B.10)

The second part of Equation B.10 has come about because the explicit time-rate of change of
f will be unaffected by integrating over momentum.
The last part of Equation B.10, which includes the carrier density for carriers, n(x,t), comes
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from the following,

∫ ∫

N=

∫

f (x, p)dxd p =
dN
=
dx

n(x)dx,

(B.11)

∫

f (x, p)d p = n(x),

(B.12)

where N is number of particles in the phase-space volume dxd p, which must also be equal to
the integral-over-space of the carrier density.
Similar treatment of the remaining integrals in Equation B.9 results in the carrier continuity equations,

δ n δ (nv)
+
= G − R,
δt
δx

(B.13)

where G and R are the generation and recombination rates, respectively. The quantity nv in
Equation B.13 is the current density contribution from electrons. An analogous equation for
holes can be derived.
The 1st moment comes from Θ = p1 = h̄k, and results in the drift-diffusion (DD) equations,

δ (n < p >)
δ
n< p>
+ qnE + kB Tn =
,
δt
δx
τ

(B.14)

where the parabolic band approximation, ε = hk2 /2m∗ has been used. A non-isothermal
relationship can be used here if T is the carrier temperature tensor.
The closure relation is < p >= m∗ v and the definition of carrier mobility is µ = qτ /m∗ .
Substitution into Equation B.14 and assuming steady-state leads to,
Jn = qnµn E −

δ
µn kB T n,
δx

(B.15)

with an analogous equation for holes.
The 2nd moment, with power of p2 , results in an energy conservation relation and utilizes
the parabolic band approximation, Θ = ε = hk2 /2m∗ ,

δ nw δ nvw
δ
δQ n
+
= −qnvE − (nkB Tv) −
− w − w0 ,
δt
δx
δx
δ x τE

(B.16)

where w is the average kinetic energy, Q is the heat flow, and τE is the energy relaxation time.
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The utilization of the higher moments allows Sentaurus to relax some of the assumptions that exist in the more conventional and commonly-used isothermal DD model. Nonisothermal modeling with energy transport and conservation allows for more accurate submicron regime modeling with high field intensity or high carrier densities that push the carrier populations away from quasi-equilibrium. Specifically, the DD model does not reproduce
carrier velocity overshoot and can overestimates impact ionization rates [66]. The higher moments would be most useful in thin cells under high carrier concentrations.
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Appendix C
Light Management for Textured Thin GaAs Cells
The goal of these simulations were to reproduce the model by Miller et al. [62] to establish
a reliable framework. Synopsys RSoft and Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD were used to perform
electromagnetic and device simulations, respectively, in order to model cell performance as
a function of cell thickness for the considered light trapping schemes. Those schemes are
the conventional upright cell with thick absorbing substrate, ELO cells with a flat BSR, and
ELO cells with a triangular BSR pattern. To replicate experimental textures etched in AlGaAs
by Smith et al. [183], the period of the pattern was 6 µm and the height of the triangles was
1.6 µm. For each of the BSR types, rear metal stack was simulated with SiO2 /Au, where the
dielectric layer was used to improve the reflectivity of the BSR by totally internally reflecting
beyond the critical angle. Light inside the critical angle was reflected by the metal. The optical
solver used was RSoft’s FDTD solver, FullWAVE.

Figure C.1: Layer structure of the ‘Flat BSR’ cell. The upright cell has a thick absorbing substrate, while
the triangle BSR cells have a triangular pattern etched into the AlGaAs layer using the same pattern
as simulated in previous reports.
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An example layer structure of the simulated devices is shown in Figure C.1. An n-GaAs
emitter of fixed width and p-GaAs base of varied width form the GaAs single junction baseline
cell, with a pair of InGaP windows on either side. The highly doped AlGaAs back surface
contact (BSC) is used as both the contact layer to the back contact metal as well as a thick,
non-absorbing layer in which the light trapping pattern can be etched into. The high Al% in
the Al0.4 Ga0.6 As was chosen to prevent parasitic absorption of shorter wavelengths as the
GaAs absorber layer thickness was reduced.
Figure C.2 contains AM0 solar cell metrics vs. cell thickness for the three light trapping
schemes. For the upright cell, the maximum efficiency was 27% at 2 µm and it was clear
that this cell type could have benefited from an even thicker base. For the flat BSR cells,
27% efficiency was achieved at around half the the base thickness or about 1 µm, which was
expected due to the roughly doubled path length. For the patterned cell, high efficiencies
and currents are maintained with sub-micron cell widths, with sub-400 nm cells capable of
27% efficiency, indicating greater than a factor of 5 path length increase from the upright cell.
There was no effect of the BSR on FF. The VOC was improved by texturing, however, this result
is only valid is the carriers are lost due to SRH recombination. If radiative recombination is
dominant, photon recycling will increase the voltage and favor the planar cell, as already
discussed.
The JSC trends for all three cell types were in agreement with Miller et al., which was the
goal of these simulations and established a framework to move on to more predictive results.
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Appendix D
IMM Space Solar Cell Model and Damage Coefficient Fitting
Previous experimental results by Adams et al. [38] on irradiated 3-J IMM cells provided an
opportunity to validate simulations before progressing to predictive irradiated IMM modeling.
It was possible to extract a rough value for the damage coefficient for InGaAs (1.0 eV) using
1 MeV electrons by fitting the experimental data. Electron radiation damage coefficients for
1.0 eV-InGaAs could not be found in the literature and are reported here.

Figure D.1: EQE plots of the fitted triple-junction IMM cells for two different fluences of 1 MeV electrons, 1 × 1013 cm−3 (left) and 1 × 1015 cm−3 (right).
Table D.1: Radiation parameters used to model damage in each of the three subcells.
Material

KL (cm2 )

RC

InGaP

1.0 × 10−7

1.1

GaAs

3.0 × 10−9

2.6

In0.3 Ga0.7 As

8.0 × 10−8

2.6

A Sentaurus TCAD IMM model was fit to the experimental data. Adjustments were made
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in the radiation damage coefficients for the InGaP, GaAs, and InGaAs subcells to optimize the
fitting. The plots of EQE as a function of radiation fluence shown in Figure D.1 are the result
of this fit. Excellent match between experiment and simulation can be seen for e− radiation
fluence of 1 × 1013 and 1 × 1015 cm−2 . The final radiation parameters used in the fit are listed
in Table D.1
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